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· ~~ Dunnage ~lange, located ln the central aob1le belt · of the 
• AppalachiaB ·o~ogen, 1n north-central Newfoundland, is hos.t . to . several 
.. suites of igneous intrusi.ons. These incl~~e . aafic ~hroug~ felsic 
dike~, stocks, and batholiths . rang~~g -in 'age, froa Earlj Ordovician 
through Jurassic. 
The tectonic eRvironment and mode of origin of the . Dunnage 
Melange. ,as . well. as th~. origin and . sigdfican_ce. (lf its ~n_t_NsJo_n!. 
have long been a . sugject of co~trover;sy • . The _purpose ·of . this study 
was to exallline the fi~'ld relati'onahips between the ' intrusions . and the . 
~ . . "' . ~ ' . ' . 
·host melange 1 and the geochea!stry and ·p_etrography of the .intrusions, 
in ~h~ conte~t of thie coniroversy • 
. ~ . 
It was concluded · that the meiange anti its : intrusions w~re part · of . 
a. t:omplex arid. dy~11ic ign~o~s • . -&ed~mentafy and tectonic system, ·.t~ 
., loc,1· history of which . was characterized by peneconte~~poraneous 
·.sedi!JM!tltation, block hult:f.n,g, olistostrome depositio.n, intrusion, and 
' I 
.. ~ .. 
s.eoiment slumping and · sliding i~ Ordovicia~ time.· The· e.arliest' 
. . . 
'intrusions are ID&'fic tholeii~es with . a chemistry.indica~ive of a . . 
. \ 
tensional environment, interpreted to be related to · ~cll.-~rc basinat 
rlftll'1g. ·. The Dun~ge Formation was ~hen intruded, 
peneconte~~poraneously with sedimentati?n,, and meiange formation, by . a 
suite ·of 
. . . 
silicic rot:ks (the Coaker J>orphyry) that ,have· a sedimentary 
. X . . :. . 
these intrusions · were followe·d closely ·in source. dme by _ a 
that was ded ved from · a.n lgn~C:,us 'ol: ' ma~~le source-. 













. '· · . 
'*'··---
·on a . regional scale, melange fonution and i 'ntruaio,n of the Coaker 
I 
. Porphyry are i~terpreted . to · have t'aken -place in a back-arc setting 
'during the Early ·Ordovician subduction of the leadi.ng edge of the 
~ontinenul margin of North. A81er:f,ca,' with part-ial melt1.~g of aedimen~s 
. ~frQm the contine~tal -rgin giving .rise t.o · !arge quantiti~a 'of silicic 




magmas were derived from the . partial · melting · of thi& contallinated 
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The Dunnage Melange is a prominent and• controversial componeot of 
the central.: ·inobile belt of the Appalachian Orogen, located in the 
northeasternmost extension · of the orogen, on ._.the Island 6f 
Newfoundland. ~. · · 
The Dunnage Melange is hos't · to a· suite of felsic igneous 
intrusions. The Coaker PorpA.yry is unique -to the nort~ast portion _of · 
- ' 
- .. 
the melange terrane, where it comprises approximately' pne third ~f the 
outcrop area. Minor mafic intrusions, the :Puncheon Diorite and the · 
Grapnel Gabbro, also occur in this area. The southwe"St portion of the 
·'" ·· Dunnage Melange was intruded ' by gabbro si'lls which, toget~er with 
blocks of gabbro in the melange, are correlative 
• ' 
with the · New Bay 
Gabbros in the adjac~nt Exploits Group •. '~;'be age, abund~ce, physical 
' . 
characteristics, and distributi-on of these int-rusions' s-uggest that 
they were penecontemporaneous with, and_ possibly related 'to; melange 
formation (Williams and Hibbard 1976). · 
·-
The Dildo Porphyry is a suite of Late Ordovician dikes and stocks 
that intrudes · surrounding formations, but is absent, oddly, from the 
• 







A suite of Acadian batholiths·· (the Loon Bay gra'(lodiori tes) and 
associated dikes and stocks intrude the southern ana northwestern part 
of the melange. Diabase dikes _ of prbbable Devonian age intrude the 
melange · in a swarm parallel to Uildo end Reacli Runs. .The yo)lngest 
+ 
intrusions in the area are Jura-ssic · lamprophyres that permeate 
' 
the 
' Notre· Dame Bay area. 
1 •. 1 Statement of pr_obl_em 
" ' 
The purpose ·of this · study twofold .• . First'ly, it ._ is a 
petrological Study · of several. suites of igrie_ous ·_rocks, to 'determine 
their . sources, evolu_tion,. . modes . of emplacement, ·.and 
interrelationships. · The Coak.er · Porphyry in · pa,:ticular is an 
' . . . ' 
,• interesting rock, - ~it~ its abundant- ultramafic xen911ths, mu~covite 
and · ·ga.rnet' phenoc;:'rysts, and ·. spect~cular itlter'ac:tions with: tl)e host 
mudstones of_ the Dunnage · M.el.,ng~ matrix~ 
' ' • 
The second purpose of ' this - study 18 the ·. detennination- of the 
-_phys'ical ' and -tempqral relatio~ships , betw'een the 'intrusions and. the 
fo'rma'tio~ of the- DUnnage · . ~lange. It is also . ·hoped that the 
petrogenetic 1 p~rt of the study_ would help to elucidate . the .tectonic 
env~ronment· of f.ormat1·orr of . the melange • . The tec~o-nic significance t..Of 
. . 
the . . Dunn'age He lange has :, long be_en a sub·je~t 'of ais'pute,· with the ' 
·. theories of its 'or.igin rangin.g from ~hat of an. ol.iatostro,iaal · deposit 
· ·in - a· fore- o'r' back:-a.r~ b~~in to tectonic def~~ti~n in the t retlch· of 
a subduction zene. 'The conclua'i~ns reached have had a ~tof.ound 
_influence on the - ll!<id~h · by whi.ch- . the geologic history of c•ntral 
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i.2 Methods 
Two summers of · f,ield wc'Ck were . und_ertaken, duri ng which the 
r~l~tionships bet'!'leen the int'ruSi·ont? . an~ . tbeir 1\ost rocks were 
Studied', distribution of igri.eous rock types were mapped, contacts 
betwe..en the northeas_t par~ of the Dunnage Melange and surrounding 
units were exal!Uned, and sa~~~ples "!ere collected in the· 
• , <1 • 
Dunnage Me l ange · 
and surrounding units. . \ 
\ 
Following recognition of . the importanc·e of mud.,Ugma. interactions 
in · the Dunnage Melange, .similar and . well-documented occurrences in 
Wales and Ireland we~e . exa'&ined during the . Geological Society· of · 
.London /s c~nfer~nce,· '.'Vo_icanic Processes .in Marginai Basini" • 
.. 
Thin · sections of the sampl~s· were eXamined· for the . . . petrographic · 
part of the . . s .tudy; microscopic · observ.ation·s Were !SUpplemented by 
I 
data·, ob'tained · using .. a : fully . au~omated . JEOl.-
. ~ . . . . . ~ . ' 
JXA-50A electron _probe .microan'alyaer; _· 
Tra:~e· ele~~ent.s· ; incl~d-i.ng rare eu:th elellll!!nts, ,were analyzed . by 
x-ray fluo~es.ence, usi~g- 'a Phillip!! 1450 automatic X..;ray fto~esce~ce 
. ~ I . • • . , . 
spectrometer: • . · _ Major - . el~ment'!l we.re . ana~yz·ed by atomic -absorption 
(Per:ji~ Eime·r· 36Q). :A whole_-Joc-k ·Rb/Sr _bochr on was o.~tained for t he. 











· 1-.3 Format ·of dissertation ( · 
'The first part of this . report, Chapters 2 ·through 5, is concerned 
with 'the presentation and interpretation of field relationships , and 
previous work. Chapter 2 sets the stage with a descl"'iption of the' .' 
geoiogic setting of the Dunnag~ Melange and the igneous rocks under 
study. Chapter 3. is an outline of previous and current work in the 
area. The behaviour 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
of .the igneous rocy during emplacement is 
Chapter 5 presents co~lusions based on the 
material in Chapters 2 through .4, · and discusses" the local geologic 
history of the Dunnage Melange as int~rpreted according to these 
· conclusions .• 
_The second part of the dissertation deals with the petrography, 
geochemistry, and petrogeuesis of the igneous rocks under study: the 
Coaker Porphy,ry (Chap.tet 6), re 
(Chapter 7), and the mafic- ro~s 
Dildo Porphyry and 
(Chapter 8). 
Loon Bly suites 
·Chapter 9 ·summarizes the main points of the study and d r aws 
together the field and petrogenetic interpretations into a unit ied 
story. 
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Geol~gic $etting of the Durmage Melange and its Intrusions 
The igneoui rocks that 
. . 
intruded ·the . Dunnage Melange are the 
principle subjects of this 'dissertation, ' as well ·as ·intrusions 
occurring :l.n neighboring units and the rocks that serve as · hosts ,to · 
these intrusiqns, This chapter is a brief overview of ·the . geology and 
. geologic setting of the Dunnage Melange • and the igneous . en vi rotunent · 
of which the intrusions are a · part. For fur.ther information .on. this 
material, the reader is ref_;rred to previous work; • only new 
'>. 
information and observat,ions .are presented in detail in this section. 
2.1 Regional setting 
The. Dunnage Melange is located in the north-central p~rt of the 
Appalachian orogen in Newfoundland. The orogen in Newfoundland has 
been divided into four major tectonostratigraphic . zones (Williams 
1979) (fig. 2.la). The Dunnage Zone. named after. and including the 
Dunnage Melange, consists of early Palaeozoic mafic volcanics; 
ophiolites, and marine sediments, and comprises the remnants of the 
ancient Iapetus Ocean • . The Humber Zone to the west is the· ancient 
continental margin of North America, the easternmost part ,of which was 
deformed and metamorphosed during the emplacement of the Taconic 
allochthons . onto the continental margin during early to middle 
Ordovician time. The Gander and Avalon Zones to the east are 
enigmatic suspect · terranes (W1lliams
1 
and Hatcher 1982) whoee 
. / 
--- --- -- ~- - -- --- -- ------ --~ - --- - - - ------~--- ---------
-Figure 2.1 The Appalachian Orogen in Newfoundland 
A. The Appalachian Orogen .in Newfoundland 
has been divided into four major 
tect"cinostratigraphic z_ones ('Willia11111 1979): 
) ) The Humbe14 _Zone an.cient continental 
. 
margin of North Amer ica 
• 
2)Dunnage Zone· • remnants of Iapetus Ocean 
3)Gander and Avalon Zones 
' 
• possible 
. continental fragments annexed onto North America 
following the c~ng of the Iapetus Ocean. 
' 
B. A schemat ic cross-section (Early-Middle 
Ordovician) depicting a generalized model for the 
formation of the Appalachian Orogen, showing 
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relationships to the Appalachian orogen are poorly under·atoo4 ~ They 
are interpreted as continental masses from the·eastern side of th~ 
Iapetmf Ocean. (see Col.eman-Sadd 1980. 1982). · 
. The . Dun~age Zone is underlain by an .ophiolitic basement that is 
exposed· . along the western edge of the zone. and in a hor.st in the 
centr.al part of t-he zope (Haworth et al. 1978. Strong 1977, Dean 
1978, · 'Lorenz and Fountain 1982) • . Thick piles of Lower Ordovician 
volcanic ·and volcaniclastic rocks in the western and central parts of 
the Dunna.ge Zone have been univel'jsally accepted as having fo~ed in an 
island arc environment (se.e Rib~rd and Williams 1979 for complete 
references). 
I 
The Dunnag~ , Melange is part of an as.~emblage of arc-derived 
basinal sediments that lies to the east of the island Ate volcanics. 
'Previous workers have d~sagreed as to whether this basinal assemblage 
was located ip a fore-a;-c. or a ·back~arc · position._ 'nte· advocates ol a 
' ' 
fore-arc environaieht baaed their conclusion• on the presence of the 
Dunnage Melan.ge- itself' whlch they interpreted to be . anl!logous to the 
Franci~can meianges, formed in the trenc~ ·Of a west-dipping subdu~tion 
zon·e . (Dewey 1969. · Kay · 1976. ·McKerrow and Cocks _1978). 
.Will,iams ( 197-9) advocated that the Du1;mage Melange is an 
Hibbard a~ 
a re-f lankinl 
oiistostrome · rather than a tre~ch-fill melange, but were unable .to 
distinguish between the fore- and back-arc environments on the basis 





The bulk of regional evl~ence ~avors the now widely-accepted , 
model for Newfoundland in which closure· of the Iapetus .Ocean was 
effected by an eastward..;;dipping subdu.cti.on zone l~cated along the ~ie 
Verte Lineament (fig. 2.Ia) (see Cole~n-S~dd 1983. for disCllssion). 
This model places the Du.nnage Mel_ange in · a back-arc setting (fig. 
2.lb) • 
. 2.2 Geology and local setting of th.e Dunnage Melange. 
The Dunnage Melange occupies an area approxi~tely . 40 km long and 
up to 13 km wide fn the Bay of Expl,d:h:s area of eastern Notre Dame Bay 
(fig. 2.2). It is pa~t of a s.tr.atigraphicaliy_ and- structurally 
. . 
complex assemblage of isiand-arc volcani,c · a.nd a~c-derived sedimentary 
. . 
rocks that range ln age from Middle Cambrian through Silurian. The 
t . . 
Htholgi..s co~~~prising the Dunnage•Melange are pre-caradocian, and the · 
melange is one of several,distinc~ pre-Car~ocian.assemblages in the 
eastern Notre Dame Bay . area. · The geology of .thes·e ass~mblages and 
their possible relations-hips to the. Dunnag.e H.elange (st_ratographic or 
fac~es equivalence, source of melange lith~logies) are summarized in 
Table 2.1, and discussed in section 2.2.3 belo~. · The pre-caradocian 
assemblages ar, overlain by caradocian black shales, distal turbidites 
and minor chert, followed by flysch sequences that pa~s upwards (not 
., 
:.--'" .. . 




F~gure 2.2 T.he- Bay of Exploits' region. Modified from Dean 1978. 
Key 
Loon ~ay Granite 
Undifferentia-ted' Silurian groups 
Sansom Greywacke 
Pdint Leami.ngtori Greywacke · 
Dark Hole Formation 
Chape\ Formation 
Lawrence ·Harbour Shale · 
Summerford Group 
Lawr:ence .Head Volcar:t~cs 
New Bay . Gabbr;o 
- New Bay Formation 
Dunna,ge Melange 
Twilli~gate .Trondj_!:lemite 
Moreton\1 Harbour Group 
Sleepy Cove Group 
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Possible Sources and Stratigraphic Correlative& 




LITHOLOGIES • · RELATIONSHIP TO 
DUNNAGE MELANGE 
Interdigitate& with SW portion of 
the Dunnage Melange, which is . 
? to Cara~ocian 
Mafic Tea An Vol-
canics • New Bay 
14ormation: tuff· 
turbid! tea, 
possibly a distal equivalent.; _,. 
SWIIIRerford 
Group . · 
Treudocian ( ? ) 
to·· caradocian 





llt s. limy tuff.. 
arkose 
. I \ 
New ·Bay Formation + Dui:mage 
. Melat)ge matrix, _but is coarae·r; 
Lawrence .. Head • volcanic bloCks 
(Hibbard , an~ Williams -197.9) 
Fault contact against Dunnage 
Melange on New ~orld Island. 
Possibly share cQmmon source of 
11 thologiea • or represent the · 
same formation but with different 
structural history. 
















.Cambrian t~ ? 
· lS ... ' 
, I 
Maf i;_c volcanics. 
chert • Caradocian 
argilli-tes · __ · 
Possibly same aources as Dunnage 
Mel~nge; could be atratigraphic 
equivalent of Expioi ts . Group; · 
, · emplaced as a block ..(Dean 1978. 
I p 108) 
.. . l . - \ 
Mafic Sleep} Cove · . \ S~parated from Dunnage He~ange I 
Formation. · trondh- ' and other rocks by the 
jemite. ·-volcanics • . Chanceport fauit. May be source 
tuff. turbidite•~ or similar ~o . ao\,\rce of Cambrian . 
dike .•wariu . piliow baa8lte, tu·ff turbidi.tes. 
.. 
' .. 
. \ . 
. ... 
.. 














2 o2·o1 Geolog~ of· the Ounriage Me-lang~ 
The ~nnage Melange is' a chaotically dt~rupted ,un!~ cons1s.t1ng of 
. an ihhomogeneou~ se.dimentary matrix,' lacking consis~eot or continuous_ 
bedqing; ·that ~upport~ · a iarge' "numbe~ of cla·sts . and blocks that ·are . 
. . ' . 
inhomogeneQus in.l~thology and distrlb4tion; Clasts and Ql~c~s -range 
. . ' 
in _si.ze. rrom granu~a r "to d1m~ns _ions" of .up . to a. kilomete.r .acr_oss: ' a~d 
' . 
c?mprise · l ·ess - tha~. 30% ot -' _the . melan~~.~ T~ble 2:2 d~tails the ~trl~ 
. . . . . . ' ·. , . . 
'types,- an.d T~ble 2~3 ·the ·types of ~locks and clasts, that wer;e 
:ob~~~ved .·by .the au,tho_ro l.o~Bl_iti~s _are shown on _fhe map, fi~u 2.3-."_ 
The matrix .is most ·c~iamo~ly a dark,: llla'SS~;e~ l;lon-fissile .mud~.-tone·~ w·ith 
. . . . . .. . . 
<i:oarse, : ariasta,sing_ clea·vage 
The · predominanf: · b.loek · ty_pes .. 
(type -1 ~. or .~o~biy mudstone ·(type 4) 0 • 
are mafic volcanics (~ostly ' tuffs •. 
.. • ·aggloll!erates., . p~~1ow _b~ecc:t;'~ and -pillow basalts .:- types ia, lb, and 
·. l"d), ~r~Y':'ac~e~ . (t_ype 2a), and ~arbonates ... (typ_e 3)o. Notably abse.nt· 
. . . . . . . . ,;_· -
from the Duimage Melange are o-p}tiolitic lithol_og.ies: serpe_ntinites o_r . 
o.th.er. ~.ult~a~f~t·s·, ~layer~d g-~~br~s .. . and s~e-lred .dikes 0 Gabbros · in the 
~ . . . . . . . 
s 'outhwest · ~ortion . of" . the melan8~. are ~elated to ~he New "Bay 'cab.bro 
' . ' . . 
sills ' rath~r · than to ophiolite - (Hibbard 1976 ;-".po· 3no 
' . . n~t been· ob~e~~~~ : 1~ ~ ~~e· .melange: . ~~-~1-x : : Pillow. ~~vas 
Chrolli te has 
and -'minor . chert , 
. ~- . . . 
. . 
occur in the · Dun~ge Melangl!, _ but - ' then 11 tholgies . alone . are ' not, 
. ' ' '· ' .. suff(ci~ni: . evi~en_ce · ~ o~ a·rr . o~hio,lftic s~urJ' -f ~r the uiel.ange. 
. . . . . . . . . ~ . . 
For- further __ desc.J::ipt"ion ·o"f .the Dunr~age Melange se~ Hibbard and• 
Williams (1979)~ 
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· . . TABLE 2.2 . --~nage. Melange ~trix Types· . ' . 
. ·. I • 
Type 'Field Loca_lity . 
· · ·(See _map fig. 2.3) 
. . . 
, 1) Dark ~ssive mudstone,·· no~-:-fia.sile, .with_ ·a) /7 ,83,229,'5~2,S44 ; a67 
~ coarse, t rreg\lla-r·, 'anastamosing cleavage:, H ,154, .1..13; a 79 · · · 
few ·or no clasts • . ' .· . : c) 96 
a) "With abundant ·pyri~e n_odule.s · d)- 879. - · - . 
b) ~nganiferous . e) ·ori'e _ot' lDo_st abund~nt' · · 
c) with siderite porphyroblasts . .- matrix types·, partie- ·. · 
d) w~th graptolites • · - . _ul~r1.y ·on New World. I. 
e)_ with sparse large _blocks but few_ .n ~3 _ . . 
or no small cl~~;sts · _g) 63-,2~2~238;271,'279: . 
f) micaceoq,~~ 
'g) si'lt.~. .. 
~) Streaky, variagated ~d~tone, ·usually a -.·Extremeiy' common matrix 
combination of any of black, g_reY.. : greep, type: . . 30, 64,81.; 83,-84, 
red. 8.5 0 86,9S,25Q,278,323, 
a) discontinuous, . c~·ntor'ted )>edd_ing 334·, 503, 56.1. 645,654, · 
b) isodinally ·folded and · kJ.~-banded 692,7 30 · ._ ' 
. . -
.3) Mudston~ - greywacke COlDbinations ·. • . . · · . -
. ~)well-preServed sand . - Sh~f:le.i·ntx· -'a) _209,_284,344,374,415 ·' 
beds persi's"ting for short dis- · · · 
· tan.ces (up to 10 m) . · - . · · 
b) ·diseontinuous lenses, broken. and .) 80~179,234,235,403, 
boudinased beds, o.f s~ltstone and 432,736;766,76•7,868' 
'sandstone iri liiUdstone 
4) Cobbly IDI.ldstone a)_.~me · o~ most abundant 
a) swarms of rounded and _angular matrix types 
cobble• in liiUdstone b) one of mps t at>Undant 
b) volcanic breccia with mUdstone · matrix types 
utrix, COIIIIlOnly gradational into c) a41 ,a5l,a53 
.volc~nic blocks · .. d) Pecul~ar to SW por-
c) 'Plutonic pebble conglomerate . tion of the 111elange: 
d) stretched pebble conglomer~tes or ·Michael's 'Harbour, 
<extreme boudinage of beds Embree • 
. 
5) Intermingled mudstone and 
mafic volcanic extru_sive's 
non-brecciated a) 450 
b) 65. 
a) p.fl1owed flows . 
b) "ropy lava · 
'·· C:) tuff (I and ash flows 
' . 
\ 
c) 310 0 311,312,314,316, 
34b,341,399,401,405, 






Dunnage Mel&ngt!_ Block Types 
Type 
1) MAfic volcanics 
a) pillow breccia 
b) tuffs and agglomerates 
!)coarse, unsorted, agglomerate. 
some with argillaceous matrix. 
(See matrix type 4b) 
ii )coarse, poorly-sorted volcanic 
breccia with glassy or frag-
mental volcanic matrix 
iii)tuff with graded bedding. aome 
intruded by parallel dikes 1 
._fimilar to Moreton's Harbour 
Group 
c) scoria · 
d) well-developed pillow basalts 
i)with carbonate ~s~stasis 
ii )varioli tic 
e) massive basalts, co111111only mineral-
ized with pyrite, chalcopyrite 
f) amygdaloidal volcanic glau blebs · 
in calcite matrix •· 
g) mixture of• massive· and pillowed 
volcanics containing . pods of horn-
blende diorite and trondhjeJiite, 
volca~ic breccia, and carbonate 
breccia 
.. Page 14 
Field Localities· 
(See 11ap fi'g .- 2. 3) 





633,651' 771.833,848, . 
a31 















f) all9 \ 








TABLE 2;3 · (~ntinueo) 
; . 
Field L~cality 
2) Clastic sediments . 
. a) Ji:eywacke 0 o ~) .68;74~1h_;231,271,285, 
410,557,847 ,a95 · 
i) mass'ive 
11 ) : bedded ' 
· .iii) with shale ·fragments 
0 
iv) interbedded with o:shale 
b) massfve or bedded IIIUdatone 
c) clast-s.upported platy pebb~e 
.c;on$lome rate 
3) Carbonates 
a)· highly orec~ystallized dolomitic 
carbbnate brec~ia 
b) carbonate breccia witli !lrg1ll1te, 
. matrix -
c) cone-in-con-e &truct'ure · 
d) bedded c'ar.bonat'e s,g.ndstone 
. a-1) See 2a o 
a-1!) 23S,-9Z4 
a-111) . 281,772 
a-lv') 286 · 
b) 72.,154 . 
c) 351 ° 
206.207,213,239,265,293, 
3'41, 407.413,432.466.499 • 
.5 72, 629·, 6 7 2, 693, 695·,a59 , 0 
· a67 ,~69,aS7 o · , 
a) 60,63,143,146,592,604 
.b) 71' r . 
c) 23'7 ' . . 
· d) a'46 
4) Chert.- Blood-red jaspe-r 'breccia in a - · 645 
matrix of magnetite and manganese oi.tdes'. 
with minor malachite. Adjacen~ to . 
mineralized diabase dike (chalcopyrJ,t~, · 
pyrrhoti~e, pentlandite). Both chert 
block and dike were mined approximately 
50 ye'ars ago (E. ·c. Small, pers. com. 1982) 
5) Siliceous and/or pluton!~ igneous roc.lts 
a) gabbro, diorite . 0 a) sw ~nn~$e Melange 
b) Coaker. Porphyry ~ 
i) small cobbles in conglomerate b-i) 403,619 




d) hornblende dio.rite and trondhjem... d) 48,52,56,812,-917 - -












2.2 ~2 · tontacts 
r:r'he Durmage Me~ange ia bounded to the east by . the Reach Fau-lt . to 
. . 
· the -south. by - the · Loon '.Bay ·batfiolith, and to the ties~ by. tl;le Long 
Isl~n~ batholith. to the west. th~ melange . . interdtgitates ·. with th~ - · 
sedr'ments and · volcanics of .'the Exploits ' .Group, where ··a · gho.at : 
. . . . . . . . . ~ . ' . - . . . . 
s-tratigrapl!Y· wi~hin the melange reflects .Exploits Group · stratigr aphy · 
. ., ~ . , . . ~ . 
exposed. .:To the ·I!Outh .on · _Chapel . Ill land. th·e 
.. 
!'lelange · 'pa~ses upwards : 
' int9 the Chapel Island Fo~d~n. (deac:ribed ' belew.-'sectiC!n-2.2.2._2). · . 
. . . . . . . . .. . . ' - . . 
, -To. t~e· north, it· is fn cQnt~ct -with . · ·the · Caradocian Dark · Bole 
For:mation • . 
; 
. . •. 
· The · {ollawing is •a de-a~rip~ion of the 'contact-s between · the 
'Dunnage He.lang~ . and ·the D11rk . _~ole fo'~ti.on:~ th~ ~oimea Point (lnd . . 
'Reach Faul~s; anq a newlY.. dlsc~vered unit oo . Chapel I&l~n.d.' ba!Jed. on 
~ ~ - . . . -




The Dark Hole Formation :was name~ . and . its cont acts, :with 'the 
. . . 
-Dunnage Mela~ge desc;ri.bed by Horne · (1.969 ). ~ _Th~ con~~cr;fi have ·been 
. /. -
variously interpret~d ·as. 'co~f oriDable : (Ho~ntt . 19,69·. M<!~rrow and· · Cocks 
' . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . .~ ; . . 
1978. : Karlstroin ·,et ,.1. ·19S3~ • . un~onfo~~le and' faulted_ (~lay ·wJ~)~_ 
. . . - •. . , . . . . . . "/ ' 
. and lo2ally c~nfo.rmable (Hibberd and. ·Wtlli aJIIS' 197~) ~ . The . conta.cts are. 
I • I • , • 
' -e~osed ~ · f~om w~st to east. on · southern ·Fa~r' ' ~t Island. Dark ,Bo.le; 
· ~nd· intermfttent~·y. aiong : the . · . . souther.n ~oast qf . -eastern . Ne\1 . Wor.ld· 
~· . . . ·, 
Is land . and the northern coae t of · Coakl!r Isfand ,; Contact -r e l ationships 
. . . . •. 
·' 
.· . 
. . · .. 
. • 
. . d 
. ' 
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are best exposed on a shoreline traverse from Dark Hole southward. 
. \ 
The Dark Hole Shale is a · . vertically-dipp_ing. N-facing distal 
~·urp~dj.te ·that :fs char~~terized . by isoclinal foids, tightly crenulated 
· Cleava~e, phyiuqc fabric, and a s:ilvery sheen indicath!e of the 
development; of s~condary muscovite. These featu~es are consistent 
., 
·,from locaitties as widely separated . as . Fartlli!r ' s tsiand and Coaker 
. Island. On Fa~r's Island, Dark ' Hole ' shale· locally contains abundant 
limonite cut>es pseudomorphic after · py_rite. On New · World Island, 
carbonate concretions .are coma~n. · 
\ . 
The matrix of the Dunnag_e Melange near itli contacu with the Dark 
. Hole · Shale is typically ?f .. type . le (s.ee . Table. 2. 2). contains. 
SD&!itomosing veinlets -of siliceous material. and is black. 
The con.ta.ct . -between the Dunnage Ke~arige and the Dark · Hole shai e 
. .. 
is laterallY, . 4Dd st~a~igraphlcally · gradati~nal. Pauing from Dtrlt 
.Hqle shale throogh the'· t ranaittoti to- Duin\age .:Meia·nge, · ·the · f~llowini 
· · · c_hangea o'ccux:: 
2). vetoing · be~o~s-. more' abundiui t • . 
' . . . . . 
.· 
~ . . . 
'3) the~ coio.ur· darkens ~ .. the ·sUvery. ahf!!ert' of d ie ' Iiark Hole · shale 
. . : . ' . ~ . . ~ ' . . . . . . 
hdes out. and '0' 
4) blocks: oc cur locaUy. 




. . , ·. 
· . . 
·. 




. : . . 
. · · . 
.... 
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Deformation (shearing, folding, crenulation) does not increase 
noticeably tr6m the ·nark Hole · shale to the me·lange, possibly because 
little structure is dls~ernable in th~ relat~·vely massive• no~-fissile .a 
mudstone characteristic of .the melange matrix at the contacts. 
One parti~ularly p~z:zling characteristic of the contact is the 
· difference · between igneous rocks on .eith~r s14~ of it. The Dark Hole 
shale 18 intrud.ed by tiny _sto~ks (usually .a_bout 3 to 8 m across) of 
inter11ediate · to rhyoli ti~. co~.positlon . (the Dildo . Porphycy . - see 
· section 2. 4). These cut acrose- bedd~ng .. llnd_ are found. ri$ht up to the 
. con~act. ,. S~uth of Darir. Hple, they occur in tiny patches of Datk Hole · 
shal!!. 'tha~· are · s~rrounded . on three si~es by Dunnage Melange, and 
· perhaps. to~ally :engulfed by t~~ ~i~~ge. · Ho~e~e-'r, .'i~~,;usions .·of Dil~o · 
~~ .... 
·" Po,qihyry j!re not f ·mind in .the Dunnage -Melange. 
The ·. Qunnage • Melange . e~nta:tns · abundant.· . · 1n~rusion8' . · of~. (;6ake.r· 
• • ' • ' ' • ' I • • • . • • ' ' " • . ~ \ I ' ' • 
?orphyry , . ·some s'to~k~ of 1rhich ,c_cur .. near ~but. no< ~q) t.h~' c~~ta~t. o~ 
Coak.er Island. ·-coaker Pciqihyry is · not · tound · .outside· · the · Dunnage 
·· . Melang.e. : 
· · The Oild~ and Coaker fo~phyries. (see. ~~ble 2·.4) - ~re distinguished 
in . part by ·. dH.fer~_nt: degrees · of. -a17e.ratio.n.'. , The o:iido Porphyry 
. suffered . a . more J:lerv~iJi ve. alter-~ion than did the Coake~· Porphyry. and. 
. . . ·. . . 
. ·. . . . . .. . . . . . , ~ " . :1~8 .. 'brok.etl and strained .· qu-.r.tz . . phenocrysts cont.ra~t; with . the 
·U:~itiai.ned' pbe'p_~t~~ts·· o.f . ~h~ ._: Co;.k.~- :Po~phycy. ,. ·Thea~ . · . d!ffert!ncea, 
. . . . . . . . . . 
.·· ~iange . .,. and· . the . Dark · . H9le · shale _. we:r~ 










environments of deformation-and hydrothermal activity., Because the 
Dark Hole shale and the _bunnage Melange are lithologically similar, as 
are the Dildo and Coaker Porphyries, differences .in the responses of 
c'ontrasting lithologic ·types to similar env~ronmental conditions is 
not a likely ~xplanation of the ob~er.ved . differences between these. 
units~ 
.Alt~ough there is ·no obvious fault separat!ng the · Dunnage ·Melange 
and · the Dat:k Hole ~hale_ , . and·l~thologie~ 'are similar (iu!e·discussions 
by Hi~bafd and Williiuas 1979, ' Karlstrpm et _al, . 19:83), · the factors 
. ' . . . . . . 
. . ' 
d.is~ussed above . indicate .that.. d.i~placement between them has t•ken 
place~ . Par~icuiariy critical is the Iaclt. of younger Dildo Porphyry in 
. . . . 
'the ·older _'·Dunriage· Meiange, and the occurrence. of the ' Dildo Porphyry 
. . 
. rig~t _up_ to, -~t ·not across,· conta'ct&.. 
Discussion 
. -,. 
' <?oncern~ng · · this . poasible ·: d.isplacement_ and 
interpretations· ·regarding its . significance are reserved for Chapter 5 • 
. . 
2: ~. 2, 2 Dunnage Mel~nge 
. . . 
Chap~_l Foru tio~ (hew· infotmal . pame· -
definition in ·preparation)· 
Located between. the _Dunnage : Melange .and the ·Lo'on B~y Ba.tholi th on 
• • • • p 
Holmes Poin~ arid.· on sou~her~ ·. Cha.pel Island is_ p. unit 'of ~~~ed., 
-. - ~.ertical_l~ .. dtpp_ing, : · s'o~th":-fac~·ni silt~ tones;· _ sand.stones, and . 
.Co~gio~er~te_·~_, · oamed her~ the. chape~· FQrin:a~·ion,- - .'r~:· i~ . best ·.exposed . irf 
. .. : 
ita widest :portion . i~ _-~e_ntra.l . ~ap~l .. Island; ·.· where ·accea• is , ·by . 
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.. 
The Chapel Formati.on is folded i~to . ·open, . low-~mpll tude folds. 
s 
·It is .· characterized · by graded beddlng, small (up· .to 25, em) 
·.soft.:...aediment f~~lts that iocaliy· disp.lace beddinl, and small-scale . 
slumps· · that_ are most pro~i~e~t ln ·co~~lomera~~c- -~~ons' • . It pas.ses 
.· . 
down.,-s,equenc;e into cobbly D\1.nnage He lange. · It is thenaally altered by 
. . 
tha in~rusiop of •th.e Loon Bay Batholith;· The stratigraphic thicknes.s 
. . . . . ' . . .· -:') . ... .' 
of the Chapel Fomat~o'l_l is. lmposai·ble to asses's because' the unit is 
' t r.unc;:at.ed by the · ba_tholith, although 1 ts lllo(IXlmUm .eXJ>oeed thi'ckness: is · 
app~ox.iiDately i.5 lui! •• 
. . 
l!lo fossils have been diScovered in .the Chapel .Foraatiori~ It h · 
possibly correlative with . the · Dar.k Hole Foriaation· a:lthougb it is 
· coarser-grai~ed. · and · does pos·sess · .the ph.yll1tie fabric · 
• . I. 
. . 
of the · Dark Hole · a hal~. . ·The 
.· ' .. . 
f:Ontact ·· between the 
... 
melange and the Cha~_el . Foniation appears to bt! · conformable; . 
. . . 
The .contacts. be~ween the Dunnage · Melange and a south-facing 
. younger' unit to the south an'd a nor~h-f clci.ng yo~nge_r. unit to .th~ north 
· indic4.te that the ~lange forms .the• tore of an anticline • 
. ' . . . . . 
,2. 2 ~ 2. 3 The Reach _and Hollilea . Point·. Faults 
j • • • • . ,- · • • 
.The Reach aiid Holme.s Point Faulta (Kay 1976) separate the Dunnage 
. ~ . . . . . .. . . .. 
_Melange from ·Silurian · strl!-ta -t~ the. east, and. from the "Boyd 'a :cove 
. .Comj>le.:t" ·to th~ southeast .·· The Boyd's C~ve Complex· of ICay (i976, map 
" . . ~ 
not~s) 1-n part· corresponds spatially . to the · Chapel Formation; 
. - ~ . 
however~ Kay, 8 description' does not corresponc;i well ~0 the_ appeannce 
· · · .. of · t~e' ~a pel Fo~tion: · ~'Boyd's Cove· Complex:· greywacke, quar tzit·e, 







and rhyolite intruded by ·basalt; 30 m band of) plutonic.., pebble· 
·-
conglomerate ••• ; complex mylonitized ·toward Reach Fault on 
southeast." The Boyd's Cove Complex is apparently a combination of·• 
Chapel Formation and cataclastized Dunnage Melange and Coaker 
. Porphyry. Use ·of the -term "Boyd's Cove Complex" should be 
dlscontinued. 
'I:he Reach Fault · is a b~oad fault zone, the effects of which can 
be o.bBerved lie ron a 2 km zone. Th~ community of Boyd's Cove South 
sits on highly sheared Dunnage Melange and Coaker Porphy~ which give 
way to the north to sheared'piliow ba~aits and bedded sediments. The 
tran~ition from Dunnage lithologies to the volcanics iB taken · to be 
the locus of tne displacement~ 
The Holme-s Point F~;~.ult appears to be a ·minor splay off the Reach 
Fault. 11: is manifest as a shear zone in Boyd's Harbour, buf•is not 
obvious at' Holmes Point, unless · it occupies the site of a cobble beach 
that separates the Dunnage Melange from the Chapel Formation. It was 
not observ~d on Chapel Island. 
2.2.3 Pos~ible sources and stratigraphic equivalents 
.. , 
. ; _·_ .. , . The ~Un.~age Melange ·-18 one ·of. several distinct pre-;e&radocian; 
&!!Semblag~s in the eastern Notre Dame :Bay area. These assemblages,, 
deseribed. in Tfble 7.1, are the Sleepy Cove · Formation/ Twillingate 
trondhjemi~e/ ·. Moreton·~ Harbour sequence, the New Bay Fonu.tion and 





of tbe geology and stratigraphy o·f 




these units can be found in Dean (1978) • 
. Of these as'semblages, only the ~xploits Group is in unfaulted 
c;ontact with the ~nnage J'fe~·ang~. Hibbard and W1llia1118 (1979) regard 
.the melange as a distal, . di:srupted equivalent of the Exploits Group. 
. . 
The Summerford Group (Horne 1,970) is a structurally and 
lit~ologically -complex unit exposed on southwest New World Island and 
on . Farmer's Island. It is faulted· against the Dunnage Melange on New 
. . . 
. World l6land. · Th~ Summerford Group is characterized by localized 
.. 
debris flows, extens~ve slump ' folding, and large volcanic blocks (tens " 
of - meters across) in a _vQlumettically minor matrix. Horne (197~; · 
I .. 
personal colDIIIUnication 1982) hu suggested that SUIIII'IIeJ:ford Group and 
' . ... . 
- . 
Dunnage -Melange_ litholog~es may ' have a common source, and that 
. fra~ntation and mix-ing of tht: t~.o uni'ts were a result of . the same 
• 
. 
~p~sode(s) . of l.ocal instability. Volcanics of the Summerford Group 
and the Dvnnage Melange are . chemically identical (J. Wasowski, pers. 
com. 19.83), 
·. 
The Dunnage Melange is sep~rated from the Loon ~rbour Volcan~cs 
· to the south . by the 'Loon Bay Batholith. 'Kay . (197 5) had int~rpreted 
the Loon Harbour volcanics to be Cambro-ordovicrian oceanic • crust 
forming the base of t:he Dunnage Melange-. However, this udit appears 
to _ be· identical to _the pre-caradocian is~~nd arc volcanics to the 
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The oldest rocks in the area are the Cambrian pluton~~ and 
, . • 
' 
volcanic rocks of · the Twillingate trondhjemite and the ·Sleepy Cove 
.. 
Formation, which form the basement to the Ordovician Moreton's Barbour 
Group, an assemblage of voicanic and volcanogenic rocks. These· .rocks 
are -separated from the younger sequences to the south by a major ·· 
fault, . the Chanceport Fault (see Dean 1978, p. 77). This· assemblage 
or an equivalent one _was- a · likely source of some· of the Dunnage 
~lange .clasts.. including trondhjemite cobbles in the Boyd's Cove 
plu~onic pebble conglomerate, mid-Cambrian pillow ~aaalts (Kay and 
t. .·· 
Eldredge 1968), and gr~ded tuff-turbidites intruded by parallel dikes 
resembling the distinctive Moreton's Harbour Group. 
2.2.4 Younger units 1 
.The DU~ge . Melange and other pre-Caradocian assemblages of 
eastern- Notre Dame. Bay .. are overlain by a fairly uniform uni; of 
Caradocian black shales, distal turbidites and minor chert, of w~ich 
the Dark Hole ForJQ.ati()n is an example. Locally iptermixed with the 
loWermost horizon of the Dark Hole Formation ~s a conglomerate (the 
'I 
Chtmeyville Conglomerate) that includes clasts _of Coaker Porphyry ·'(l~.ay 
1976). The Dark Hole Formation passes up-sequence into .. the pro_ximal 
turbidites of the Sansom · Creywacke (Horne 1969), a post-Caradocian 
flysch sequence. • Post-Caradocian through Silurian units on ~ew World 
.... 
~ Island have been structurally repeated, and include. horizctns of 
Silurian melange: The stratigraphy and struct~re of New World ·Island 
Q 
are currently undergoing ex~ensive· study by several research teams and 
have suffered numerous reinterpretations and name- changes. 







2.~ Igneous. setting 
The majority of intrusive rocks · in central Newfoundland are 
. Sil!lrian or younger and are associated with the Acadian orogeny • · Of 
. ""· 
· 'the olde_r (pr;e-Ca~~docian) intrusions, many ' are related to ophiolites 
or-· are parts· of .. the basement to the island arc. These rocks are 
granodiorites, t rondhjeud tes, tonal'ites, , and quartz diorites and 
-include the Twillingate trondhjemite, the South Lake Igneous, Complex, 
' an! ' silicic 'rocks associaied with the Annieopsquatch Ophiolite of 
Dunning (1980).. The ophiolitic _Lush's Bight Group is intruded by the 
Colchester and' Wetrma·n's Cove plutons. The latter contains ultramafic 
xenoli tits • (Dean .. 19 7 8, p. ' 111) : as does the Coake r Porphyry. The 
p.te-Caradocian island arc-related l!equences , are intruded by small 
granitoid stocks, .the largest of which i~ the Burlington Granodiorite, 
whic~ appear to be sub-volcanic 
• 
equi ~alents of associated felsic 
extrusions (Dean 1978, . p. 109). The most abundant rock type 
intrusive into these asse~blages, however, are mafic sills, such as 
the New. Bay· Gabbro. Of the ·rocks intruding the Dunnage Melange and -
vicini.ty,. the New Bay . Gabbro, ~he Puncheon 1Dior~te, the Coaker 
' Porphyry, and the Grapnel Gabbro ~long to tbe group of pre-Caradocian 
intrusions of Notre Dame Bay. Slightly younger (Caradocian to 
Ashgillian (?)) are the stocks comprising the Dildo 
Chapter 5.) 
The granitic rocks of central Newfou~dland, most of which are 






. , ll .· ·. the. . calc-:he hornble.nde"~a<ing . . ::::.:~ 
/ cha~il~t~~;st;c-ally intrusive . into shallow crustal -levels. 
1 / . Po.st.;.O~dp1-~a ~ranites ·of thi~ type are ·abundant in ·the Dunnage . Zone. 
-. 
Older· suites· occu~ ip the .Avalon. Zon•· 
2)'bfotfte:-b~a~.ing granites· and granodiorites~ . most commonly 
intrusfve · into .. ~nnph~bali_te . facies . rocks of the Gander and eastern 
. . 
Humber Zories, . less · commonl,Y -into lower-grade rocks of the Dunnage . · and· 
'. 
Avalon Zones • . Ages range frc;>m 4'4"Q . to 312 Ma. 
3) 1111scovite +/.;. biotj.te · grani,tes .are - _characteris.tic · of the 
·- - ... 
"Gander Zone, ar~ S'th.ri;n in ag_e, ·and appear ·to be a x:esult of in situ 
partial melting~ . 
4) alkaline;,eralkaline .. granit.es are Silurian to Devonian in .age 
. I . 
and intrude -the margins -of. the orog~n. 
The distribution of these · granite types the~ 
tectonost_ratigraphic zonation' ·of the -or6g~n. and is. ~nterpreted ~0 be . 
a reflection of crustaL differences among the zones .(Strong . and . 
Dickso~ 1978, Strong 198J. The tn,;nnage Zone is characterized largely 
by the occurrence of the hoi:nbl~nd~-lSearing granites ~f wh.ich the Loon 
Bay and Long Is la,~d gra;,odi~~i tes are '.examples. _ Because the Loon Bay .. 
and Long Island Gran~di.orites are co~enetic" (Strong and Dickson . 1978) I 
and because a granite in westel'l\ Notre Dame Bay is also ca,lled the 
.... . , .. ~ ~ . ' ... . . ; 
Long Island Granit~,· the names ~ng Island ·Satholith, ·Long· Island 
Granite, and Long Island Grauodiorite should be discontinued_ f,nd both 
• 
bodies of granodiorite should be refered to ils: belonging to the Loon· 
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.. 
~uite of small dikes ·and _stQck:s 'tl_lat _intrude the . Dunna~e ~lange . and 
. 'Su t:rounding._ uni ~8. ·. 
.. 
- Diab'ase tlikes ·occur i~ sub-pJtral-iel s~a~ throu~hout· the J)unnage . 
' • - r 
·.-zone., ah!i have . been · 9bs~rved irt - s9utlie_rn Ne~f ouodland -ci.; Chorlto~, ~- - - · 
. . 
com. -_ 198_?>.,- _e_as tern . white Bay . (H •. · . WU11ams • 
. . . . ' 
pers. com., 
-19 .. 8~), in . the B~,tch$ns ~rea · (p.; Stewart, .p~rs • .. ·com~ -1983), within-
the_ South . Lake I'neo~s: Compie& (Lorenz . and ··Fountain . .' 1982), . ~~d : ·ate 
·~ ' • o • ' .. • I . • ' - • • , 
abuntlarit ·in the J:?unna.ge Melange. · Thes~ dik.es ·. are po~sibiy J'.~rt ~f a 
, , . " . ~ . . ' . . 
~ . . . . ~ . 
. s~~te of- 8l~alic. di~bas_e 'di~e?· that. ar."abun~an~ ip the · Gander Zone 
·(Jaya~i~·gh·e .1978_), that . have. an Ar(4o)/Ar(39') age- ?f- 3~5 +/- ~ 10 Ma · 
(ReynO'lds a~d -~ur~hy. in press). 
:- . .. . . " . . 
. . -
related to . the Qpe~ing of' .the ~tlandc' Ocean. _occur_ thro~gnout : Notr~ 
Dame· Bay _(Str:on~. an~ Harri-s 1974).. -A small number· of th~se ~il~es cut 
. -...:, ;' . , - . 
i _he Dtinnag~ 'Melange, and a 'nepheUnite: stll ·(co,ncordant_ ~itti cie~vage) 
· j.n. Stanhope_· is prol!aply part of · th:~s ' suite. 
. . 
field 2.4 Distribution of ~gneous rocks- in rhe area .· 
~gnea'ts ·. · Table ' 2.4 .p'resent.'s a ·s Ulllll8 ty 'pt ' the ' r ,oaks under 
df.s-cu~sion in this dissertation. 
.. ' ' ~ 
; • ' 
Sills .of New Bay Gabbro · fnt.rude the New , Bay' Formati,on and 
( . 
the 
. sout!'t~estern Portion· ~f the Du~~g~ Melange (Hibba:r;I 1976 p. 37.). 
. , . •. .• . . . 
. The Puncheon Dioz:ite occ\U-s as - s~ll -~tocka on northweeat Chapel Island 
(Puncheon Head) and Po-meroy's Island, The Grapnel Gabbro occ.urs as 
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TABLE 2.4 
. 
'Igneous Int'ruaive Rocks in the Field Area 
'· 
. INTRUSION. ROCK IYPE LOCATION 
New. Hay. 
Gabbro 
~_ MODE OF 
· gabbro .sills Mew Bay Formation; 
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Island. These three rock types are the only pre-Caradocian mafic 
rocks to in.trude the Dunnage Melang.e, a0:d comprise a volumetrically 
' 
minor portion of the intruSive rocks in the melange. 
Coaker Porphyry intrudes the northeast porthro of 
. 




,. Individual _intrusiolff' occur most commonly ~s irregular 
~ -
stocks 
that are weakly elongatJ ~n a northeast-southwest direction. Coaker 
Porphyry is not found outside this area. It is distinguished from 
,. 
other silicic. intrusions . in 'the eastern Notre Dame Bay area by the 
large size and high concen'tra.tion o't its. component intrusions, its 
intrusive characteristics (Chapter 4), the occurrence. of ultramafic 
and maf'ic xenoliths. and its distinct! ve geochemistry (Chapter 6). 
With the exception of the Loon 'Bay ·granodiorites, the Coaker ~orphyry 
is the volumetrically most significant intrusive rock type in the 
field area. 
The Dildo Porphyry o~curs as small stocks ai)d dikes in the Dark 
Hole Formation, the lowermost horizons of the Sansom Cre.ywacke, the 
. 'I 
Col?b's Arm Fault Zone in Fairbanks, the Summerford Croup, and the 
.Campbellton Shales south of the DUnnage' Melange. It is not found in 
the Dunnage Melange. 
The Loon Bay• ·granodiorite suit'e is . composed Of 
. 
two bat~oliths 
_______ .. __ _ 
that · intrude the Dunnage Melange ' and· younger rocks of the 
post-Caradocian flysch • . Geomagnetic data indicate the presence of · a 
third batholith of this kind underneath Farmer's Island (Geological ' 
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greenschist grade, and Loon Bay, dikes in the area are common. Dikes 
. . . . 
associated with the Loon Bay gr,nodiorite in.trude 'the Dunnage Melange', 
the Summerford Group, and the Sansom G.reywacke. 
' Late dikes of the Devonian' diabase suite are abundant · in· the 
.. . 




The Dunnage Melange an~ its intrusions -are interpreted as p~rt of 
an are-flanking basinal assemblage. in a stratig"raphicaliy. and 
structurally complex part of the Dunnage Zone • .. The . .I Dun~ge Melange 
proba·b~y correlates etrati,Srapt)ically with some of the intact and 
·. < 
disrupted pre-Caradocian ._ assemblages in its iamaediate vicinity; 
others are possible. sources of, lithologies found within the melange~ 
Complicat~d contact relationshtps exist be~ween the Dunnage Melange 
' f ·. 
. . 
and surrounding uni t:s • Intrusicint~ within the Dunnage Melange and 
. . 
neighboring ''units belong primarily to the volumetrically mi~or . group . 
of pre-Caradocian intrusions intrudif\g island arG and ophiolitic units 
in No ti-e Da~ :g.y. .. Younger igneous rocks in ~he area belong to the 
family of Acad~an calc-alkaline granite~ '-of cent~al Newfo.undland, to a 
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. - . ~ .· .·· . .. .. 
Previous ~rtd· Current Work 
'· .. 
.. ·· .. · _·_··t · 
· . . . The emphas~s· of this ··chapter will be on preyi.t~us · a~·, c~nent work 
' . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 
·, p~rt:a~nl~g to th~ ·. ~gne;ua·. pe.trqlo_&y of · t:he D:un~aS¢ Melange. For a 
·more _·g~nEir~l.su~yey o(wc:)rk.·_ ~cin~-ii'i·~ ~he Dtinnage H.eiange, ~h~ ~~ader is 
. · _~eferied ' t~· H1b~rd. (1976) ~nd .. llib~~d ~nd .w1inam& (l979)~ .. . .':. 
. . :] : . .., . ~ . . . . . . . ~ ·. . . . . . . . . . . 
' < : 
Lo~n · 'Bay · and Long Is).and · He . gave : det~iled · · desct:lptions :of · the 
~a.~holl t}}s, ~pd 9t the . . num~r~us varieties 'of 'a~soclated dikes' 88 well 
·as . ·a desc:ripti~n of the gabbro (the N.ew , B~y Gebbro) th~~: intrua~& the 
.. · southw~st _portion of the. rile~ange •. _He me.ntt'oned and briefly ·described ~ ·. 
·_·the · oligoc;:Lise . porphyries (.the ·co~ker . Porphyry). · t.ha,t iu:·e· o1der tti.an · 
. and . intruded by the .batholiths. :Although he did ·. no~·- :recognhe- ·the' 
'chaotic ' nature ' of the. mel&nge· terrane, he ~iid ·.~emark' that i 'n . pl~c~s ', 
. . . . . ' ' . 
' . 
the rock "break,& itlt,O i.rr:egul~rr cbunks" •· 
Cove · area · 
of .'iilt~Uslo~s .. · w_hi~~ : h~ - _1,i:lt_erpreted to ~. -Devon.14n~ 'J:'heae included 
quart~ .·diorl~~ ' porphyry. q1.1artz and/or : feldspar ·· porphyry, and · ·a 
mo~tl~4 . ~ariation ·. of th~ quartz diorite poqihyry (all- of whi¢h , at~ . 
probably different __ fo:tms .,Qf the C~ak~·r Porphyry).: 1n.-·ad,d1t.ion· · to.· the:., 
. . . ~ .. . . . 
gra,nod~odte ' :c;>f <the· Lpon . Bay · Batholith~ !le interpreted .the Loo~ Bay.·.·.· 
I . . . 
.. 
granodi.or~te i:o · 'be a more ·- fe.lsic · equi~aletit of . ·the: porphy~ie·s • . 
: (Actuali:Y, .: . the -Loon ~Y granodiorites ·are less fe~s.ic tha~ th~ Co~k~~ . · .. 
·.' . 
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. . ' . . 
, Po~phyry. j Patric.k aiao ; n~tid. ~he ·d~f·o·~ ·a~~- he.terosen~ou~ ~at~r.e' of · 
· the . ·me 'lange IIIUd.s 't.~nes ,' . ·and · fefe.rre.d .. tO t~e -melange aS a n'sluiJip . 
. breccia'". . . · 
'! • .. 
. ' 
W11Ua111B ~-196J) . publish~d ~ map o.f the 'twillingai:e map · area, · on'. 
' • , , ·' , • •' J • .· ' ' I ' ' • 
whfch he· .depi_cted . the · .Coake·r Po'r;phyr·y ~1> .' Dev9niao porphyr_itic _· 
gt:anodiorites. In · 1964, he rep·ort.ed· K/Ar. age datell ' ~·f ' 440 .: m.y~ and 
. . . . . . . . . 
450 m.y. · .for .the Long Is'land ·and Loori ·Bay Batholiths. · respectively., 
and ·n.oted .thtt tlies~ Otdovtc~an· ages : c.oritradict' the fie.ld observati'ori 
that these ·batholiths. inttude y-ounger {as · young· as · Silu.ri&n) rocks. ~ · 
· ... ) 
._, 
Hel~ig~ in 19.61, established· the · stt:atigraphy of .the F.xploits 
Grpup, and· describ4!d the g.ab~ros of~ t~e· New Bar Formation, . including . . · 
g~bbros ~ in what i,s now consi'dered to be : p_art of : the Dunnage ·: Melange . 
Kay and Eldredge ( 1·968) . defined · th~ Du~ma~e , Formation a-s .a 
· •• d10e~ta ey . ( ~1~1 ~ ~.ulde ~-beadng aud8 rooe hnd vol can1C unit. . They 
note4 the lack of ,:-egular beddi~g . a~d the p~estm.ce o ( i•gravi'ty slide. 
structure~". · they r.eported the· occurrence of : Middle · .Cambt:ian 
tr~iobites · .(Koot~nia ~nd Bailie'lla). in · carbonate . associat·ed wi~h a 
. . . . . . ' .. 
volcanic block _on D\!nnag~ Island, · ~he type: lo_cal.i t 'y o( ~'tt, Dunnage . 
Formatio~~ 
·· Horne. (1~6.8) ··and ·later Horne and .Helw.ig. (1969) _an~ 
.. ". 
Horne (1969) 
. ; gave- t.he firs~ deta_H~jd deac~iption~ ·. of the - ~nnage ~erran~,. note~ _:tts 
· chaotic character,' . and . cwaipared it with the· argille acagliose : of . the : 
· Appenines. . Tlley . suggested' tliat no . nap~es a~-~- 'a~soclated wl th the. 
Duqruige Melange, although Karlstrom et al.. .(1983) are currently 
{ 
. ; 
i • . ' 
. 
. . .. . 
.· 
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. ·_,.,_ 
· . a·dvo~at;:i~g. ~hat· ... th~ . Dutmage '. Mela~ge : ~hd . ·other. i~~a'I· and r~~ional .. · · 
st':UCtures ... are the result of nappe empla"ce~nt. . Rome viewe·d 'the ' . . 
IhJnnage . ·Fowi:ion u · . ,·being~. e~~~-~~t~~~l-;y ~o-~fo~~te ·w~~b -:~r~~c(i·n·g <: ... ·. : ·.
units~ and interpr~t'ed t.·he chaotic st~l.ic-turt! to ·be. a .. tesult ' .of. .. . . . 
slu~ing . from ' steep· depositio~l 
•. vol~anic;: activity in'' a eu_geosyncli~~i en:Vironment •. 
. · . ,, _Dewey. (1969) proposed· tha·.~ tp~ Dun~ge' Mel.a~ge_ ls . . a fore-arc 




.- Horne .( t'970) ciiscu~sed ~ofJ . ..;.se:diment <1e.foi')II&Uon · (~lu~p foldS') . i:n. 
the Sansom Greywac~e' _and 'pz:opo$~d:· that . the. :mela~ge was pr~duced by 
. 'sl·idf~g and slumping of· sedi~~ents :as : a result of dip~·elip ' faultJ.ng 
. ·.caused '6y .subduction. ; , 
· ·.· ,Kay, . in - a -. S~rtes o.t' pUbiica~iOns (.1970, · 1972, 197'3, l9is; · . · llJ76.)~ 
. . . . . . .. .. . ·. . . ' 
. . ' 
· · · portrayed th~. .DUnnage-.. Mela9g~ aE! a · ~ault~bounded · tectonic · unL t 
·. defo~d ' in the trench . of ~- a ·.· ·'subduction zone~ : _..._. Be· also . · named. · and 
, _des.c_dbed : the : igneous !-nt'rusfons _' of. tbe northeast Dunnage Melange: 
.. ·.· 
.the Coake~ P'orphy~ ilfter: the type lo~ality on ·Coaker · lsla~d," the · 
Cause~~,. dior.ite or . Cauae,i~r . xenoiith-bea~lng phaa·e . ~f t-he ·Coaker 
~ .. . . . 
_P_orphyi)' :&.f ter 1 ts _type }.oc.ali ty 011 · the Curtis •. causeway, . .and t.he · 
·Puncheon ~iorite or· Syenite: after fte type lt?cali~y. o.n ~uneheori H~ad,· 
· -Ch~pel Isl~nd~ . ·se pubii~hed ·R~/S~ .ages:· (~S4. -~~ .48~ - Ma .deplmdb~ · ~pon 
. . . . . . . : . . . . . : . : . . . . .. : : . :· . . I ... 
the dec·ay .': CORS tant: .' used - ., rieltheJ:' decay . CQ[l8 tantS \}0~ errors W~ re. 
r~ported') ·and K/Ar (.4.28 ' +1-:-:'13 . and ·. 4JS. +I~ . ~3 Ma) _ag~~ ·for the 
. ·. . . . . . l . . ,Cau·s~way .· ~enol1.th :. phase. and K/Ar. ages for the t.oon Bay .grano'diori te· · 
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(312 +/- 10 and 365. +F- 10: Mit).·. ~e 'iaen~ified· boulders~ withi~ tt\e .. . . . . 
' . . 
Cheney'viiie Con~lollierate as being C~a.ke.r · P·orph~ry • ·and p.ro~osed .an .. . 
. ~rosionai ·~ncon.fo~ity. between . the meiange· and the Ch~neyvilh. 
• I ' • • • . • ' ' r , • • ' , ~ • 
.. 
Floran. (1971), in an un.publ.f.,hed M..sc. tnesu.. des.cribed . . the 
. . . ' 
petrog_raphy. an~ physical c1;\aract~ri~tics of the Lf;>O_!l ·Bay ~ranodiori~e • 
. · . .. ·. . 
• 
Williams ··and Hibbard·. ~ 1976)~ · liibbard (.1976} and · Hibbard an~!' 
Williama (1979) rep6r'ted:· their'. rj!s\llts of ' a de~liiled . study o,f the 
~nnage Mela11ae .•. THey found th~ melange t9 be · es11e~~ialiy conformable· 
# • • • -
. ' 
with surrounding. units . ~nd suggested a back-arc ~s{~~ olistost~omal: 
·origin for the . melange. Hibbard (19'76, ·PP• · 37 ... 39) bd.efly dis_CUI!Sed' · 
. ' 
the Ne"! Bay Gabbros and .mel\tioned· a n~wly:"'discover.ed intrusion, the 
• ' ' , o I • ' ' ' ' I • • o 
Graptiel Gabbro. He discussed the the~l . effects of. the i[\tr\lsiOD of 
t;he . Loon' ~>" gt:anodiori ~es. Williams · and . Hibbard (1976)' suggested ~ · 
that .tpe_ Coaker Porp,hyry intruded. uncoosolidate~ sediments of the 
. . . . 
melange ·matrix, · a,rid 'that . lqtrudqn ~ was. penecontemporaneous with 
mela~ge formation. I ' . . 
--
Jaco.bi and Schweiker t - 0976) . deseri~d north-facing·, vertical 
. . .. . :, . 
·c"!-mulate . . c:ross-:-bedding . . i~ the Puncheon Dio;ite. .(Th~ .cross-bedding . 
. .. . 
' . 
has prove~r to be schl.ieren ' s~nictures.) , They . _augge~ted that the 
l>~ese~ce t>f -the ' c;oaker; Porphy.ry . ruled out a sub~ct'lon .' zone orig,in f or . 
· the ~Dunnage . Melange_- They pr<>p.osed· a . back~arc. 'ma:.tgt'~l. basin :. se.tting · 
tor the ~ela'nge ' _an~ surrou~ding rocks, with · t:·he -me i ange to the west of . 
the 1s1a:nd arc~. 
.. . . 
.. . .. . 
. . 
.. . ·.' . . 
. . • 












.• McKerrow ·and C~cks ( 19'77, 1978) interpreted ·th~ · k:each FauJ_t ·as a ·· 
. . . 
1114jor suture zone, with the I>pnnage Melange ali a tr.~nch-f·ill '?eposit. 
The>: r.evised .. the .stratigraphic .n.omenciature- of New Worid · Island: Snd . .. 
depic~ed · it as an uninterrupted . 'stl:.atigraphic · .. s~quence composed 
. •.. ,. . 
essentially of olistost;roJ!les !lnd oliatoliths.· 
Pajari et .al. (!9_79) suggested that ~the . Dunnage and <;4rJ114nville 
Melanges are correlative and .. related to post-obduction . slumping. 
~" • . i 
associated with nappe ~ra:·nsport.. 
Current work in the area is concerned 'mainly with structural and 
st rat1gt:aphic details .of the units · to th~ n9rth of the Dunnage 
· Melange·. Xarlstrom . et al. 
• J 
(1983) have extended their ·theories 
concerning the structural . geology ~f easternmost Notre Dame. Bay to 
include the Dunnage Melange. They interp,ret the Dunnage Melange to ' be · 
an · Acadian fectonic melange continuous with' the me'langes of New World 
Island and Caniianville, .' and· the 
._ 
Coaker Porphyry . to be · a 
· intruJ!iOn identicat tO Other Silicic intrusions in the area (for 
example, on Change Islands). 
Robert' ·Jacobi and his students . are currently s .tudylng . '\P&rious 
s~ratigraphic and tectonic pr~bleu in th.e Dunnage Melange.: . Wasowski · 
L 0 
and J_ac~bi. (1983) ~eported · th~t ' th,e geQcnemlstry .. of i;,he ,uf.ic vol canic · 
blocks .in . .the · · melange is indicative of an oceanic . :tB'laqd ~rigj,.n. f or 
., . . # .• . . 
these - basalts~ Jacobi. '<pers •. com. 1982, 1983) pr:oposes that the 
• , . ·. I · 
Dunnage Melange is an .ophiolitic melange- deepi~e the .lack . 9f ophiolite 
blocks and maintai ns that' it originated . as an . olistoftro~ i n the 
' • • <> • ' ~ 
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Greg Horne .<J>ers. com. 1982. 19S3) .is currently studying the --
structural ·geology . of the .· Summerford Group._.· H~ advocates that all 
rash spec~lation conce~nint,-tectonic madels for: 'the eastirn Notre Dame .. 
. . . . 
.Bay • area. and. for Ne'wfoundla~d based on the. 'geology of this area. 
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The relationships between the intrusions- and their hos,t rocks 
were examined to determine (1). conditi.on 'of the. host material ·:at · the 
. . 
time of intrusion (consolidated versu·s uncons~lidat~d), (i) depths of 
emplacement, and (3) timing of intrusion. :Factors such 'as condi~ion 
pf host material and depth of e111placement p~ac:e irilpo'ttant cons~raints 
· : 
on pal!nspastic restoration and structural modelling. Conclusions 
based on material presented in t~is · chapter· will be discussed in -
Chapter 5. 
4.1 New Bay Gabbro 
.·. 
The relationship betw~en the New BSy Gabbro and the New Bay 
. . 
.. 
Formation and the Dunnage Melange has been discussea in detail by. 
Hibbard (1976, pp 37•4S) • . -The. 'gabbro occurs att •sills · iJl -both .units, 
supp·orting Hibbard • s con~~usion thatG t ·he Dul\Mge. Melange and the New 
Bay Formation are correlative. In addition to ~~sills, · blocks of 
New 
-~ .. . 
Bay Gabbro are ·found -~n the melange, indicating that ·melAnge 
formation and ,ia'trusi6n were peJle~~ntemporaneous. Sills and blocks of 
. ~ . ...  
New Bay Gabbro are restricted to .the southwest portion of the melange •. 
~ . , 
The intrusions .. have. dt.sdnct chiUed IIIArgina . and have aureoles of 








4.2 Puncheon Diorite 
' · 
; , 
The Puncheon Diorite (Kay 1972) occurs as small stocks .. on 
' 
· nQrthwest Chapel Island and Pomeroy's Island. The 'stocks displ&.¥ 
gradational · textural i ' variat'ions. bec<>tling and composi tioria,l 
.. . 
progress1.vely fineF-grained and mo,re mafic from the center to the 
pl!dpherie~. liear its PE;ripheries;. the Chapel ,Island stock displays 
well-develope'd schlieren stru·ctures that resemble ··sedimentary 
. . . . \ 
cros.s .. bedding, and w~re interpret;,e'd n·such by. Kay '· (1976) and Jacobi 
. ./ 
· · ·and Schweikert ( 197 6). Also in the peripheral areas are lenses, and 
I I 
, . 
enclaves more material. 'Schlieren have been 
by •. Didie-r _( 19~ .. be ~~nate i~clusio~s broken u'p and in_terpr.eted 
. . . 
' . 
. # • .. 
attenuated by magmatic processes. The Puncheon ·Diorite bakes the host 
•. J 
'muds to.ne · to.. a purple, biotite-rich- hornfels i~ an aureole 
- . ' 
approxilllately 5 .meters 'wide. 
.I 
The Puncheon Diorite is intruded by Coalter Porphyry - on botlt 
Punche-on Head and Pomeroy 'a Island. On Puncheon Head, the Coaker 
Por.phyry intrusion is a dike · with straight cont~cta, cutting 
~edium-gT"ained Puncheon Diorite, indicating ,that the latter is older 
than ·the Coaker Porphyry •. 
,· 
4.3 Grapnel Gabbr.o 
. ' 
The Grapnel., Gabbro (Hibbard. 1976, p 39) occurs as small ' stocks on 
Pyke Island ·and at . t~o locatipns on ce~ral Chap~l . Isla~4• Margins 
' are chilled and completely altered to an assemblage :of chlorite, 
. . '"I~ .. . . 
. carbonate, biot~ter and serpent'ine, whereas the :f..nter.ior por:tiOM are 
: 
. .. • 
- ~ . .. 
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fresh, \indicating that t~·~ '~:~~~ '· • · -c;oa~;ser-grained 




fluids from, the host sediment.&. Grapnel Gaq~,.'.;j/:f,';t:s 
0 .....-- ' • 
As noted by Hi'bbard and 
. . . 
together with Coaker Porphyry on Pyke Island. 
·., 
\o(J.lltams (1979), the ~ontact between them is irregular and complex, and 
· neither rock type appears to be chilled against the other, •suggesting 
that · ~ the .two were intruded simultaneously. 
·sections from the cont~c-t reve~at the Coaker 
' . 0 
Examination of thin . 
Porphyry has been 
baked, re~ulting in the formation of secondary biotite and the 
'elimination of volatile~ fr~m the rock, suggesting that the Grapnel 
. qabbro is younger than the Coaker Porphyry. However, the mafic mag118 
was 
the 
probably- hotter than the silicic 
observed therma~ffects 
< • . 
·~: p':necontemporaneous intr.usion • 
. 4.4 · Coaker Porphyry 
magma, and could have produced 
even under the condition of 
The Coaker Porphyry occurs in ttteoo following forms: (1) stocks, 
. . 
(2) dikes, (3) · complexly interlayered with mudstone and•folded, '(4) 
' lobes, in · isolation or as par~ of above 'types, (5) . breccia, and (6) 
cobbles in the Dvnnage Melange and the Cheneyville Conglomerate. 
4.4 • .1 Stocks 
Stocks are the most abundant .intrusive form and range in size 
-:· from - a few meters to about 3000 m across. They are irregular but 
. . rounded in shape and common~y have undulose, lobate, or pillowed 
_ ·_contactS, (fig. 4.1). Their surfaces are generally corrugated with 
the. "avelengths df the corrugations greater than the amplitude (fig. 
. ' 
-· 





Figure 4.1 Lobate contact on a Coaker Porphyry stock. 
Mudstone has eroded away from the contact, 
· elt\)osing the lobate surface of the stoCk. MUdst.cne . 
is preserved in corrugations on·. the· . erosional 
surface. Birc:hy Island. 
Figure 4.2 Large-scale corrugations on the, contaet surface of 
a Coaker Porphyry lltock; --. More c:o111110nly, the . 
corrugations have a~ a~~plitude. of 'less "than . 1 em. 
/ 










4 .2). Wavelength is usually a centimeter or less but locally attains 
6 or 7 centimeters. A few stocks · display cracked surfaces (fig. 
4.3). The stocks · rarely have chilled aargins and vescicles are 
uncommon. Around. the margins of stocks, trachytic-textured rhyodacite 
shows pronounced flow-banding and aligtnaent of mica flakes and 
plagioclase laths parallel to contacts. 
Contact aureoles around stocks vary from non-existent to (most 
commonly) a few centimeters to a meter to the extensive purple '· 
hornfels associated with the Coaker ·Porphyry on Dog Island. On Dog 
Island, a xenolith-rich phase of Coaker Porphyry intrudes a body of 
0 
xenolith-poor Coaker forphyry. The hornfel_s on Dog lsland preserved 
earlier structures (folded and, contorted sediments). Co111Donly, baked 
contacts can be found only in mudstones aurrounded on three aides by 
Coaker Porphyry. Lenses of_ hornfels are co111111only found within the ' ~ 
matrix of the melange ne.ar, but not in 'contact with, stocks of Coaker 
Porphyry, suggesting that · relative movement of materials within the 
melange stripped the hornfels away from the contacts after intrusion 
·.-. . of the stock. 
4.4.2 Lobes 
Bulbous o-r lobate protube:t;ances of trachytic rhyodacite occur on 
the sides of stocks, the ends of d,ikes; and the hinges of folds of 
. " 
rhyodacite interlsyered with aiudstone (fig. 4.1, 4.4, 4.5). They 
range in size from about ' 3 em to 4 a in diamete.r. · Moat_ly they occur 
singly bUt in places as clu-ster~ with intervening ~a~datone. cO..Only 
a flow lineation defined by piagioclase laths and colour bandi ng 
• 
' . 
; . - F-i-gure 4.3 "Breadcruat"· cracks on the contact surface· of a ~ -










. . .. 
. . ~ . 
:..--. · 
Figur~ 4 ·~t.. 'A l6bate~ -~i'uow~U:ke. t'c)ld : hing~ consisting . . of 
Coak:er Po~phycy. containing discont.inuou~ ~ttripge~s 
' •• 1 • 
.. 
of : .lllldst_one . (dark) • . -. Sample fro_. · ; South Dildo 
Islan~ . .. 
. . 
" ... 
. : .. 
'-- ·. 
Fi&\lre 4~5 _Roll~d, lob~te fold .hi_nges consisting · of Coaker 
.. 
... 
Porphyry (light>' in iauds.tone (d_ar~). No.te . twc;> · .· 
I , ' ' • I 
detached _16bes ·.(unci~r keys and.- iame_di~td,. to the . 
left'). ·and ' glov.e-sh~J7ed st·ru~t~re·. · (~~e·i : ~~nt~r . of 
·phQ~~gra.ph) • . ·Inspector . lsla~d. · 
·-
I 
















· . · _p·ar_alJel,s the_··contac;:u·; 
f ·. 
4,4 _,3 .Dikes 
· .' 
· · ·. ·Dikes are irieS\Ilar. 'in _thickness an:d -~h•pa; · in shales·, 
.. . . . . -
. ' 
they 
. · , I . . spl~t, . th~n ·a~~p~ly ,pinch out, ·Some te:rmin~t.e in 'pillow f~rm. Dikes 
display· st~aig_ht. -s~o~h. · pa.rallel_ cont~cts· wh'~re ·they intrude brittle 
.-
J!Ult_erJ..als- 'such as volc!~nic . blocks and ~brnfels. They .. are composea of 
. . t rachytic~t:extute.d :daci~e. · and ~ome are· r_J.ch in· xerio'!iths. In 
. . . .. . . ' 
;x€mol1th-r:t:ch ·dikes. · the' Xefloliths are clumped in the center of the 
dike by: fl~-:segr.egation. · Unlike · the siock.s ~ Coaker dikes coi!IDon1y ·' 
· have , ~hilled . mat gins. 
. , 
'4 .4 .4 Intedayered Coaker Porphyry and IIII.His'tonl! 
; 
Intimately interlayered .artd folded Coaker Porphyry and mudstone 
is the scarcest : and. most: complex fonq in which the Co~ker Porp_hyry . 
occurs. 
On In_spec'tor' lsland. iri an area approximate~y 500 m long and 150 
' 
m wide·. an · elongate, · flow-banded stock of ·rhyolfte is bordered by · 
rhyolite dikelets ~bat split into ' abeets interlayered with the host"'. 
' • ' I • 
mudstone (f:i.g •. 4.6. 4.7> • . Tlie i n terlayered rhyolite·. and mudstone are 
complexly folded. together (Ug. 4.8. 4.9). The . limbs and hinges 
coliiiDouly ·~on81st. of sever~l.l~yers o_f rhyolite and aeditaent · that .bear 
., 
no systemat.ic r~lat1on-sh1p to other · fold _structures oc-curring 
. . . 
adjacently~ : )11dh·i~al - _hyers display complex folding vi thin lax:ge 
.!-•• 
folds, pi~ch ' and aweli structures. boudinage, b~furca,tion, . and 
• 
· . . : 
I' 





··"· · . . . \.. 
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· , 
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· : . .. . 
. . . .. 
. figure 4,6 __ .Coak~r P_orphyry diltelet (light} .in. Didato~~- .. (4ark)" : 
. . . - . . . 
bres_ks' up tnto 1nt.er~,-it;ed· ~d~tone and :porphyry. : 
. ' Note . also that· thls dikel.ec· ts· e ~hTee ... ltmbed :told · : · 
• • • • • • • 0 • ... • - . ... _ .- • • ·.- .: .... • ·~ • • ~ • • • 
, .. 
.. 











Figu~e · 4.8 lnterlayered •nd folded Coaker Porphyry (light) 
.· a.nd · aadstone (dark). Core of_ uppe,r fold is 
flow-bande4 Coaker Porphyry containing .no mudstone. 
It is enclosed by a layer _of mudstone and a thin, 
irregUlarly folded dikelet of Coaker Porphyry. the 
lower fold consists of. • . C~aker PoJphyry dikelet 
~it~ an angular' binge and a core and 





Figure 4.9 I~terlayered · and iaoclinally folded .Coaker 












commonly thicken int!) loba:te structures . that lo'caily . · .. contdn 
. . 
mudstone ' (fig. ~. 4~4)". · ·Ot,.h.er 
. . 
subparallel, dU tonti nuous layers of 
hinges give rise to third l_imba: that . extend ,parallel to . the ·axial 
surface or a r e folded 'around with ~hei:originAT limbs (fig.· 4.14, . 
. . , 
. , . • ' 
4.1Sa). The surfaces of the rhy,olite dikeletf! are colllllonly _ convolute~~ . 
into ropy struct-ure~ ·; .esembling patweho~ (f~&· 4.16, 4 •. 17). Other 
' . 
surf ace textures' inchrae knobbly extensions, and· delicate· wrinkles .• · 
The lay_er~ show a · ~arfat,ion from being dominantly _rhyolite, containing 
narroli 0. mm) strin$ers of sedimen~. "to being dominantly __ se_d~ment with 
naq-ow (2-3 em) stringers of rh¥plite • . 
On Birchy Island, - similar coiuplex. relationships occur in _an· area 
about ' 2p0 m l~ng llnd 15: to _zo' m wide •. Although the overdl- s t ructure 
is of a recum.bently ·folded isoclinal . antiform (fig. 4.18), the 
internal laye~ing i$ chaotic. The inner part of the antiform .cons~sts_ ·· 
' . 
of .interlayered mudstone and trachytic rhyodacite, and the outer ·part 
• ' "' p • 
, 
of .IIUlsst've trachytic rhyodacite . (fig. 4.19) • . The interlayering 
occurs on a fine scale,_ With so~- la~yers only millimeters thick, 
giving the . rock the appe·a~ance _ of a laai~ted. shale (fig. 4.20). 
Rhy~dacite · layers range in thickness up to a met~r across. Individual 
lay~rs . d i spl ay .the same k i nds of ·disruption .as. ~o those of lnspector 
, .. 
Isla~d. Hewev~r, .the mixing of the ·two litho].ogles on Birchy Is l and 
· appea-rs to be more. thorough :local~y, ~~th · s-tringers of Coaker Porphyr y· · 
. - . 
fading out into wisps and streaks ~ithin the mudstone. The • resulting 
. rock resembles paints of tw'o different colours: st i rred together (fig. ~ 
' 4 ~2 1 ). Spherical globules of aa.idstone and · . small cobbles f rom -the 
, · . 
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Fi'gure 4~ 10 .Inter layered and folded · Coaker Porphyry and 
· ·- •. / : _-. ' _llllldstone. Coaplex in'~ternal structure within a 
~·· ~ -- . ~' .. - . 
.. -
.· 
' ,: large-acale boclinal fold , Biraby Island. (See 
fi~res 4.18 and 4.2cf.) 
Figure · 4 ~ 11· Brealt:'p of Coaker Porphyry layere in .udstone 
. . along the limb of a fold . Note also bifurcation of 







Figure _4.12 Tightly folded discontinuous layers ·of Coaker 
Porphyry in dark 1111datone. Birchy Island • 
• Figure 4.13 .B"recciation of Coak.er • Porphyry layers. 
I 
Continuous Coaker Porphyry layers (left) break up 
to form breccia with a liiUd&tone matrix (right). 
Birchy Island •. 
\ 

Figure 4.14 Three-limbed fold of 
.. 
. ' 
knife; see arrow)~ 
figure 4.6. 
·-
Coaker Porphyry • ' (Above 
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. . . 
Fig\) re 4 .15. Structure and proposed origin. of three-limbe4 
. . . 
folds. 
A. A three-Habed fold o'f Coalter Porphyry _ (light)· 
in mudsto~e ·(dark.) • 
B·. ·!)"Magma ·d~k.elet pe~ecratei 1a1d, moving i -n a 
,_ 
2) Mud and magma _ are rolled together during 
-1 
s.lumprng. 
3) L~quid_- mapa .breaks out o~ tl\e ~inge zone ·· under 
the' !nfl.uenc,e "of gravi1;y to produce a' third liab. 
- ' - . . 
·, !i) .The' third ' l~mb is f~lded along with the first 
:·· · ~ 
two as slumping continues. 
-· 
·-
.. . .. 
: · . . 
. I 
. /· _ .. 
--~ 
( : . . . _ 
. . 
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Figure 4.16 Qe~ply corrusa ted. ropy • surface of ·a Coalter 
PQrphyry dikelet. lnapectoti Island .. 
Figure ·4.17 ' Twisted,' ropy, pahoehoe-l,ike surface of a Coaker 
~ 
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· .. 
· ' 
Figur;e 4.18 Stru~t~re· and propQaed qrigin . · of·. f~lded, . 
interlayered Coaker Porphyry and .Udatone on Bitchy, 
IJ;larid .... · ... 
·A. : The atruct\lre . conai.ste of · a recu~bently,-fold~d .· 
:laoclinal ant~fo~ wi~h a massive rhY,odacite . 
•' . .. 
exter.i.or and int:erl.ayered . interior, · and 
. - . . . ~ . ' h•• .. an 
' . 
undul~Ung axial · surface. · (Se·e . figure 4 .20·.) 
B • . 1 ) . _A aill-Hke body of .. Coa~e_r· P~r:phyty· 'intrud~s . 
unco~solidated -4d. 2) . Str~ng~ra :and . blebs- of 
ma~ sag -into ~he undeilyi~g 111.1d. .3). Slumping o_f 
molten Jiagm,ll . and wet ~d · roll · the a i ll ' and 
aaaoc1ate4 matf:rial!J' into ·.an · i _socli.nal . andfo~, · 
. . . . . ~ ' . . 
with 
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ln;erloy!'r~d dacite and 
m.udstont . inurior 
Pa~e 6-3 
of axiai surface 
~ ·-
' · 
. l . 
\ . 
FigUr~ 4.19 The Birchy Island structure. 
.. H.tasive' exter!or 
portion (left) ·and interlayered interio~ (right). 
' 1>-
Fi~re 4.20 The interlayered mudstone aqd 'coaker Porphyry ,. 
interior of the Birchf" Island afructure. 
. . 
lnterlayera are thin. producing a laminated. ·sbaly 
Hinge of tHe fold is to fhe right of 










.Figur·~ 4 .Zl. Th~rough mixing of Coaker Porphyry and· -..dstone, 
. showing the resemblance to p&int ' o~ two different 
- ~ .. .. · · colours stirre~ . together. 
close-up· of fig. · 4:10 (botto~ cenrer). Bh:chy 
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mudstone occur within the rhyodaCite. 
4 .• 4 • 5 Breccia 
Breccia is scarce, occurring locally in association with the 
sto.cks in two distinct foru. The first is as a aantle of breccia 
gradational into massi\fe dacite. Dacite fragments in the breccia are 
set in a matrix coaposed priurily of coarse, elongate, anhedral 
quartz crystals with subparallel aligxment, with a! nor 
carbonate and wiap8 of mudstone. The quartz crystals do not appear to 
be phenocrysts released fro-. the rhyodacite. So. of the fraa-ents 
display a jigsaw-puzzle fit near the contact with the uasive body of 
the stock. The breccias · c~nly contain aull (< 1 ca) druay 
cavities. Because of the gradational contacts between the breccva and 
the massive stocks and the a111cif1cat1on of the Mtrix, these 
breccias are interpreted to be peperites, i.e.:- .breccias foraed as a 
result of exploiive retaae of gasses. (See discussion by ~elaar 
1982). 
Rhyodacite breccia with IDUdatone utr1x also occurs in dikes that 
cut some Coak.er stocks. Silllilar features, developed during cooling of 
v1s<'fus rhyolite, are described by Kok.elur ( 1982), who ascribes them 
to the opening of cooling joints with aia~ltaoeous injection of hot 
fluidized a1d and peperite formation. 
I 
' . 
A third type of breccia occurs on Chapel I1Jland near Birchy 
lslan~. It condste of fraa-enta and clusters of fra,.enu of _Coalter 









of Coaker Porphyry. The breccia occurs in the for-a of lobate·, 
flow-banded uases (fig. 4.22) that vary in size from 10 ca to 1.5 11 
across • 
. 4.4 .6 Interpretation 
The Coalter Porphyry is interpreted, in . agree•nt with Willia• 
and Hibbard (1976), to have been intruded into the unconsolidated vet 
sedillll!!nts that co~~prised th~ •trix of the Dunnage Melange. The 
evidence supporting this interpretation 1a as follows. ( 1) Corrugated 
contact surf~cea are liailar to featurea on the surface of a rhyolite 
a ill intruding. Ordovician urtconaolldated, vet sedi•nts. on ... ey 
leland, Walea. deacribed by Eokelaar (1982). Cooling crac:ks on Coalter 
stocks resemble the "breadcruat" structures fro. the Ha.-ond Sill, 
interpreted by Boyt (1961) aa intruaive into vet 
on sa.e of the Coak.er rhyolite layers auggest 
t both .. gu and host were fluid at the t1• Qf intrusion. (2) 
te structure• appear to be analogous to siailar structures 
(piilows) produced by· the extrualon of ugu. ,into water. (3) The 
occurrence of peperite, particularly peper1te dikes in stocks, ·1e 
indicative of intrusion into and fluidization of wet sedi.ent. 
~ The interlayering and folding of Coalter Porphyry and mudstone are 
also interpreted to have occurred during intrusion of the .. ,.. into 
wet sediment. The thickening 'and extenalon of hinges, the pinching 
out of ~a~dstone layers within igneoue uterial and of igneous layers 
within audstone, euggeet deformation of unconaolidated .. teriala. The 
igneoue (tracbytic) texturea of the rhyolites and rhyod&citea, and the 
· , . 
j 
·, 
Figure 4.22 Coaker Porphyry - -.ad• tone brec.c.ia. Thb breccia 
is interpreted to be c.oapletely diarupted layen of 








Page . 71 
lack.· of' 1nd1c:a't1ona of · a trai-n in euhedral phenoC:ryats of : qU&rtz • 
·111USco_vite 1 and feldlipar • indicat_e th&t the atructurea dis-p~yed by th~· 
. . 
interlayered · il(tleoua and aedi•ntary . rocka are priaary icneoua 
.. 
features ratl:ler than tectonic. ~n thb 'caae. the following. req'Uire 
.explanation: · (1) the i.echanisa of .interlayering .of. .ud. and ~gaa •. (2) 
the origin · o~ . folding. and · {3) .. tlie peubtence of very thin aagaa 
layers itl sedi .. nt. · . 
':..· 
IC.ok.elaar (1-982) haa _ aac:ribed t~e c:o.plex 'inteni!naling o~ · uP,. 
and. -.Jd to be the reault of . fluidl&ation of aedi•ntl by ateaa 
generated at contacta. Piuidized aedi.eau offer little realatenc:• to 
intr:usion. and extre•ly co~ lex contacu betwe~n ·aaaaa · .n~ aedi•nt 
can reault, bec:auae aagaa can extend unreatric:ted in any direction. /. 
Fluidized aedi.enta alao · ilerve to -inaulate the aapaa froa 1-diate 
chilling, thua allowing the peraiatence of very ' thin·layera of aagaa. 
. •, 
The atyle o_f folding ind.icate~ ~hat the ..... and .ud were 
involved in aluapiog in an unconaolidated &tate. Slu.pin& aay have 
. been trigg~red by the intru&ion of the aagaa into IIUda at the e$1ge of 
an eacarpaent or · 011 a alope. i. aituation of . aagaa intrua_ion 
conteaporaneoua with atuaping ia enviaaged auc:h that a dikelet · of 
aagaa is folded into IIUd as the combined aau of 11Ud and· .aagaa rolls .· 
down a slope. Bec:auae the :rhyolite ; ia &till aolten. the aagaa 
entering the hinge continue& to flaw dOWDJilope, produciq'. the third 






Two factors support · the interpretation that . the folding and 
interlayering are slope~ont:~;olled rather ; than a priaary function of 
intrusion, for eu~le, by aquirting of the .. gaa into asd •. Fintly, 
the scarcity of the phenomenon, in ~ontraat to ' the abundance of (t'ikea 
a~d ,other ··i~le 'to~ •• ausgests that special conditions (ie.: the 
presence of a slope) are required for ita occurrence. · A aecond factor· 
is an ·apparently gravity-controlled asy.~etry 'inh-erent in these and 
'siailar fon. 'elsewhere. Dikes int~aive into wet aer:ti'ments occur on 
' . • 
·Rall8ey Ialand, Wales, and near Waterford, Ire.land, that are a.ooth on 
thei~ upper contact surf.acea, and. have. bulboua, udder like protruaiona . 
e:.:tendin& fr011 th.t!ir lower aurfacea. _Th1a aa,.-try would appear to 
be the reault of aa&&ing of the 4eriaer aagaa into the leaa_ denae · 
aedi-nta · under the influence of gravity. On l~apector laland, the 
dikelets eme.rae f.roa an . elongate atoclt, not a1~ly aacging aa they 
might in a pile of atagnant .ud, but folcUq into co~~plex forM. On 
.Bhchy ':Ialand, · the · recwabently fol ded iaoclinal antilforw probably 
'originated as a ai~le aa~ dike, in which ita aaaaive outer layer was 
a dike from whicn · the thin dikeleta of its ~nner part e~~eraed, the 
whole . unit rolling int_p . ita preaent fora due to. alu~ing (fig. 
Clearly, the Coalter Poi pnyry _intruded -unconaolidate 
.. 
Fluidization of sediments indicates depths of intruaion 
1.6 Ita ·(J:.okelaar · 1982). and the ·praaence, of in 
conglomerates in the Dunnage Melange indicate~ peneconte~~poraneoua 
erosion of 'extrusive or very &hallow intruaive Coaker units. Shallow 
elilpl~cement is thua 1mpUed. 
·. 
,_ 




4_.; Dildo Porphyry 
the Dil4o Porphyry i:a 8; &\lite · of · .. fie: to silicic . stoclr.s and 
• 
- ~dik'IJ that- intrudes the ~ar~ Bole Shale, the .lowe moat lwr.iz.ona of tl\e · · 
Sansom Gre;YVaclr.e, the -Su..erford C~eup, 'the Cobbs Ani Fault Z.one at 
Faltbankia, and ·the Ca.pbellton Shale. The -~tocks •Fe· saall (3· to 8 • . 
, across), and dikes range froa 30 ca to 2. a in thickness. 
Stocks ' .d:ea of Dildo Porphyry in_ the ~rlt.Ro).~ _ Shale and· the . 
- Sansom _Gr~e C\Jt acr~u . be-~~ina : and have aaooth 'contact surfaces. 
- Their host a_edi.enta app~ar to have been conaolidtted. at the tille 'of 
intrudon. . However, un1ti o~ Di.fdq_ _Porpbyry 1ntrud1nJ the S~~ford 
Croup coilllonly have irre.auar surface& _ c:baracteri&ed ~y bUlboua 
protfl.Jaiona _ and .p1ll~l~k.e lobes, indicative of iatrudon into 
unconsolidated .. terial~;, Such f~atureia can' be observed ··on Far.er '• 
Read. A dike of Dildo 'Porphyry that ~· eharacteri~ed by C:OIIplicated 
. . ' . 
interaingl1ng with host eediaenta and- the occurrence · of peperite . 
in~rudes • shales containini -Caradocian graptoli tee 
deac:ribed by Horne (1970) at Fiah Bead on Paraer's bland. Intrusions 
, 
of Dildo Porphyry do 'not have chilled or veajicula~ -rains; nor d i d 
they cause noticeable hornfelaing of the hoat . iock.s. 
4.6 Loon Bay Granodiorite 
-, 
The intrUsive c:harac:teristica of the Loon Bay granodiorite were 
ltudied by Floran (1~71), vho noted 
aineral grain. occur at and near the 
that cataclaeis and straining of 
~ . . . , .. · . . . · ~·; 
contacts, _ and auageated _- that 
these structur es relatecl to the •IIPlaeeaent of the aranod1or1te by 




for~eful intruaion. Hibbard (1976, p 54) studied the thermal effects 
o~ the intrusion oh the DUnnage Mel(lnge, documenting the mineralogy 
arrd g-rade . of the coritact aureole. The granodiorite . produced a 
greenschist grade baked zone approximately 2 km wide. Shales within 
the ~ureole have a parag~nesis ·of quart'z, biotite, ·mscovi.te, 
. l 
' ' co:d~eri~e, and garnet. Cbaker Porphyry within the 'aureole displays a 
num~r of ~~eta~phi_c·· c'hanges, including recrya_talliza,tion of the 
: groundiuss ac_COIIIP&nied by the development' of granophyric texturu, the 
cryatallization of pale brown secondary bioti~e in clu~a replacing 
otiginal ufic pi:l&aea, the . fot.ation of . tourMline (rare), the 
eliaJ:nat~orl of apatite, and· rever.aaJ. of hydrotherMl alteration and 
. 
rew;,val ·of ·v~latile-contain~n~ phaaea such aa carbonate •. 
The. l.oon Bay batholiths are acco~anied by avarM of fine-grained 
d,ikes &tld saa.ll atoclts that ' intrude the boat in the 1.-ediate vicinity · 
. . Jl> 
of the · batholitha. s~ of these, preau.ably late liquid fractiona of 
·the , aagu, intrude the batholiths theMelvea. lbeae are phyaicaily 
and geoche.tcally· indi.atinguiahable ·froa Dildo Porphyry, and are 
• 
dhtinJUished only on the basis of their close pro:d.aity to the Loon. 
Bay· Batholiths • . I 
·. 
4.7 Late· Dik/• 
Late· diltea intrude the Dunnage Melange in a awarm · ~rallel _ · to 
. . . . . ~ 
D_~do al).d ~ach Runs • . The dikes r _ange in thi_Ck.ness fro• approxiutely 
8 Cll ..to --nr~aaCT08! '·.but are aost co.-only ,about . 1 ~5 II in Width~ . .'rhey 
cut across all . ~ock-types •nd ·aaall-acale attuc~urea within the 














5). On Boyd's Island their pattern of 
the presence of joints related to the 
the presence . of Coaker Porphyry, The dikes ha"e. ' 
co'BIK>nly amygdular, and produce a · baked zon~ 
em wide in the host rocks. 
both as sUb and . as blocks in the • 
indi.cat:ing that e~~place"Mnt bracketed the tiM of 
{Hibbard 1976, p 37). The Puncheon Diorite ia older 
Porphyry. Coaker Porphyry int~ded the Dunnage 
shall~ · depths while. the .. trix of the ~~elange vas vet and 
unconsolidated, giving rise to spectacular ~d-.agaa interactions. 
Intrusion apparently occurred during melange foraation. The Grapnel 
Gabbro vas e~~placed at the sa.e tiM · as the Coalter Porphyry. The 
. Dildo Porphtry intruded unconsolidated aedi.ents ~ . of · tj~ Suaae.· rford 
GToup· containing · Caradocian graptoli tea, - but th.e Carado ian Dark Bole 
l 
Shale a~pears to have been consolidated at · the time of intrusion · of 
and 
Dildo Porphyry • . Th~ Bay Granodiorite baked 
the_ Coaker Porphyry to~greenachist grade. 
the host melange 
The Late Dikes 
cross-cut all lithologies and .oat a .. ll-scale structures ia the · 











Chapter 5 Page 77 
Timing of Events 
This chapter is concerned with the -local geologic history of the 
- Dupnage Melange, baaed on observations presented in the previous 
chapters. _ The ages of .Dunnage_ lithologies, the relati-onships between 
the ~lange and surrounding units, and the' ·nature and tihng of 
igneous activity are euained and interpreted to 
conclusions. presented below. 
5.1 The age of Dunnage Melange lithologies 
p"roduce th,e 
. The oldest known rock in the Dunnage Melange is a volcanic block 
containing the Middle Cambrian trilobites Kootenia and Bailiella in 
associated carbonate (Kay and Eldredge 1968); Tre~doclan graptolites 
( .. inly Dictyonema ~f flabilliforme' type) have been collected from the 
melange matrix in two localities (Willia.. 19!2, Hibbard et &a • 
. 1977). Interaixture of. extrusive volcanics with matrix IllUde indicate'S 
that vol'can18m was penecontemporaneous with sedimentation (Williama 
and Hibbard 1976). Arenigian conodonfs have been found in a carbonate 
block in the southwest portion of the .elange (Hibbard et al. 1977). 
If the Dark Hole Formation overlying the Dunnage Melange were _ 
conf~rmable, as proposed by Hibbard ·and Williams (1979) and others, 
then the presence of Upper Caradocian graptolites in this 'for.ation 
(Kay 1976) would place an upper age limit ~n the deposition of Dunnage 




is not. conformable (see section 2.2.2.1). Bowever, the correlative 
relationship between the Dunnage Melange and the New B&y· Yormation and 
· tawre.nce ·Head Volcanics· of the Exploits Group (Hibbard and WilliaiiS 
1979),_,..impl1es that the Dunnage lithologies should be approximately 
the same age as the Exploits Group correlatives - pre-Caradocian. 
The history of clastic sedimentation from to 
Caradooiarr · time is ·unknown due to the lack of fossils in the Dunnage 
Melange from~ this ti~ interval.· 
5.2 Significance of . the Coaker Porphyry 
. ·, 
.. 
Coaker Porphyry ia restricted to the northeast portion ot the 
. 
Taking ~nto ac:.count the· caprices of preaervation, 
ted distribution suueata a te~oral and pos11ibly "a. genetic 
betw~en the intrusion and the. melange. · Several linea of 
-l~dicate that intrusion occurred· during .elang~ formation, 
these were surficial events. Firstly,· !IOIIe undisrupted 
Porphyry dikes cut volcanic and · carbonate blocks as well as the 
matrix, indicating that at least sowae of the · blo.cks had 
the matrix at the time of intrusion. 
asso~iated with Coaker Porphyry on Dog Island preserves 
structures (folded and contorted &edi .. nta). Secondly, the 
matrix was unconsolidated at the ~1me of intrusion of the 
strongly supporting penecontemporaneous intruaion and 
formation. Thirdly, fluidization of host sediments as a 
intrusion of Co&k~ Porphyry is inconsistent with the 
of a large tectonic overburden at the ti .. of intruaion • 
l_ .· • : I 
.. 
P~ge .,79 . 
This evidence, combined with the .local.ized, o~eur;rerice· of s'lumping 
during intrusion of the - Coaker· Porphyry, supports an o.listost~oallll . 
rather than a tectonic origi_n for the melange. Well.:.Preserved. contact 
relationships between the Coaker Porphyry and. the host melange are 
inconsiatent with an Acadian origin for the me-lange,,· as ·p.toposed b.y . 
Karlstfom et al (1982). If melange formation had occurred after 
intrusion of the Coaker Porphyry, these units would then occur as 
blocks in the melange. However, local separat,i~n of Coaker Porphyry ; 
from its l!o.rnfels indicates that some structural activity continued 
after ·the intrusive event. 
In~rusions of silicic mag.as into unconsolidated sediments appear 
commonly to be associated with debris flow in areas undergoing block 
faulting (in southwest Wales - Kokelaar 1982, in southeast Ireland 
H. Boland~ pers. com. 1982, in California - Hanson and Schweikert 
1982). 
A whole-rock Rb/Sr age of 445 +!- 8 Ma ' was obtained for Coaker 
Porphyry (fig. 6.19). Keeping in mind the vagaries of the Ordovician 
time scale. and ~n light of · field rela~ionsbips • this date . places the 
time of int.rusion of the Coalter . Porphyry at approxi~~&tely the 
Llandeilian-Caradocian boundary • 
.. 
5.3 The Dark Role Shale and Dildo Porphyry 
Hibbard and Williaaa (1979) present several lines of evidence in 
support of a conformable contact between the Dunnaae Melange and the 
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· the . tw9 ·untts (see Chapt,er 2). · Aside fro• the· geODetric difficulties 
· o.f . thrusi:~~g yo~ng~t . rocks on top. ·· ·of older ones, the relationsh_ip 
. . . . . ·. . . 
• implled, by · ·a · · dtspl'llcement · at this contact is the opposite of those 
. . .. . ·,. . •. . . . .· · ' 
observed . on New Wo~+d · Island,. where all lll&jor faults. emplaced older 
strata over and to ' the north of younger strata. 
• 
· : Howev'er., .' :a· diaplacement between the two units is · strongly 
;implicated by the absence of the younger Dildo Porphyry in the older 
. . Dunnage Melange, ~nd Tts __ occurrence i _n t .he Park Hole shale .right up 
to. · but ·. not : across, · contacts · with ·. the . · Dunnage Melange. Su~h a 
rel~tions~ip seems unlikely to have o~curred in a confoill&ble 
se·quence; the two units could not have been iJ1 contact at the time ·Of 
intrusion of the Dildo Porphyry. 
The oJ>serv~d contact .relationabips could have occurred as a 
result of sliding of .the Dark Ho+e FotliiAtion slice o!lto unconsolidated 
Dunnage IIUds, following the intrusion of Dildo Porphyry into the Dark 
Hole Formation. The gradational nature of the contact and the 
apparent break-up and dispersal of chunka of Dark Bole shale along the 
contact suggest that the Dark Hole Formation itaelf may have been 
poorly consolid~ted at the time of emplaceaent. 
The age of the Dildo Porphyry placea a limit on the ti.dng of the 
displacement. Its age is not known, but can be .estimated to be Late 
Ordovician due to its distribution in the Dark Hole Foraation and the 
Sansom Greywacke (section 2.4) and its intrusion into unconsolidated 
Caradocian .. edi11enta of the Su..erford Group (sec. 4 ~ 5). 'thua an 







Formation and ·Sansom Greywa~e sequence onto the Dunnage 
., 
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He lang~ is 
implied. That this is an early ·structure rather !han an Acadian 
structure can account for the difference in style between it and the 
• I 
major faults on New .World Island. 
5.4 An Ordovician Scenario 
The proposed mechanism for the evolution of the 
I 
Dunnage Melange 
and associated units is essentially that proposed by Horne (1970), in 
which the observed soft-sediment deformation in the Dunnage Melange, 
tt}e Sum:uierford Group, and parts of the Sansom Greywacke were the 
result of dip-slip faulting and crustal instability. 
1) Dunnage · Formation distal turbidites (?) and intermixed 
extrusive volcanics were deposited on a basement possibly consisting 
of a thick pile · of pillow lavas with or without trondhjemite. 
**"" (Tremadocian Caradocian: deposition.)*** 
2) Block faulti'ng and associated seiamicity created unstable 
slopes, resulting in the local redeposition of the Dunnage Formation 
as a large olistostrome or . series of olistostromes. Similar 
disturbances elsewhe're created the disruption of the volcanic-rich 
Summerford Group. Other units in the area (the Exploits Group) were 
undisturbed~ Biock . faulti~g exposed basel!l!!nt, material in fault 
scarps, ~resting a s~urce for old pillow basalts and trondhjelllite in 
the Dunnage Melange. Fractures facilitated the ascent of silicic 
magmas (the Coaker Porphyry). 





· 3) Substrate instlrilility continued, perhaps diachronously in 
different areas. Local uplift of part of the Dunnage Melange res.ulted 
in the deposition of cobbles o'f- Coaker Porphyry onto down-dropped 
portions of the melange. Slump folding and sedimept slides occurred 
in Caradocian sediments of the Summerford Group and in the Sansom 
Greywacke (Horne 1970). The Dildo Porphyry intruded debris flows in 
Caradocian black shales of the Summerford Group and distal• turbidites 
of the Dark Hole Formation and lowermost horizons of the Sansom 
Greywacke. A slice of this ll8terial slid onto the· ~nnage Melange. 
What · happened to the sediments of equivalent age that already should 
have been on top of the Dunnage Melange? Perhaps they are preserved 
locally (the Chapel Island Formation, the Cheneyville Conglomerate). 
Perhaps they were displaced by the invading slice. Perhaps ·they were 
incorporated into the melange. 
***(Caradocian - Ashgillian: slump folding, intrusion, sediment 
.. 
sliding)*** 
This scenario is summarized in fig. 5.1. 
5,5 'Later events 
Later (Acadian) events are for the most part _beyond the scope of 
this study, and are being examined in detail by several research teams 
working on New World Island. A brief summary of these events is given 
here, in which the timing of igneous intrusions is emphasized. 
.· 
Figure 5,1 Ordovician 
Helange, 
Silurian development of the Dunnage 
.t 
A, Pelagic sediments and intermixed volcanics 
(Dunnage Formation) are deposited on a 
Twillingate/Moreton's Harbour-type basement. Reef 
developm.ent around ,volcanic cones (Arenig) 
contributes carbonate breccia to thf! Dunnage 
Formation. 
. 
B. Block-faulting causes redeposition. of the 
Dunnage Formation as olistostrome. Basement rock 
exposed in fault scarps contributes pillow basa~ts, 
tuffs, and trondhjemite to the Dunnage Melange, 
Fractures facilitate . the ascent of Coaker Porphyry 
magmas into unconsoltdated IDUds of the Dunnage 
Melange. 
c. Sedimentation continues, Calc-alkaline 
batholiths · are intruded at depth, preceeded, 
. .----
accompanied, and succeeded by related dike swarms 
and minor stocks (Loon Bay/Dildo Porphyry suite), · 
some of which intrude the sedimentary pile. 
D. Continued block faulting causes a block of 
turbiditic sediments co?taining stocks and di kes 
(Dark Hole Formation) to slide onto the DU~nage 
























1) The Loon Bay batholiths were emplaced, accompan~ed and cut by 
associated dikes and stocks. 
2) _ Several episodes of Acadian faulting -and folding took place 
(for. details and, contrasting viewpoints, see Horne 1968, Karlstrom et · 
al. 1982, Arnott 1'983). Patterns of intrusion of the late dikes were 
locally · controlled by shear. planes related to the Reach Fault, 
-indicating that the Reach Fault preceded the intrusion of the Late 
Dikes. 
3) The Late Dikes were intruded in a swarm parallel to Dildo . a~d 
Reach Runs, indicating that these lineaments are the expression of an 
earlier featu~e that controlled ascent of the magma, or that the Late 
Dikes are a manifestation of an extensional event thlit . took place 
duri~g the late Devonian. 
4). The Dunnage_ Melange forms .the ·core of a large anticlinoriUDI. 
The 1 l~t~ dikes parallel the axis of this anticlinorium. One dike (on 
Puncheon Head) is folded by this structure. An Ar(40)/Ar(39) . age of 
' - . 
375 +/- .10 Ma lhas been obta~ned for possibly equivalent dia.base dikes 
in the · Gander Group (Reynolds and _Murthy in press). This 
configuration suggests . that extension along the oor'thwest-&OI.ltheast 
direction was later followed . by co"!lpression in the same direction, or 
that the Late Dikes were intruded along tension fractures associated . 







The sequence of events de•cr;.ibed ·above 1s · sUIIIIUriz'ed in · Table 
s.1. 
Deposition of Dunnage Melange l1 tholog:i.:ei (sediments o and 
volcanics) , was followed or accompanied by block faulting ..jnd int"rusion 
. . . . . , 
of the Coaker Porphyry during Llandeilian ti-,· !'esultin·g in. IIIE!'lange 
formation. · Similar processes affecte!d · the SUIIIDer.iord Croup. 
. . 
Continued substrate instability res~;ted ·in ·the s.liding of the Dark 
Hole ·Formation over t·he Du~nag~t_ Melange · in the late ·ordovic:Lan, 
foliowing intrusion of the I>1ldo .PO'rphyey into that .unit." Acadian 
events include int ruai·on . of. the~oon B.ay suite; severa'~ ep~s?'de.s . 'Of 
' . 
faulting and folding, and 1ntnisio.n of ·the Late Dike.& either before 9r 
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Coaker forphyry: Petro,graphy~ Geochemiatry, Petrogenesis · 
The -'neralOgtoal in4 geoohea1<al ~h"""~' of 
·Page. 88 
the Coaker 
·Porphyry are the end · result ' of a combination of factors~ the 
mineralogy and geochemistry of the source, . the a!DOunt . of partial 
' \ . 
melting ·~(. the s~u'rce, flreuure, te.-perature, cooling historf of the 
magma, the effe·cts of contaaf:nation of the · -gma b~ . ultramafic 
·paterial-, the effects 
sediaents,and hyarothermal 
of · contaain&tion-.of--the-.ma.gma.,.-by host 
alteration. In th~ chapte~, · petrographic 
and geoc~emica} . data are examined to dete~ne the eff~cta - of all 
these . factors, and .a_ petrogenetic, .adel of the origin and evolution of 
, .. 
the Coaker Porphyry is presen~ed • .. 
6 .l Petrography . .: 
The Coaker. Porphyry i -ncludes daci tea, rhyodac1 tes, apd rhyol~s, 
of feldspar, quartz, and mica phenocrysts in a fine-graine4 
quartzofeldspathit: groundma_ss • . The extrusive rock DalleS are employed 
here : rather than their ·pl~ton~~ equivalents based on the fine-grained 
groundmass textures ·o,f these ·rocks·; no genetic J.aplication of an I . 
·' extrusive origin ~s i~plied. Indeed, these rocks are interpreted to 
have intruded shallow, • fluid mud (Chapter 4). and are · thus 
transitional between extrusive and -intrusive, The porphyry exhibits 
gradational variations in texture, mineraloty, and 1 xenolith content. 











occurrence "in the field. The pet~ography of the three end-menber 
. . " 
types (general. trachytic. and 'xenolith-rich) is su.aarized in table 
6.1. 
~ 
The most abu~dal'lt, · or "general: type~ of Coaker Porphyry occurs in 
. aassive stoc~s. The trachytic-:-teitured type occurs as d·ikes. lobes 
and pillows. pi_llawed a.nd flow-banded stocks_,. a'nd . the . rare 
· ·inter layered . Coaker /shale fona (see Chapter ·4). · Xenoli.th content of 
( _, 
both types varies from xenolith-free . Coaker Porphyry. the 
xenolith-rich "Cau~ewa;- diorite'' or ''Causeway xenolith-phase,; of Kay 
0972) • .. Where they occur together, the . xenolith-rich units are 
hitrusive ~into. tbe llen'olfth-poor u~it·. 
6.1.1 Phen~crysts and implications for co~li~ history 
·· Alkali felds~;>ar ·. phenocrys-' . are ubiquitous in the - Coaker 
Porphyry, illt_hough they vary in size and abundanc.e.; They occur as 
sing"le equant, . euhedrai crystals or· as ~lomei:oporphyr1t1c clu11ps . · that 
a.lso aay include quarti. In xenolith~free Coaker Porphyry. they 
co!DIIIoniy occur in two or· three disti~ct ~en~rations~_ :of .· ceyst,21 s~zes." . 
. The~re J10t z"oned. although original zoning IIIBY have been obliter ated 
by albitization. · K-feldspai: phe~occysts have ~en Identified in the 
~oat .felsic members of . the suite; more ·co.ionly~ K-feldspar is ~bsent 
as . a phenocryst; phas·e ~ Albite and oligoclase are by . far the more 
abundant colilposi_tions·. 
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Equant. 3-10 rrin, - ---· roos tly fresh. 
euhedral, conmonly ·some carbonate, 
glomerbpprhyritic sericite 
quartz --------- euhedra l, embayed, · • 
rounded "" 
biotite --------- microphenocrystic, :..--chlorite, car-
subparallel align-: bonate,· ruti'le 
ment, euhedral 1 • . sp~ne, seric te Groundmass: ------ anhedral, equar'lt' .-----partial alter-
quartzo- crystals ation -to seri- · 
feldspathic Cite, carbonate · 
Phenocryst~: 





rounded, e&,~hed r'a 1 
trachytic, plag. 
1 ath 1 ike rather 
than equant 
opaques --------- dust dispersed i n · 
groundmass or in"' 
discrete layers / 






sime as . abOve.' 
except th'at . 
carbonate al ter-
ation may occur 
in discrete 
bands 
andesine __ _. _______ broken -------------- pervasively .al-
tered tO s eri-
cite, carbonate 
.. +/.,;, prehl\j te · 
pnlogopite - --..:-----euhedral - ------------rrostly fresh,. or 




hornblende --------euhedral ----- --- .,.- ---same as phlogo-















Rounded, euhedral quartz phenocrysts are · co-on . but \ 
ub:l,.quitous. 
... --- . 
Biotite phenocrysts . are sullet: than the feldspar and 
- quartz crystals and are fluxioned around thea;. They co.aonly occur in. 
,. .. : : 
sub-parallel . alignlient_, particularly in ' t.rachyt1~-textured Coaker 
Porphyry .• . 
., 
. These .observaUon6 iaply the follOw-ing cooling hiatorj Ior the 
I .· 
Coaker Porp~yry. The ~gma cooled at depth, precipita~ing crystals. of 
feldspar with or without quartz. . .The -s- . then · ascended to new 
~ ... 
levels, . carrying with it .its phenocrysttl and possibly a restite 
·component (the glomeropoqihyritic clumps?), .where. q-;uartz . an~ feldspa-r 
-d . . . . .. .. · · ', . 
were ·joined by biotite as a · crjstllUz~~g phaae; . The mapa then . 
. . . . . . . . . . ' ~ . . 
ascended rapidl y to shall~ crustal level'! . (liee .· dhcus·sion in Cliapter 
4), where the reuin1n~ liquid was quenched • . 
6 .1 • 2 ·Muscovite 
Euhedral crystals of mu~teovite, ranging in size from .1 to 8 · DIIII. 
ac_ross, and up to 2 1IIDI ?ick, .!lre a rare phenocryst phas~ o~c-urring ~n 
.· 
&OIDI!! of the most fels_ic \lDits . of the' Coaker Porphyry_. . The, • IIIUSCOVite 
.. crystals are inter.preted to · ~ . primary rather. than .secondary 
(sericite) because they .occur 
J 
sing~y as ·.large, ' thick,. euhedral , 
crystals, ·they are free of · inclusions · of · sphene,· . and trachytic 
· groundmass feldsp4r laths ·are fl~xioned .. a~ou~d · them~ .· Their identity 
as muscovite ,has· been _esta'lllished by mic~o):lrobe analysis (table 6 .2). · 
'• 













Microprobe analyses of Coaker Porphyry minerals 
Oxide 
(wt %) 1 2 3 4 
S102. 56.23 .38.82 52.05 39.06 
T102 0.11 . 3.13 0.54 0.43 
Al203 33.98 16.09 6.12 22.41 
FeO{t) 0.93 12.40 9.22 22.41 .. 
MnO o.oo 0.10 0.20., . 0.48 # 
KgO '1.42 16.13 17.91 9.00 
CaO o.oo o.oo. 10.20 8.14 
Na20 o.o6· 0.38 1.04 
K20 8.66 8.80 0.22· 
Totai 101.39 95.85 97.50 101.11 
\. 
' 1) Ave. ~acovite co~oaition (7 aicaa from 2 aaaplea) -
2) Ave. phlogopite coapoaition (12 aicas froa 4 aa~lea) 
3) Ave. magnesiohornbleade composition (20 a~hibalea from 3 samples) 














The muscovite phenocrysts in 'the Co~ker Porphyry .are the saae 
"'\ 
size as the quartt and feldspAr phenocrysts t and on•e IIIJSCOvite crystal 
~as observed to be pactially en~~osed by a feldspar crystal. This 
indicates that muscovite crystallization accompanied or possibly 
prec~ded crystallization of the quartz and feldspar, 
The presence· of primary muscovi~e in a hypabyssal rock. is 
anomalous; experimental work indicate~ . that ~e mineral becomes 
un:table at ~ressures below 5 kb, or that liquids in which muscovite 
is stable solidify at this pressure. However, primary muscovite in 
extrusive rhyolite has been reported by Schleicher and Lippolt (1981). 
They concluded · that . either muscovite -can be ~tabiiized at low 
pressures in the presence of some presently unltnown phase ,(perhaps / a 
fluid phase), · or that the magma ascended rapidly and chilled before 
the muscovite could be resorbed. 
6.1.3 Groundmass . 
The Coaker Porphyry groundmass' is typically ccyptofelsitic; 
rarely · the grain-.size is coarse enough t ·o identify quart~, ~ldsp~r, 
and mica microscopically. . The quart'z and fe.ldspa~ are anhedral . in 
general-type Coa'ker Porphyry;, 'l;his groundaau is probably devitrified 
glass, although the only devitrificati~n textures to survive are 
fibrous chloritic rims around garnet phenocrysts in one locality. The 
groundmass of trachytic-textu~ed Coaker Porphyry. as the na.e implies. 
is composed of aligne,d feldspar laths and mica, and ·anhedral quartz. 
Flow-banding is defined in thin-section by variation!' in grain-size, 
or opaque or car~onate content. 
.. 




6.1 .4 Xeno.U. ths 
Several stocks and dikes of Coaker Porphyry are charged with 
ultramafic and mafic xenoliths ranging in size from less than 1 mm to 
30 em in diameter, and locally compr~sing up to 15% of the rock fig. 
'· 
' : (6.1). More commonly, units of Coaker Porphyry contain• only sparse 
xenoliths, usually less than one percent, and Coaker Porphyry totally 
lacking in xenoliths is uncommon. 
The .mineralogy · of the xenoliths is summarized in table 6.3. The 
xenoliths are mostly ultramafic, but some mafic and rare trondhjemitic 
cqmpos i tions are ·present as well. Trondhjemitic xenoliths do not 
occur intermixed with other xenolith types, but are isolated enclaves 
in units of Coaker Porphyry that are otherwise free of xenoliths. 
The ultramafic xenoliths are mostly altered to assemblages of 
. serpentine, carbonate, anthophyllite, and chlorite, fewer to quartz 
and carbonate. Chromite crystals persist in all ultramafic xenoliths, 
and orthopyroxene is preserved rarely as tiny patches in masses of 
serpentine,, renderi,.ng diffic;:ul t: the detection of zoning in .pyroxene. 
• The mafic xenoliths are composed of . magnesiohornblende and andesine. 
The xenoliths are rounded, some having pronounced reaction rims 
and radiating textures, indicating profound disequilibrium between the 




- ---------------- ------ - ----
,.. 
Figure 6. ~ Xenolith-rich Coaker Porphyry. 
.. ~.;_. ~· · 
\ 
A . slab of 
"Causeway xenolith phase'! (Kay 1976) from t:he type 
locality· ·on Causeway Isiands. Xenolith_s oceupy. 13% 
of the area · of the slab. Dark reaction rims around 
xenoUths contain a . concentration . 







Xenolith Types in Coak.er Porphyry 
1) ULTIW!AFIC ASSEMBLAGES 
-serpentine (coi!IIDC)nly pseudouipoq)hic ·after pyroxene) 
-serpentine ( crenulated) . 
,..serpentine + chroDiite 
-serpentine + talc + chromfte 
-seipent.ine ·+ talc· + phlogopite 
-serpentfne. + carbonate + chlorite + ch-romite 
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-serpentine cut by and rimmed with veins of chromite and yellow 
ca·rbonate 
-serpentine + chromite (serpentine filled' with tiny inclusions of 
· perovskit.e 
-quartz + chlorite + .cat;-bonate + chromite 
-anhedral - qual;'tz crystals dissected (as if· shattered and' filled) 
by veinlets of carbonate 
-chlorite + carbonate + chromite 
-quartz + 'carbonate + chromite + acicular opaques 
-carbonate .+ chromi te 
2) MAFIC ASSEMBLAGES 
-andesint: + magnesiohornblende + phlogopite + quartz 
'(coa:rse-grai ned plagiociase and fine-grained quartz 
in -separa.ted bands) . · 
-usneaiohornblcnde (eu~edral, v~th parallel align•nt) 
in 'fine-grained groundmass of &JIPhibole 
+ plagioclase + phlogopite + sphene .. + apatite 
-carbonate + chlorite · 
-chlorite + carbonate + q.uartz + sphene surrounded ·by radiating 
rim ·of . fine-gra~ned ac~cular am.phi bole 





. 6 .1.5 Xenolith-rich Coaker Porphyry 
Certain · minerals and textural features occur only in 
xenolith-rich · Coake·r PO"rJ>hyry and -appear to be the result of reaction 
· between the magma and the ~noliths. These minerals in!llude 
·phlogopite, magnes.iohornblende,_ an·d garnet (table 6.2). 
The golden-red phlogopi te is not the pure end-inenber. but has - an 
average · Mg/Fe ratio of 2.31, qualifying i _t as phlogopite accol'ding to 
Deer1 Howie, and Zussman (1962')~ Magnesiohornbleride was classified 
according to Leake ( 197 8.). Plagioclase in . these rocks is seriate, 
fr.agmental, and more· altered than · feldspar in xenolith-poor Coaker 
' Porphyry. · Quartz . ' is not a: common phenocryst.· phase in xenolith-rich 
Coaker Porphyry, but in One instance occurs as spectacular- euhedral 
' megacrysts up to 7 . c.m _long. Quartz and alkali feldspar (sodic and 
potassic) have been· detected in the groundmasa. 
Garnet occurs rarely in xenolith..:rich Coaker Porphyry, · but is not 
found .in xenolith-free rocks. One stock on Coaker Island contains 
-. 
large (up to 2 em in diameter) · euhedral to subhe.drU · ·garnet 
p.henocrysts with ~ompositions -ranging . from Alm(38)Py(45)G~(ltr to 
Alm(6.9)Py(l3)Gr,(24) ·(see.f:i.~~e 6_.2) ." . The crystals are strongly zon_ed . 
and show ·normal, reveFse . and -oscillatory· zo_ning ~ithin · on~ 
_h~nd-:s'pecimen..;siz_ed sauPple. The assemblage cit which the _gar'u'et- - is . a •. 
-part is difficult ~o · de~11rmine . because .thh . particular rock was . 
subject· to·. hyd!-'othenilal . alterat.1of1 from which only, the g_arn!!t . aur-v1,ved 
·. . . 
{n prist in~ condition. As~emblagea .of .chlorite. carbonate and. opaque•; ' 
,. ' . ' . . 





Figure 6.2 Compositio~s of Coaker Porphyry garnets. Garnets 
·.-·.-
, . 
display normal (towards. almandine (Alm) + 
spessartine (Sp~). reverse, and oscillatory zoning. . - 01 
The direction of zoning from center of crystal 
outwards is indicated · by the direction of the 
arrows. Each field encloses the compositions 
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be \he remains of xenoliths. 
6.1.6 Hydrothermal alteration 
• The Coaker Porphyry was subject to . mild, patchy hydrothermal -· 
a'lteration. This appears to hav.e taken place d~ring· emplacement;· as 
coeval (Grapnel Gabbro) and later (Loon Bay Granodiorite) intrusions 
baked the volatile alteration products out of Coake~ Porphyry within 
their aureoles. (See section 4.6.) In uncontaminated (xenolith-free) 
Coaker Porphyry, · biotite is invariably altered . to assemblages of 
chlorite, carbonate, sphene. sericite, ·and _rutile. Feldspar is 
albitized and sericitized. _ The. groundmaas typically contains patches 
of carbonat'e and abundant sericite. 
Xenolith-rich Coaker ?orphyry, on the other hand 1 show.s a wide 
. ' 
variation in ·alteration ' assemblages. The _variation -occurs on the 
outcrop scale, indicating that the fluids extant . in the ugma were 
ext reaely inhomogeneous. In the more common assemblage I phlogopite is 
well-preserved or slightly chloritized, prehnite is·. present 1 and ' the 
xenoliths are al_tered to serpentine +/- carb~nate and chlorite~ 
co1111only with reaction riu of anthophyllite. In the second 
assemblage. mafic phases are obliterated to clots .of carbonate and 
sphene. and the xenoliths . are reduced to masses of quartz and 
carbonate, with only euhedral chroaite crystal& surviving to attest to 
-, 
the origi~l ultramaf-ic na_ture of these enclaves. Feldspars - in - bot!h 







These observations indicate that the fluids' associate~ with 
·URContaminated Coaker Porphyry w~re compar!tively ricrr in .C02 and that 
.. 
the reactions between the magma a~d the xenoliths produced .. H20-rich 
fluids. Prelimi~ary exalil-nations of fluid inclusions in a quartz 
111egacryst from xenolith-rich Coaker . Porphyry have re.vealed that the . 
fluid is water of• low salinity containing no daughter . minerals or 
detectable COZ .(Burry, pers. com •. 1983). · Thea~ findings are in 
accord with the experimental . results ob~ained by Sekine and . Wyllie 
(1982a) involving the ·reaction between peridotite · and rhyodacitic 
melt. Release of this · water~rich fluid during the m&gm&~xenolith 
reactions · was possibly responsible- f(_?r . _producing the .. obs.erve~ 
f rag-~Dentation 
. . . .· .. \ . ·. . . ·.. . . . 
of feldspar crystals fn . xenolith-rich Coaker Porphyry. 
Inhomogenieties in fluid dist~ibution in th~· xenolith-rich pt:tases we,re 
perhaps a function of inhomogenieties in xenolith·-content. 
6,2 Geochemistry 
Uncontaminated Coaker · Porphyry · consists of. 'peraluminous 
rhyodacite& . . and rhyolites,, . with a Silica range of 64 to '76%. ' Major 
and trace element analyses and CIPW norms are given 'in. Table 6.4 for 
• • . • • . . • . . It • ' . 
19 · unco.ntaminated and 20 · contamlna~eci' · saf&ples. Harker ~riation . 
d1ag'ra111S ·of major ele11ent8 and selected trace elements plotted . against 
. . . 
silica are shoWn in figure 6.3. 
The COaku· Po,phfry plots . in the alkali cOrnet :Of t~~ Al'M diag'~\ 
(~ig. 6.4),: ina line ~hat terminat.es'at . the pure alkali r compolition, 
... . . . 
·• · in .contt:ast to. the. Loon Ray eui~e~ which terminates . against the 
alkali-P~O tie . 1_1ne. The Coaker Porphyry i8 .calc-alkaline according 
\ · 
~ - -
. .. . 
TABLE ·6.4 
I · Coaker Po~:phyry: -Major Elements, Norms, Trace Elements · 









































Uncot;)taminated by ,enolitha 
50;...81 53-81 . 58-81 87-82 88-81 8~...:8 1 
64.7 68.6 69.8 72.4 67.9 72.0 
0.40 0.29 . 0.29 . 0.07 0.30 . 0.12 
16;.8 . 15 .o 14.9 14.6 14.7 14.1 
2.61 2.29 1~85 o·.:S9 2.31 0.56 
0.04" 0.04 o.os 0.05 . 0.04 0.04 
1.26 1.40 . 1.07 0.25 .1.44 0.31 
. 1. 74 1.24 1.37 1.01 ( 1.22 1.03. 
4.76 3.91 3.93 5.24 3.97 3.86 
.3.35 ·. 4~58 4.49 . 2.91 4.59 '4 .92 
0.12 0.10 . 0.08 0 -.06 0.10 G.02 
3.18 . ·2 .52 . 2~37 .1. 73 ~2.18 2.11 
98 .• 96 99.97 100.20 . 98.~1 . 8.65 99.07 
18~13 ·23 .03 24.86 28.82 22.71 28.64 
20.67 27.77 27".12 17.69 •28.12 . 29.99 . 
42.05 l3.95 
·8.19 .5.64' 
2.58 . 1.64 
6.86 6".80 
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Table 6.4 (cont 1 nued) 
Uncontamina~ed by ~e~olitha 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTS 209-81 231-81 246-81 276-:-81 283-81 285-81 
5102 71.'1 6L7 68.4 71.3 ' 68.3 72.0 
T102 0.17 ' 0.34 . 0.22 ·o.13 0.26 0.05 
Al203 '15.0 . 15.9 1'5_.8 15.2 . 14 .• 6 .15 ol 
Fe203(t) 1.26 2.10 ' , . 1. 74 1.24 2.06 0.51 
MnO 0~03 0.04 0.03 ' .0.03 0.04 0;.03 
11g0 o.o6 1.~4 0;,92 0.51 1.16 0.18 
cao 0.-66 . 1 .08' . 1.29 1.39 1.51 ·1.50 .' 
. 
Na20 ·3.99 5.05 ' 5.05 4.24 5.10 ' .4.50 
K20 5_.55 3.80 2~23 ,. ' 3.74 3.90 4~26 ' 
P205 0.02 ·0.08 . 6.06 0.10 ' 0.07 0.01. 
L.O.l. ' 0 •. 46 1.50 3.48. 1 .. 07 . 2.65 0.70 
Total 98.84 99.03 ' 9g.l9- 98:95 99.65 .98~84 
NORMS 
Q 24~0i 18.76 26.61 28~68 18S6 26.21 
OR 33.34 23.02 13.77 22.58 23.76 25.65 
AB 34.32 43.81 44.65 36.65 44_.49 ' ~38.80 
AN 3.20. 4.96 6,28 6.38 5.59 7.52 ' . 
c 1.30 ~j~ 3.01 ' . 1.93 .·o.39-DI 1,~37 ----...l 
H'f 3.26 6.50 . 4.82 ·3.08 5.20 1.22 
~ MT 0.21 0.34 0.29 . 0.21 0~4 0~09 
IL · 0.33 0.'66 0.44 0.25 ' 0 1 0.10 
AP 0~05 • 0.19 0.15 0.24 0.17 0.02 ' 
TRACE 
ELEMENTS .. 
Pb 67 35 -43 47 26 71 
Rb 270 no . 94 ' 159 102 193 
Sr 197 219 i46 . 303 180 -~ 279 
y 15 13 6 . r 7 2 tf'. 
Zr r85 139 : 162 88 135 55 . . 
Zn 31 27 40 19 35 27 
Cu . 14 1j 9 18 18 ·10 ' 
Ni 2 23 2.3 0 10 2 
.Ba 438 726 •448 615 . I 549 539 
v 2L 21 14 . 5 2'9 1 ' 
·Cr 0 22 26 0 11 ·o 




TABLE 6.4 {contim,1ed) 
Uncontam·. Contaminated l?Y xenoliths 
• 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTS 300"""81 52-81 63-81 69-81 . 81-81 109-81 
Si02· 66.4 67 ~9 67.8 68.1 . 67.5 66.2 
T102 . 0.26 0.22 0.34 0.40. 0.28 .· 0.26 
Al203 15.2 14 ~8 i4.7 15.1 .14.7 15.1 
Fe203(t) 2~34 2.67 2.33 2:36 . 1.98 2. 75 
MnO . 0.03 0.07. 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05. 
MgO 1.38 1.72 1.56 1.49 2.63 .. 3.24 
CaO 1. 77 1.13 1.48 1.65 1.35 1.31 II' 
Na20 4.52 3.8-7 3.98 4.06 4.59 4.92 -
~ K20 . 2.96 4.54 4.60 4.42 . 3.19 . 3.16 , ... - . 
-P205 0.10 0.13 0.09 0.12 O.Ofl 0.10 . " 
L.O.I. ~.27 2.95 2.37 2.00 2.62 2.88 
Total 98.23 100.00 99~29 99.74 98.£95 99.97 
. NORMS 
.Q 22.90 22.28 21.04 21.24 21.52 16.84 
OR 18.42. 21.64 . 28-.05 26.72 19.57 19.23 
AB 40,;28 33.74 34.75 35.15 40.32 ~2.88. 
AN &.56 4.90 6.97 7.57 6.55 6.02 ~ 




HY 7.02 8;43 7.21 6~92 9.58 12.34 · 
MT 0.40 0.43 0.39 0~3~ 0.33 0.45 
IL 0.52 0.43 0.67 . 0~78 0.55 0.51 
/ 
. AP 0.24 0.31 0.22 ·0.2~ . 0 .• 14 0.24 
tRACE 
ELEm:NTS 
Pb 31 34 55 53 43 . 32 ·. 
-Rb · 112 11)9~ 221 204 137 . 99 
. Sr 284 . . 166 274 160 304 \145 
-
- 9 -y 10 12 9 l2 9 (;) 
·. Zr 174 163 155 154 116 ll5 
Zn • 7 . 55 55 7.3 43 43 Cu 13 11 8 12 12 u -
Ni 9 20 22 13 98 100 
Ba 596. ~ 713 673 578 . 4-~0 558 
v 23 ·30 34 J3 . 39 43 
Cr ·: 7 29 33 23. 156 151 
La+ ee 59 59 56 ~' 37 
. . 
' 
·· . . 





TABLE 6.4 (continued). 
Contaminated by xenoliths 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTS 139-81 140-~1 153-81 16o-81 17o-81 182-81 
Si02 60.7 61.3 61.9 66.6 ""' 66.1 62.9 
Ti02 . 0.24 0.53 0.59 0.32 ~ 0.56 0.66 
Al203 15.0 15.2 16.3 16.2 15,1 15.6 
Fe203(t) · 3.56 4.11 3.70 2.34 3.96 4.23 
MnO 0.17 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.08 
MgO 3.25' 4.17 3.24 1.20 3.22 3.92 
CaO . - 4.03 1.14 2.70 1.50 2.99 2.46 
Na20 -6.35 4.12 4.36 5.03 3.45 4.44 
K20 .. {J .16 3.70 3.22 3.64 2.10 3 . 16 
P205 0.09 0.13 0.11 0.03 0.07 0.08 
· L.O. I. 5.15 3.23 2.49 2.21 1.05 1.20 
· Total. · 98.70 98.74 98.67 99.12 98.68 98.73 
.NORMS 
~ 9.69 12.88 12.17 17.59 25.16 13.56 . 
OR 1.01 22.89 1.9. 78 22.20 12.71 19.55 
AB · 57.74 36.50 38.36 43.92 29.90 39.33 
AN 12<78 5.03 13.18 7.48 14.73 12.23 . 
- . c 3.83 . 1.04 1.37 . 1 ~93 0.62 
DI 6.51 -- --
HY 11.26 16.82 13.42 6.35 13.67 12.83 
MT . 0.60 0.68 0.62 0.39 ·. b.65 0.36 
IL 0.49 1.05 1.17 0.63 1.09 1.31 




Pb. ·. - 24 .26 31 47 32 22 
. - Rb · 5 . 162 130 -159 107 130 
. . Sr . 211 2~2 32.7 252 190 261 
-
• . y 12 15 13 13 14 17 
Zr . i31 145 149 141 142 159 
Zn · 38 ·.so · 57 . 36 76 43 
Cu 22 11 16 13 9 17 
Ni . 66 71 97 16 78 92 
.Ba . 104 660 546. 520 369 539 
.. ~., 
73 15 51 v J .· · 68 40 56 
c' r . 16) 140 143 4 124 129 
: • 0 
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:I'ABLE 6·,4 (continued) · 
Con.ta~natad by xenolHha 
24h81 · 260-81 272.-81 
. . 
60.8 . 61.0 ' 67,.1 
0.69 0.67 0.22 
17.3 17.1 IS .1 
.4.38 _. 4 .or 2.94 
•0.06 0.06 o·.og 
· 2 •. 38' 3·.1 ~ 2.08 












2.67 . '2_.49 ' 
0,14 '(),09 





47 .32 ." 34.31 .. 
10,12 . 4.55 . 
1.84 4,73 
--- --~~ 
1.2.12 iJ.6~ 1o.o4 
·0.72 0,'66 Q.49. -
1 .. 36 . 1.32 0.44 .. . 
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Figure 6; 3 
Si 0 2 SiOz 
Harker · variation _diagr-ams for major ~nd "trace ele!!!ents 
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Irvine and !&ranger (1974), although 
iflc~tion ache.e to ~ suite of fels~c 
rock,s with auc:h a _liai ~ed r•nge 1~ atlica h of quest1o~b1e valUlity • 
Green (1980) has established a "silicic series" to encompass suites of 
this kind. · 
6 .Z.l Al203 . 
' . 
tre Coak,er_ P_orphyry is- strongly peraluminous, with an average 
Al203/ (Ca0+Na20+-K20} _ratio , of · . 1.6 and an average· of 1.56% normative 
corundum. _The ottlY • t~o . samples . 11nalyied which do .not contain 
. rior~tive co:ru~dum' are···amdn~.the ·''open syste~" samples discussed below 
(~e.c_ti~.tl ~.2.2),· · ~n - wh1ch 'secondary addition of Na20 to the rock · had 
OCCurred • . The 11\cfependence : Of DOI'IIIIlti ~e C~~undum and ail,i'C~ (fig • 
6 .Sa) over . a . si,ltca ra.~ge ~f 64 t~ . -76%- for uncontaminated Coaker 
~orphyry, and 60. : to ' 68% for ·coaker Porphyry : cont~Diinated with 
. · . . . . ' ·. . 
u],t ramafic ' Jia.tez:i~:l-, i~tc;ates ~hat . the . peraluminous . nature of tbe 
· ' . 
-rock -1.• · priJD&rj, ~rid ·n_o·t . due_ to _·hornblende· fractionation .(CawthoZ:ne 
. ' ' 
' .. 
.,. and Br~Q· 1976), alkali · le~ch,ing, or· lat~r contamination by sediment-s 
• : . t - • • ' ·• • • ' - · • ' ' . • • ~- • : . - ·, . • ·• . 
. (Huang · · and · Wyl~ie · 198.1): ,· One : aa~le (BL-;S7-B2) is trom the sto~k 9n 
, ~ Ih~s_pec;tor :ralarid a8s9.ciated · with ~ th~ · _ int~rlayered · BIJ~ . an·d ·. COakt!r-
. Po.rphy~-.. ·(~\apter · . 4 )·,· ~n~ ;hence··~& t'~e· · most ~ -like~~- ··-~aPle tC?. d·i~pla~ 
. . . . . . . - ' - . . . . . . ' ... · - -~ 
the eff~cts o( assimil!ltion of. host sedi.ent'a • . ·It· is -one of the open 
· . . ·(d • ' . . . • . ,• 
syate11 .samples discussed ~ belo~ • . ··Its' cor~ndum · cont~nt ( 1 .17 ) · is . lo~er 
~ ~- <I , • ~- , .. " • ~ ' . , . . - • • • ' ' ' , 
1 
' I . "' , .. , ' . ' - c • • ~ • 
than · th~_ average; aay · alumina aain'ed fr~ the sedime~~ ~·· ilorf . than 
. ·. . . . . ' . . . 
. 9ffaet . by BlkaH gain from fluid eKhanpii _dur:i~g~ earpla~elllent. 










Figure 6.5 Al203 saturation in Coaker -Porphyry. _ 
A. Normative corundum · (Co) and di-opdde (Di) &bo~ 
~- - , - - - - -
no consilte~t . - '!'ariat~o.n with Si02 ' content. Both 
contaainated and uncontaainated CQalt.er Porphyry are .. 
depicted .. 
B. Normative. cor'l,lnduat increases with iron in 
uncontaminated Coak.er: Porphycy, .:(n4.icating that. 'the 
source of the -JIIo!lg.B. ~as ~ven Tich'er tn Al'203 than 
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~· plot of Fe203(t) vs no'rmativ~ corundt,uil (fig." (>.5b) illu~t·r.tes 
that corundu.m increases .with iron, indicating that the· Coaker Porphyry 
melt was lns aluminous than its source (Wybor~ et al., 1981).. ThiS 
t r~nd· . ~s th·e· ·opposite . of that · Upecte4. if .tlie ' Coak~r Porphyry ha~ 
. ·· . ~ - . . 
evolved fro11 a metdulllinou.s ~omposi'tion · by · - aapt\i~le . frac~ionaticln~ 
• . • • I " • 
and s.trotigly suggests ~hat . 1~ originated by partial melting of a 
highly alum.inoull source •. 
6.2.2 Alkalis 
Figure 6.6 18 a plot . of ' feld~par c;oaposid~n~ ·· o~tained · .bY 
. ,.JBieroprobe analysis. Most of the ,f~ldapar• . have be~n albitized, and 
following ·must have occurred: 
a} 'Na+ ·was gained;.' 
b)· K+ and/or Ca++ were lost, 
•· 
c) both (a) and (b) occurred, 
.. 
I 
d) a· redis~ributipn ot these elements ... occurred 
system. 
\ . .. 
ln case (d) • K+· and Ca++ would not'' be loa t 












into, · other . 1~nerala 
' . 
. ' 
wit~in a closed 
fro~ : the Coaker 













Feldspar compos! tio.-.s pl.oi:ted froM ~icroprobe C:ata . 
Feldspars falling on the·, ~asile<! ~ine ~ve p:rimary 
igneous cornpo_sio!ions, wilereas those fallin~ into the 
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To test these cases. normative albit~, .anorthite, and. orthoclase 
. . . ' 
were plotted on the Ab/An/Or diagram, wtth ~he .assumption t.tiat if 
these values. ·plot ted ·along a li·ne of · igl)eous feldspa-r composi tiona, 
then albitiza!:ion represented a rearrangement of alkalis rather· than. a · 
gain or loss of elem~nts fr.o!ll" the systen:~~ 
Because' the Coaker, Potphyey hall X-feldspa~ in the gr?undma~s (!lnd 
rarely as a phenocryst phase),. a K-feld.spar factor was . subtracted from 
the normative feldspars according to the · empirical equation:.·. 
. . . ~ 
~-feldspar • (. bAb + ~ .05)An + ( .85)0r 
.. 
This produced a normative ~~:feldspar .having ~ composition , similar to 
that obta~ed by microprobe ana.lysia .•. 
The. r .emaining normative felctspar w~s re'calc~lated · to. 100% and 
plofted qn the An/Ab/0~ diagram (fi~. 6.7) • . Moat of the values fell 
on or near an 'igneous composition line, ::indicating that albitiz"atton 
had Qccurred, in an ·essentially closed· system.• However, . . sevei'oel points 
did de'vi~:e fr~m· th_~ _line int~ ·.-the .se~o~dary albite field. · .These 
"''open system~· a_ampl~s . vere · identified on yaria_tion diagrams and were 
. found to have .suffered a ,gain in sodiilm, and a loss of ,tao, Sr, P205, 
Rb, . Cu. and K20, K20 lou dtd not occur in all samples, however. Sr 
was removed preferentially to CaO. Other elements, i~cluding' Ba • and 
Pb, were not apparently affected. 
Mass balance calculations indicate a 15% gain in albite component 












Figure 6.7 Feldspar compositions calculated from CIPW norms. Those 
samples w!1ose normative feldspars fall on or near t'he 
line of. igneous composition are interprete~ to have been -
altered witl":in ·a closed systeM (t.Tithout a .galr: or loss· 
J.~ •. 
of alkalis from the rock), Those· ~alling in· the albite ~ 
corner are interyreted .as ot'en system samples, to which 










- 6;2.~ Rare tarth Elements (REE) 
;samples of Coaker Porphyry shaw a wide range in REE content (fig. 
-.6~.8. ~able 6.5). With increasing Si02. REE content falls off rapidly, 
and the· light REE (LREE) change from enriched in the more mafic 
sa111ples to progressively more depleted in the more silicic rocks (fig. 
0 
6._9)".-. The ma;st sllid~ r~c:ks have a peculiar pat~rn depleted in both , 
· ,. 
I:.REE and ·HREE relative tq the middle REE.'' Clearly. the REE did not 
·· • ·· ·beha~e as iqcompatible element& during the evolution of the Coaker 
. -
Porphyry magmas. 
A strong poslti ye coo relation exists between La+<:e and Zr • and a 
somewhat weaken correlation between - La+Ce and P205 a~d ~i02. as 
I " 
illustrated by the variation diagram8 in fig, . 6.9. · Siatlatl~ 
p6!1itive correlations exist between Y, which behaves like the HUE, 
a~_d 'Zr. P205, and T.J-02 (fig. 6.10). These results indicate that REE 
content i~ the Coaker Porphyry was controlled by the accessory phases 
zircon, sphene or rutile. and ' apatite. 
The REE p~ttern of the more JD&fic S&lllplea of Coalter Porphyry has 
LREE strongly 'fractionated relative to HREE. indicating that the -HREE, 
I 
'I 
were retained by garnet or hornblende. either as .a, fractionatfng or a 
residual phase. 
Eu anomalies are ·amall and inconsistent. Moot p~~ interact!"' 
with a granitic magma (hornblende. · garnet, plagioc! K-feldspar, 
etc.) result in either a positive or a negative Eu ano~~aly. 
Petrographic and geochemical· results. and mass balance calculations 
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~!~ Earth ~.Ie.~n-ts: .co~~;k.e~ _Porphyrt _ 
' ·, 
· Element · 
(ppm) · · 8z-s2 ·_89-s1 129·-s1 239-si -247-81 260-~1 276-81 285-81 
L8 
Ce 
l4',96 .18~54 4~?8 · ' 2.50 3.99 0,39 31.64 0 .. 67 
4.32 : 9~ 74 . 0.38 . 38,15 80.45 46.40 · 10.80 0.19 . 
Nd 3.32 5.62 0.64 17.9-4 36.~6 . 21.44 '. 5.65· 0.69 
Sm 0~79 1.22 0.45 3.79 7.32 4_.73 ·2.13 0~20 
Eu 
Gd 
·o.34 o~3i 0,11 1.03. 2.23 1:1o 0.76 0~17 . 
o ·.9s 1.2:3 o. 75. 2.97 ' 6~_28 3.90 1.~6 0.41 
Dy . .0 .38 -o. 10 0.88 -1.32 . J,JO . 2.34 1.20 0.42 
Er .o ~-u . 2.55 . 0.22 .0.42 1.0_4 . 1.01 0.35 0.19 











,.5 .31 11.98 0~47 46,93 ' 98.95 57.07 13.28 0.24 
5.56-: 9.41 .1; 08. 30.05 60~73_ 35.91 9 .• 46 1.16 
4.01 '6.20 .. 2~26 19.24 . 37.17 24.00 . 10'.83 1~03 
4.72 . 5.15 . 1.54 14.30 30.94' 23 -.52 .10~57 ·2.36 .. 




1.l7 :z.-17 2.72 4,05 10.!6 . 7_.21 3.70 1.31 -;. 
0.53 2:s5 1'.04 . 1 ~ 95 .4 .87 4.75 · ·1.64- 0.89 
o.oo 1.36 . . 0.37 -1.49 -.d.oo 5 . 68 0.58 0.00 
i· . 
.. : ._ 
.. 
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-Page ·i26. · 
eff_ects on Eu conte.nt. (see Hanson - . 
. . 
', ' 
Zt: · so~ubility in . ·peralumii)OU~ melts . is extremely . low: · 
approximaEe}.y: . ~0 ppm Zr would be neede.d to . s.a~ura~e ·the, ma~ ('W~tson .. . 
; · 1979) •· -_zr ~olubili ty is inv-~:t:sely: _ rela'ted to A).20J_/ (N~20+K20 ) ', and ;U . 
lowe~ed, still: f _urther by the p'r~iu!nce. of, Fe ~nd Ca. it · is indepen_de~t 
-
· of Si02 content or Na20/,K20 ratio. -
Partial melti'ng of a zi~con-bearing source ·. :prQduces . - i?-i~~al · 
' · .liqj.lids ·that are · -a~turatea .'i _n Zr, a~d. zlrc~ri _·persists as a :r;.~~ich~&l 
· .. phase tha't bUffe~s . . Zr : con ten~ . in the 'Jpelt ,· Zr ~on tent- ahoul~ 
... 
· · . therefore re.inain constant over a: wide ~ang~ ,of pe.rcentages of partial· 
. . .• . · . . 
' 
meiting. (Watson ;). ~79), 
.Zr. content _in · t:he· ~oa~e,.: Porph~ry' is . inversely -pr~por~i.onal to · · 
. 'SiD'~ ' (:f;l.g • . 6~11), and ranges f .r.om 19_1 ppm to 36 ppa. Zr content:& 
g':eat:er ,than ·60. ppm reflect '. th~ pres'enc:e_ . . of ex~r~ zilreon, of eith~r . a' 
-pr_ima.~y -'cuwlat"e nrig~n~ ?i- of a .xenoqyatic; oy;igin.. - The . relati.o~ship' 
' ~ .. 
with . S102 is not a · resu'lt of , pattial melt.1ng _. or . solubility .etfecta· • . 
Nor do · · Zr . c~ntents or 's:tb2 ·show· ·a correlation wit~ ait:er.~:tion. 
relati~riship ·llll.l&t t herefori! reflect f~!lctio~tion · of 'cry11t&l phases . ·. · 
. ' . . . • ' .. '• . . . . . ' . . . . . 
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·' SettHgg aiu~ . . accuiiiUlation:. of . . minu'te iirc~n · ~r~tals~ ·in_ .a 
·· - · si.lic~0\1.6 .· ma_~ .1!; · unlikely_, pa.tticularl:i .. in· view . of the Coake.r 
. . ' . ~ . . ' . ~ . . . . . . , . - . . 
Por.phyry~s" pJ:oven 'abllit~ _tri c~rr-y. l~r:ge · .u~ttamafic,. x~~otit_hs.·- The . 
· obser:~_ed Z.i- ·behav~o~.· in the ~oake~. ~~~phycy could;~ t:he· re.sult of · one · 
or both · of the fo.llow'irig: · ,· · · 
' · 
I) . Zin;ons tr.app~d in_ phenocry!l~s . (bioti.~· •. plagioclas~. · <t~artz). 
' • o • • ' ' • • • ' ' • • . • I ' I • o ~ ~ · • . ' . ' • ' ' • ' 
we:re t:.onc:enha~ed' by d.iffer~_ntiatio.n; ~tow_ 'diffe~en~ia~·iC?·n_ah~_'fPter · .. 
· pre~tsing.' are: ~ot~ : .cominon · ~e~ha.dtBms~ ·of - di.fferent-~ati~ri of · fel~-id · 
mag..~ than .is ~rys tal 8~~ tlihg. · (B~~ilh~lll a~~ -~~ot·~- --~ 9a·I~) .' . 
.. 2) ZJ,·r~onium ·c~ntent' ~."~ell-as the .con~entrati~ns.of . the' oth-er 
- . . . 
• ' . 
- . ... - eleme'nts·, is · a ·functlo.n · of · 
- . ·. ~~· .<~~·~-~ ·a~d ·ch~p-pe~ ,197.l), 
- ,• . ' . .. ... ' . . . 
_the .amount .. of restit~. conta1n¢d 1~ ~Qe . 
_the. · .mos.t stliceous . Coaker · .Porphyry 
· . .. 
. . . . . 
. be.~tjg · the pures·t' sa.mple. of· thl! l:lquid. 
· ~ · . - Wi-'t·h: the.· p.os-~ible ~ ,_excep~·l9n of ' glo~ropo~~l_lyritic- c.lum~~. 'of 
. fe1dspa,r, · · there · ar~ no , obvl·ous : ~e.lltite .materials qr. · ~'neral.s 
. (flmenite~- cordierite, :almani~rn~: . si.lli;unit~-. .pyroxene) in . the.· 
' . . 
' ·' 
.. Coake'r JiQrphyry; (Evidence . ~a _p,r~s~n.ted .· below that the ultrama.fic .• 
. • , w. • ' 
xenol~t.hs -do not .represent . sam.J>l~~ · of .. the . so~rc~ · of . the . Coake_r 
. .... 
. ·. - .Po:t:~yry •· . and· · that- ·. the -gar~ets ~re· ptod.uctll of . the reacdon b~t;.,een· -
the · ma&ma · and 'the ·uitramaiics )." · . Th~refore, ~f~~tio~. (1)' : is. 
. . . . .. . • . . . . . . ' - . .. . ·, . " .. -. 
p_refe~r.ed.· · Th'e· ·s-ihc~c .. C.oak~r ' :P~·rphyry samples ·are. those from . whi~h· 
. • • ' _ .J . • 
. ' 
· ·. the phenoc'ryst · ph~ses have .been re~ved, and· · tf)e mafic ·sample;& are ·· 
- . . • . 
' th.o'se· · in which · ph~Q()ccys~s ·:w~re col)centra~ed. : The : impli_~ati~n. then, 
• • . • • ~ . • . • • • ~ ! • • - • , • • 
·is· that ~he . ~fl~ _samf>le~ .'_contain mor:e p~enac_ry.t ,s, and t 'ile f'ebic . 
. ' ·· thel·r~ ·par~icular ·uquid . 
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' ' 
·. compQsitions . -
. ~ : 
- . 
6~~.5 Othei , Trace ~1eme~~s 
0 • • • 
' . 
. ltb anp ·Pb- increase ~ith. both K20 and .. ~10~, . llnd·. 11ho~. a . strong 
. · ·pcssit1-v(: · 'co:r~e~ation. ~it·h. _ea~~ other·, ind~cati~g that Rb,· ~b, .an~ K2'0 . 
· were· a-ll · i!l~ompatib~e elements . "that · beca~~e ·concentrated in·· the· 
· residu~l liquid (fig; 6·.12) •. The K/Rb ratio decreases slight.ly. as R.b . 
" i~crea·ses, if)dicative of biotit~ fractlonation (Harris · ~t al. . · .198_3) 
(-fig. 6'.13) • . 
·~ 
· The ,Rb/Sr rati.o ' increases·, . and ·t ·he Sr/Ba- ratio 'de.creailea, with 
increas.ing .- S102 (fig. 6.14), both- .. of which' ar~ · i.ndicativ~ of 
. ' . .-
· ·. plaglo~lllse- fractionation. (Ba~son 1-97~): ·A. decrease in the · Rb/Sr · 
. ' ... . ' 
' ra'tlo- with increasing ·Sr '(f_ig. 6.13) · is ·candsterit with both' 
plagioclase and M,otite frac-tlonation. (IJarris et :al. :198)).; 
Cu sh'o.ia no ~or!'eiati.'~n\ ' with . . Si02, Zon, .'Pp, . or Fe203(t) •. ~iric and 
. . . . . ,; . . . . . . 
l 'ead a·re ~1so . i.nd~pendent, · the fo·n~'r· substituti~g .for H·~n 'in mafic · 
lilinerals. (bi~~i~e), · an~ th~ l~tte-r con-~e-qt rating in :residual liquids • 
i.n . the .'C9ake~ Potphyiy, - indicate :that · S _. waa . prqbabiy of. .little 
~importance as a . component of . fluid 'or ph~noceyst. phases. 
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·6,3 Effeets of contalilination t>f the ~gma by ultramafic xenoliths 
1· 
The mineralogical an4 textural eff~cts. of the · interaction between 
the ultramafic xeuo1itha and their: host ~magllll . ~r~.· 'd:i~cu~-~:/~ 
. . 
sections 6.1.4 through- .6.1.6. The ·effects of· the xenoli'ths an t11e 
(. • • • ' I ,. 
che!JI,istry of the Coaker P.orphyry can be s~en 'l.f.n ~ig •. ·6 .• ~·• whe!e the 
compositions of contaminated 'and uncontaminated sa.ples' are plotted in 
. . . . ~ . 
. a series of variation diagraiiiB, and in.-Table 6~4~ wh~r.~ the average 
cothpo~itions of the, con.taminated and un~ont&mil,late,d samples at:e g'iven,. · ·. 
Predictably,. the contaminated s&mp.les ar~ enri~hed in Fe203(t), M&O; 
. ' •. 
CaO, T102, V, Cr, and Ni, . and are ' depleted .fn 5102, Na20;, .K20·~ R~, and 
Pb1 r_.elative to · the uncontaminated magmas. 
. . 
. I 
The contaminated samples that were analyz~d . ~ere tQose co~ta~ning . 
relatively 
._ .. . 
xenoliths, and xenoliths were removed · from the sample 
. ·- . 
few 
. . . 
where possible. However, because of the small size· of some . xenolit~s~-
complete removal · was impossible. The·· . ~analy~~s n!flect · the 
contributions of· Coalter Porphy:ry, · minerala resulting~ froli 
~enoli th-magma reaction, - and 
calculations indicate that 
incorporated into the samples. 
silica content o~ less than 60%.-
•, 
, .. 
aull .xe11oli ths. · - Masa balance 
\ 
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Comparisons with . the experimental system 
KA1Si04-Mg2Si04-Si02-H20 
Sekine and Wyllie (1982a and b) investigat!!d the system 
KA1Si04-Mg2Si0~-Si02-H20 at pressures between 20 and 30 kbar. They 
found that the interac~iom between hydrous silicic liquid and 
peridotite resulted in· the precipitation of thr~e mineral assemblages: 
phlo'gopite (Ph), phlogopite + quartz (Qz), _and phlogopite .+ enstatite 
(En), accompanied by the ~volution 
.. 
reactions occurring in the sys~em are 
reaction Ph + Sani-dine (Or) + Qz + V • 
of H~O (V). The three critical 
(1) : the quaternary eutectic 
·. 
L. a J 6~0 c, (2) the peritectic · 
reaction Ph + Qz + V ~En + L at 750 C, and (3) the pe~itecti~ 
. ' 
reaction Ph + En + V • Fo + L at 1'.,130 t. 
The assem6lages preserved by quench}ng of the contaminated Goaker 
Porphyry are Ph + L and Ph + Qz + L. The presence ·of - quartz 
I ., 
. 
megacryst.:; in the latt-=.r case indicates precipitat,f.pn in .the .:.Qz + · L 
field priqr to the ~recipitation of phlogopite. No ertstatite ·co~ 
has been observed as a phenocryst phase in contaminated Coaker 
Porphyry, suggesting, in light of the experime~tai results 
- · . ~ . . 
that the 
temperatures · of . hybridization were low. (.l~er than ._. 750 C i n the 
' • L • • H2D-sat~r::ated exP,erimental system·- fig. 6.~5}. 
. ' ' ' ~-~ot"?blend~ is present as . a · phenocryst pl\Jlse· i n contallinated 
Coaker Por]:>_hyry,, . bu~ '*: doe~ riot appear ip any. of the systeu· 
investigated by Seki~e - ·and Wyl'lie (1982a·,b,_c). These systems include 
'tAlS104- H$2S.i04-Si02-'H20 .. +!- -cao ; N:a20, an4 .. A1203-,--and an experiment 
' invo~ving· nat~ral g~~nite and na,tura! . ~idotite. Their experi ments 
-.. 
.-· 
.. .... ·· , .. 
·-· 






Figure 6.15. Mg2Si04 - KA1Si04 - Si02 phase- diagr .. after 
Sekine and Wyllie (1982a) showing posa~ble re.~ .. :~~~ ... 
patbs_ for two Coaker Porphyry liquids - (LA a~~~: · 
..... 
LA: LlA is. pure liquid or liq,uid + k-spat •. ,It ' 
reacts with peridotite (P), .oving towards the P 
· · co~pedt'ion until it reaches /composition L2A. ·At 
this point, pblogopite begins_ to precipitate. The 
magma is quenched Oat point L3A, leaving Coaker 
Porphyry groundmass + phlogopite +/- k-apar. 
LB : LlB conaiata of liquid + quartz. It 
reacts with per~te (P), .aving towards the P 
composition until it reaches composition L2B, where 
phlogopite · joins quartz as a crystallizing phase. 
Quench~ng at point L3B gives rise to a L (Coaker 
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were · conducted at 20 to 30 kbar, above the stability range of 
hornblende. The hybridization between the Coaker Porphyry and its 
xenoliths must have occurred or continufi!d below this pres.sure. The 
invariant point for 'reactions (1) and (2) above occur at about 0.5 
kbar (Sekine and Wyllie 1982a), i~c;U.cati~g a miniiiiUm pressure of ().5 
kbar for the production of pJ:Ilogopite. The absence of opx phenocrysts 
in the contaminated Coaker Porphyry suggests that the pr.essure was \ 
I 
probably somewhat higher than the miniliiLlm. 
\ 
\ 
Sekine and Wyllie (1982b) have determined that a garne~ solid 
solution rich in pyrope component is produced in the system CaA12Si08-
KA1Si04-Mg2Si04-Si02-H20 at high (30 kbar) preuure by the rea,.ction 
(4) Opx + L Py-rich garnet +Qz + V. The garnets in the Coaker 
Porphyry contain a large almandine component (but very low 
spessartine), but are unusually rich in Py and Gr for igneous . garnets 
· from felsic• rocks. They correspond roughly to the compositions 
obtained by Green and Ringwood ( 1972) by crystalHza~ion of a 
garnetiferous rhyolite at 18 kbar pressure under hydrous conditions 
(f_ig. 6 .2). Phase relationships detenained by Green and Ringwood 
(1972) indica,te that garnet is ·a liquidus phase in systems vith high 
H20, and quartz in- systems with low H20. Interestingly, Green and 
Ringwood (197 2) were unable to 'reproduce exp~rimentally the Alm-rich 
garnets more commonly found in natural systems. The occurrence of 
thisf garnet in the Coaker Porphyry indicates hybridization at 
pressures in the upper part of the hornblende stability range. 
• · ' 
. .r 
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, Table 6.2 ~ivea tbe average co\hposition of ~he garnet from the 
Coaket Porphyry, ·The _co~pos!tion of the rock in which the garnet 
. " 
· ... 
' · occurs .is given.in Table,_6.4. ·· If the rock camposition is· a~sumed 
I I· · ... 
to 
correspond with the l~quid coexisting with the garnet, the calculated 
I 
K(d) is large, indicating a low temperature ~low 900 C according to 
' ' 
.Green (1977). · 
- 6.3.2 Mineral compositions - experimental and natural 
.. 
Table 6.6 compares the chemistry of · Coaker, Porphyry garnets, 
phlogopite, and magnesiohornblende to garnets, phlogopite, and 
0 
clinopyroxene obtained by the experimental mixing of a natural granite 
and p~ridotite ( Sekine and Wyllie 1982c), and to phlogopi te, 
magnesiohornblende, and clinopyrpxene from a xenolith-bearing 
rhyodacite associated with the New England Batholith, Australia (Flood 
et al. 1977). · 
The experimentally derived minerals 
.. 
were obtained at JO kbar 
pressure from a mixture of 90% granite with 10% peridotite; 
temperatures were 830 C for phlogopite, 850 · C and 900 C for the 
clinopyroxene, and 900 C for. the garnet (Sekine and Wyllie 1982c). 
The New England rhyodacite contains xenqli ths of . orthopyroxene, 
clinopyroxene, and plagioclase, · and combinations thereof, which are 
partially t~ totally replaced by ugnesiohornblende and/or biotite. 
The magma contain_s phenocrysts of . quartz, . and..~sine, bioti~.e, 
magnesiohornblende, clinopyroxene, rare orthopyroxene • It-feldspar, and 
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. TABLE 6.6 
J . . . . 
Coll!parisp~ner:J1 .Compositiona from Co~taminated Coake.r Po~phyry,. 
· New England Batholith, ' and Experiental Results 
Oxide Phlogopite · Phlogop.1te 













































Oxide Hornblende Rornblende Ciinopyroxene . CUnopyroxene · 
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~e experimentally o~taice~ garnets'are 
in FeO, CaO, and Ti02 than~ e~en the .mos_t Py-rich. garnet of the Coaker 
Porphyry_. · Similarly, the experimental phlogopite is ric-per i~ MgO a,nd 
· Si02, . and . pooYer in FeO and Tio2 than the Coake;- Porp~yry phlogppi.te. 
The New_ E~glarid pio~ite· has even ' l~er 5102 a~d MgO.' ~nd 'high':r FeO and· 
Ti02 than ·_ ~he .Cbaker P·orphyry phlogo,p~te, and is also .lower_ ·in Ai203 
·than the_ two _ph_logoplt!!s. 
Th~ Ne~ Engl,and ~gnesicihornbl~nde,_· ~ilie the biotite, ·is · pQ~rer . 
. in· ·Si02 ·and. Mgb~ and richer in FeO and T102 than :lt~ Coaker Porphyry 
eq1.1ivale~t. 
~ , , • . . . . . . '. . - . . 
. The Coaker Porphyry· magnesiohornblende is· si~la'r -in ·. compo·sit i,on · · · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ,..JJtJ/11! 
to 'the u:perime~~~l1y obtaiJled cii~ci~yroxen'e~ except, that the . lat tet 
has a large jad~i te, compont!-tlt tri ~~-: pyroxenes. and hence is . enrich~d 
in Na and AL· ·Jadrlte W48 a ~OIIlpO.nent- .of . the original peridotite used . 
.. . , . . . . 
. in the e'xperiment. . The Ne.w · -E.nglapd c'tinopyroxene, ,predictably, . :ts 
. . . ~ 
· lower in . MgO and higher in. FeO .than ·the eXperimental . clinopyroxene; ' . ' .. . 
H also·. lacks the . jadeite coillponet'lt • 
. ' 
. . ~e ob~~rved . dif~eren'cea ~tWeen the. thref . groups. of minerals ·is 
· · most. . likely a · furi:ction of . the -co.Po_s_i .d.on of , the · ms.teri81 
. . ' .~ontamio~ting; the ·Qiagma • . _The experi!Dental. aol\taminant was · ~ · p&rti_ally_ . 
_hydrate~ - pe_ridotite . mylonite . of man.tle · deri.vation. l'he · Coaker ' 
.. )
i>orphj-ry_ was contaui:Lriated with. gabbroic as well · as ultramafic · 
· lll&tedal, .contributing· a larger, .amount of ·FeO, T102, and ~0 !:han 
vould ha."Ye been availabl~ from per.ido~ite alone. The ~eno.Uth~ . of' the 




. . ·.· 
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· for · the ev~n . · gr~ater 'FeO · and . T102 · .. 1!1· th~se ·. Qd,nel:al_s. Other · . 
. . . · d_lffer~riceji·, : su~h .a" · v~~i.iti~ns-' ~~ . CaO·, _Si02 1 . and ·Al2Cl3.:. a_re ' ~r~bably . .. : .' 
governed by factors such . as pa.rtHi.on codficie~~s. Jlllong 'oth~r · pha$es. · .. 
. . ' . . . ·, . ·' . . . . ' . . ·. . : . . ;. . .. . . ~ . 
pr~setit (such as orthopyroxene, · magnetite)~ pressure, te.perature, ·and 
. P(H20) ~ 
, .. 
~· 
· · 6.4 Rb/Sr lscit0pic Ge~chemistcy . 
·Data and statistics for : the ·.ab/sr· isotopic· co~~sitions for ' eight. 
. :- • . : . ' . ' . . '. . . . 
Table 6·. 7 •. One -~f these ~Qiilt&, that · f~·~ the . · .· 'samples . _are: given . in 
- .. . .. . . 
l · gl!rl'let.iferous Coa~~r :PorphY,ry ,. ·was a la'rg~ dlstan.~e :off .the isochrQn 
' ' . 
and was' rembved, frOl!l th~ calcu'latJ.on~ • · ·Rem~v~l 'of . Ot~et s~ngle . points 
-~rom ~he ~alcul~ti~~ .. di~ · not.alfe.ct · t-~ -~riy · gr~~t: e-~te~·t ~h~ · alop~ or 
. . ·. , . ·' ' . . . 
. · i!'tercept of . tile -isoch:ron~ · 'l'Jlree of these aaUJPles . . wet:e a.fteiwa~4s 
' . . de~er:miped . to have .been · al~itbed ( .h~e~er; the. _al~ithaU~n e:~·etit · 1~ . 
. . . . 
the salle ·age as the magmatic · 'event., · and a itt!t · ~."oes ·(If .'Rb ~nd ·~~ fr~~ 
. . . . . . . . 
the -~ystem ·oc~~rred. · ',,I 
' . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' The · sr~87}/Sr(86) vs R_b(87)/Sr(8:6) diagram.yt'~lds · an· a·ge of 445.-3~ 
. . . . . . . . . 
·. •' +/~ B.? Ma for . the Coak~ .r P.or.phy~. and an initial s·r,87)/Sr(B6). ratict 
. ' ' . ~ . . . ' . . . 
'Qf · ;7~033 +!-. • 0~018 · (f~g .•. · 6~16) •. ln'itiai . r~tios · . hi~he~·. ·thil,n_ 
' ·. 
~706 . . 
. . ' . ' . ~n~~~ative' of. a ~ _sed~aien~ary aour~e for the ug.aa . (White and . .are 
Chappel 1977)· • 
. .. It ' 
\ . . . ' , 
, 
~ ' .. 
.;.· ' . 
. ' 
.. 
· . .. 
. . 
' ~ . ~ I o 
. .. . 
' , I • ' ,• 
- ,• . . . 
'· 
., 
.• ' . 
TABLE 6.7 · . 
,-
. . ~ ~ . . ' . ., 
·. · . -Rb-S~ Data for ·coaker Porphyry 
. .• . . . 
.-. . \ 
. · . . Rb(B.7)iSr(fi6) ." STD DEV· Sr(8.7)/Sr(86) STl> D'EV · . -
. . . ~. 4.-6347.80 0 .·046348. . 0.739876 . . 0."000116 
. · 1.-507680 ·' O~Oi5077 : a·o.iiB945. ' 0.0.00440 .· 
... : 2.020390 -' '0.020204. . !).722900 . 0~000117. 
2.3~7-37._0 0.02lJ74 . 0_.7.23564 : 0.000829:· 
.. 3.050980· 0 .. 030510' ' 0.72-905-4 . . 0.000164 . 
. I. 779620 . . ·0.017796 . : ·· 0.721608. · 0.000021 
·: 1~9-885~0 . , d~Q~9~8S' _. · . ~ . :o.123408 . o·.oooo33 . ·. 
- o;533o7o . o.oos331 . . o.7I3695 · o.oooosr · 
.. · . 
'iriter!;.ept · _ . : 0.710329 +i- ·0 .. 000183 .' 
Slope . - , · - . ~ - . o.Q06343 +/- ·o.ooou 1 . -- -. 
, • . 
, .• I 
.· .. 
"· ·. ' .. 
_.; . . ; . 
I o • ' o 
. ' 
. . . 
(/ 




, . -. 
. , ' . . 
. . ~e (KhHon Yl7~r~}. . 44.5-~2~89'27 .... , .. 8 ·.16H~94 . 
Covarilnte -· . · · --o .0'00000 · 
Cor'relation· Coeffitie~t. · -o.:al-2194 · . ·· . 
-_. Ch1...:.quare·d· . ·. · ·. · . · 29 ~ 1325'93 · · 
. Ch.1-:8qu.r~d · · . . 
_' Degrees of Ft'eedom· .·.. 4 .• 855-432 . , · 
. 'Degrees .-of .need0111 . · . ·; . . . 6 · · · · 
, . 
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·6.5 The source of t'he' Ccialc,er Porphyry.· 




. ' ~ ', 
derived include: · 
. J, 
' 1) the mantle 
2), metavolcanic&, (amphibolite) · 
3) sediments, metasediments ..· 
Three factors support a volcanic or ·mantle source for the Coak~J; 
Porphy~. These are: 
, 
. 
1) the occurrence of the Coaker Por.phyry in · the ·oceanic Dunnage 
Zone, 
2 f the presen~e of ultraufic xenoli t:hs in the Coaker P'?rphyry~ · 
· w~ich,. according to Whi,te and Chappel (19i7),' wo~lct mo~t.likely be 
samp.lea of the source of the magma. and 
. . 
'3) high Nato, which is charactet:J.Hic of a ~g~ de~ived frGm a 
ac>ur-c.e · that : ~as .no~ under8otie ~ sur~i~ial ·w~a'theri~g cycl-e (Chappel . 
. · and-white '(1974:} •. · · 
.. 
·.= 
~r9m a. sedJ,menJ;fTY rather thaQ an igneous. sourc-e: 
.. ... 
·. ' 
:i) 'li~ted S102 ran.~e ,(from' 64 · to 
l · ·, 
]6%) ~a · c.harac-teristic • of 
S'7tyr,e . · csed~·ment~erive~J .'felsi~ su~tes· (Chappel. and White 19'74,' Hine , 
. :. ·' 
et ·al 1-978), 
. · . . 
. ,· ··. ·- · 
· .. 
.. . 
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2) tbe high Sr(8_7)isr:'<8()) rat.io of o .• i10J3 +1- ~00018 ··preCludes a 
.. 
'origin . ·· for ·the · Co~iter .· .. ·po.J:phycy . ~nies~ ·.co'nsidera ble· 
. . I 
low. scatter · of 
pofnu I on" . ~he . i~ochron ~trongly sUg~ests 'that sucn co~tamination' is 
. . .· . . . : . . ~ 
unHkel..y: ·· 
· ... 
1. ' • 
' ·. 
. · e 
·3) the, presence of primary. igneous muscovite is ch~rac:teristic; ,of· 
' . 
· o· S-type mag~s. · ~ 
,. . . .. 
4) the corundum-nbr.mative. ,c;haracter !>f· the Co&ker. Porphyry 
indicates that the Coaker ~orj)hyry evoived from ·a h~ghly_ .alu~~ous 
source. Hornblende fractionation is not indicated · 1~ tne evo~tion of 
the magma (Se·e._section 6.2.1.) 
5) On the pseudophase di~gram (Al-Na.:.K) -c~-~ Fe2+Hg) :(fig~ · 6 .1 7). 
.the Coaker.' · plots · .exclus1 vely in ' the 
. . 
biot1te-:-cord1erhe-plagioclase· ~1dd; . a · charac·te{ia~ic of , s-,type 
magmas'(Wh~te and Chappel 1.97l.'·Hine' ~tal. 1976). 
6) 'l'he .h+gh Na26 content of -: the : coaker Porphyry has been 
" . . 
· demonstrated. (se'c.6.2.2} to 
•i 
be . due to · albitization and is not a 
. pri~ry_ feature. · 
' ' 
. ' 
Finally! ' several. fac-~ora .suggest. tl'iat ' th~ . ultr-~aafic a:nd. maJic 
~enoliths 'i_n ' th~ Coaker. ; Porphyry :repreaen.t uteriai 1f\COrporated 
during .ascent : and are . not samples . of the SQurce.. Firstl)', · · the 
· .'-;lltr&maf~c .~ xeno:Uthll have · · textural fe•tures (radiating · internal 
· ' Bt~ctur~, reac~i~n rims) that ihdica.te that a pr<?found disequpibrium 
existe'd . between . . the xenoliths · and the .host . magiaa, and that they 
<!' 






Pa~e U. 6 
a 
. . . .· 2+ • 
Pseudoph'as!'! d'iagram of -system (Al-:Na-K)-C_a-(Fe. -+}'g) 
after Hine et al. 1978. Closed:....s-ystetr.,. ·uncontaminate'd 
Coaker Porphyry .Jilots in, the plagioclase - biotite - · 
cordierite field,· a dtatact~~istfc.: of s:....type ma~s. 









reacted vigorously with one another (section 6,4)-. The absence of 
·.·hornblende phenocrysts and other minerals associated with 'he 
. xenoliths from uncontaminated Coak.er Porphyry cannot be explained by 
· sdective removal · of these phases from the ma~; they must _h·ave 
appeared'in contaminated magmas as a result of the contamination. 
'/ 
.. Disequili~r~um . between host magma ·and. xenoliths is not characteristic 
of enclaves of rest·itic or ·congeneric origin (Didier , l97'3). 
Secondly, to obt_ain a peraluminous _magma by partial melting- of ·a 
. . . 
hydrous peridotite w?uld necessitate ·melting at pressureS' of les.s than _ 
~.0 kbar. ' ~emperatures at . depths . correspondi_ng to . t~hese I piesaures 
would have to ~ anomalously high to malt the peridotite (Cawthorne et 
al. · 1975). 
!hi rdly, the absence of mafic and intermediate , rocks i -n die 
. ..  ' 
Coaker Porphyry suite is inconsistent., with an· origin by fractionatf.on 
of a mafic ~~I;'ent magma derived fr_om a mantle soutee. Furthert!or'e, 
the presence . of large, dense ultrall&fic xe~oliths in the felsic ' 
m~mbers of this hypothetical suite Q.f mantle-derived magma_JI fs 
· inconsist~nt with a fractional crystallization model. 
o . The bulk of the evidence indicates that the Coaker Porphyry 
originated by the ·partial me~ting of a sedimen~~ry or metasedimentary 
source. 
The Coaker Porphyry was intruded at very shallow crustal le~ela 
(less- than 2 km depth. - see Chapter 4). A granitic liagma that is 
saturated with water cannot ascend to pressures less than: 2 ltbar 
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granite solidus surface. That the Coaker Porphyry ma g1118 . was 
relatively dry is consistent with its shall6w level of emplace~nt and 
the scarcity of vescicles. 
-lnitiation ·of partial melting of a sedimentary or metasedimentary 
source involves the pre.sence · of water, either as a fluid phase or 
structur~lly bound in hydrated minerals. Melting in the second case 
involves the dehydration o'f these minerals (Huang and Wyllie 1973; 
Winkler 1976).. A silica~e liquid need not be saturated in H20 to 
precipitate muscovite .or biotite; the initial liquid could have a 
very low {less than 0.5%) water content {Huang ·and Wyllie 1981). 
Because the amount of water that · is soluble in a silicic liquid 
decreases with decreasing pressure, a melt formed by the dehydration 
of muscovite . (yielding >~% H20 in the melt) would be co~ 
water-saturated and solidify before at.talning shallow crustal levels 
(Cleme~s . and Wall 1981). A higher temperature melt containing less 
water would result from the dehydration of biotite (Clemems and Wall 
1981, Winkler 1976) • . Therefo;e, metasediment containing biotite but 
, ' 
no free water or muscovite is indicated as a source for. the Coaker 
Porphyry. 
The following reactions involve the dehydration-melting of · 
biotite: 
· (1) biotite +sillimanite + 2 quartz -> l-apar {component in 
melt) +almandine + H20 (Winkler 1976) 
' , 
, 
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(2) Al-rich biotite +quart' 
(Wi!)kler 1976) 
component + gedrite _+ 820 
~(3) ~g-rich biotite + . ., plagiocJase + quartz -> K-spar + Ab 
~component + hornb~ende +/- ilmenite (if Fe arid Ti high) (Winkler 1976) 
/ 
(4) biotite + plagioclase + quartz · -> hor~blende + k-spar + 
sphene (Busch et al. 1974) 
.,. , .. 
(5) biotite + sillimanite + quartz, + feldspars -> garnet + melt + 
K-apar +/- vapor + 'cordierite (Clemens and Wall 1981) 
(6) biotite+ quartz+ feldspar-> '· opx + melt +/- feldspars, 
garnet + cordierite (Clemens and Wall 1981) 
Mass-balance calcula~ions give the best least squl~es fit for the 
following reaction to produce Coalter Porphyry plus a residuum: 
26.05% quartz'+ 35.37% biotite + 36.15% plagioclase +. 2.43% 
sillimanite -> 72.88% Coaker Porphyry melt + 14.54% almandine+ 5.79% 
anorthite + 5.~9~ hypersthene + 0.9% ilmenite + 0.5% K-feldspar.• 
Partial melting of a biotite-rich source rarely results in the . 
complete consumption of all the biotite in the source .(Winkler 1976). 
Therefore, biotite i$ another probable residual phase in the above 
system. Anorthite ; in the reaiduwa reflects the Ca enrichment that 
occurs in the sour.ce as a functlo.n of .removal of a melt phase. The 
. ' 
calculated source material contains 17.10% Al203 1 consistent with the 
obaervationa (section 6.3 •bove) that the Coaker Porphyry melt arose 
from. a source more aluminous than itself. 
·-
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6 • 6 Sullllll& ry 
. 
The Coaker P.orphyry is a peralumi.noua S"-type rhyodacit\e that 
formed from partial melting by dehydration reactions of ' biotite in an, 
~ 
alum! nous metasedimentary source. The resulting dry silicic magma 
ascended to shallow crustal levels, precipitating sodic plagioclase, 
I 
quartz. and biotite en route. and IIIU&covite and K-feldspar in the more 
felsic fractions. It encountered and reacted with .ultramafic and 
mafic saterial to produce phlogopite, magnesia-hornblende, and garnet, 
These ·"·reactiona took place at around 18 kbar pressure and at 
temperature~ below 900 C, indicating that the Coaker Porphyry arose 
from' great deptha (50 km). Effects of 'contamination of the magma by 
host 11ediment;, are not detectable, Hydrothermal alteration occurring 
peneconte.aporaneoualy with emplacement resulted"· in the addition of 











The Loon Bay Suite and Dildo Porphyry 
I 
Based upon field reliltions, the Dildo Porphyry and the Loon Bay 
suite were regarded as two physically distinct suites of rocks • 
However, the two groups are petrographically and chemically 
indistingui_shible from one another. Both groups of rocks range from 
aridesitic to rhyolitic, although the range of ~he plutonic members is 
considerably more limited (tonalitic to granod1or1tic). The Dildo 
Porphyry and the Loon Bay suites are therefore treated together in the 
following discussion. 
7.1 Petrography 
Petrographically, the fine-grained rocks 
textural/lllineralogical groups: 
fall into three 
1) a mafj.c group, corresponding to those samples having a silica 
content of less than approximately 65%. Theee rocks are characterized 
by an intersertal groundmass texture. 
'2) a cryptofelsitic group, corresponding approximately to silica 
contents of greater than 65% and less than 70%. These rocks have a 





3) a granophyric group, corresponding approximately · to silica 
contents of greater than 70%. These rocks have. a granophyric 
groun!fmass or a cryptofels1t1c groundmass containing abundant 
sph~.rulites of granophyre. 
The coarse-grained Loon Bay plutonic rocks range from 
granodioritic to tonalitic (Floran 1971). They belong to the group of 
hornblende-biotite granites that typify the Dunnage Zone (Strong 
1'981). 
The petrography of the Loon Bay I Dildo Porp}lyry (LB/DP) suite iB 
su11QD&r:ized in Table 7 .1 • 
7. 1 • 1 Granophyre 
The most felsic 
abundant granophyre 
...... ~LB/DP suite are cbm<terhed . by 
in the groundmaas. The granophyre takes the form 
of spherulites, many of which are cored by grains of quaru, or less 
coliiiROnly, feldspar. Some sa11ples contain granophyric phenoc.rys ts. 
Granophyre becomes less abundant .in the less silicic membera of. the 
suite, although intersertal granophyre is oiiiiDOn in the mafic group • . 
Myrmekite occurs plagioclase •gacrysts in 
the . coarse-grained Loon Bay granodiorites. 
Also of note is the occurrence of secondary granophyre in the 
groundmaaa of Coalier Porphyry wit~in the aureoles of Loon Bay plutons. 
Granopbyre doea not occur in Coaker Porphyry outside · the aureoles. 
r -
'. 
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Petrography of Dildo Porphyry and Loon Bay Suite 
Rock Type 
Silicic DP 
.() 70% Si02) 
. Intermediate 
DP (&4 to 
70% Si02) 
Mafic 'DP 








+1- biotite (altered 
to chlorite or car-




+1- amphibole (moat 
·comonly chlorite or 
carbonate + sphene 
paeudo1110rph) 
+1- biotite (altered 
to chlorite or· car-
bonate + sphene) 
+/- quartz 






·+J- quartz · 




11yrmelti tic rill.& 
Groi.md118ss 
Cryptofeldspa~hic, commonly 
with granophyric spherules 










diabasic with abundant 
opaques, chlorite 
+1- epidote 
+I ... •mphlbole 
+1- interstitial quartz, 
granophyre 
accessory apatite 
biotite, hornblende, quartz, 
oligoclase, interstitial 
alkali feldspax-, zircon, sphene 




Three mechanisms proposed to give rise to granophyric texture 
(Smith 1974) are: 
~) devi<rifica<ion, 
2) metasomatism and 
3) primary crystallization of a fluid-rich eutectic melt. 
Myrmekite is generally .regarded (see Smith 1974, Hughes 1982) as 
being distinct fro111 granophyre. havfng a different origin. Yet 
several of the mechan~sms proposed for 111Yrmekite foraation are similar 
to those proposed for. granophyre formation (Phillips 1972), and 
Hibbard (1978) regards the distinction between granophyre and 
myrmekite as artificial. He proposes an ori·gin by preaeure quenching 
of eutectic liquids on a microscopic scale· as the . or1g1n for both 
phenomena • 
. Although devitrification of a glassy groundmasa is not a likely 
' ' mechanism for the formation of the myrmekite in the coarse~grained 
Loon Bay granodiorite, it is possible that the granophyre in the 
groundmasses of the fine-grained LB/DP rocks and the baked Coaker 
Porphyry originated in tl\is way. Whereas primary crystallization of a 
· fluid-rich eutectic meJt (by pressure quenching or otherwise) is a 
probable. origin for the granophyre and myrmekite in the Loon Bay 
, granodiorite and the f~ne-grained LB/DP S_?ite, it is not a pouible · 
mechanism for producing the granophyre in baked Coaker Porphyry. 





The coarse-grained Loon Bay granOdiorite is characterized by 
abundant enclaves that locally comprise up to SO% of the rock- (Floran 
1971), These enclaves are composed~£ the 11ame minerals as the · host 
rock, but with a higher proportion of hornblende .and a more calcic 
plagi-oclase (Heyl 1935). They are poorer in quartz, and many · are 
practically devoid of K-feldspar (Floran 1971). They are rounded in 
shapf• and are generally about 10 em across. Their asliim,ilatil)n by 
! 
the f host magma varies; some inclusions are distinct from the 
sur#ounding aaterial, others appear as vague "ghostlike" impressions 
(F1ftan 1971). Maf1t sch11•ten ate a1ao chatac<et1at1t of the Loon 
Ba~ granodiorites. 
I 
I Floran (1971) suggested that the inclusions are assimilated 
I co~ntry rock; however several factors indicate that they are 
i 
I 
c~generic inclusions (Didier 1973): (1) their concentration in the 
central parts· of the batholith (Floran 1971), (2) their rounded shape, 
(3) their diffuse contacts, and (4) they share a c~mmon.mineral suite 
_with the host mag1118. 
Enclaves in fine-grained LB/DP rocks . are rare, and were ·only 
observed in two instances. One is a aafic sample containing xenoliths 
that appear to be simply coarser-grained samples of ~heir host, except 
that they contain corroded chroaite crystals. The other is a felsic 
stock on Fish Head containing xenoliths that rese'lable very fresh 
samples of the marginal phases of the Loon Bay granodiorites 




7 .1 • 3 Alteration 
Whereas the coarse-grained Loon Bay Granodiorite samples are 
relatively fresh, the fine~graiiied rocks of the DP/LB suite are 
~niversally highly altered. Mafic phases are reduced to assemblages 
(commonly pseudomorphic after mics or amphibole) of chlorite + 
carbonate + sphene +/- epidote, rutile, sericite, stilpnomelane. 
Feldspars sre sericitized (and/or epidotized) and in some cases are 
rendered opaque by alteration. These rocks are far more thoroughly 
•metasomatized . than ia characteristic of the Coaker Porphyry. 
7.2 Geochemistry 
The LB/DP ·suite encompasses samples with a range in, silica of 55 
to 82%, from andesitic to rhyolitic co~~positions (Table 7 .2). ·· This is 
a far greater range than that of the Coaker Porphyry, which is 
comprised only of rhyodacites and rhyolites. The LB/DP rocks are also 
more ma.fic than Coaker porphyry samples of equivalent Sl02%. Whereas 
the Coaker Porphyry can best be describ,ed as belonging to the. silicic 
se·des of Green ( 1980), the LB/DP suite is distinctly calc,..alkaline 
(fig. 7.1, 7.2). 
• 
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TABLE 7.2 (cont~nued) 
Loon -Bay · 
Gi:anodiori te I . Silicic l.B/DP 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTS 45-80 24-80 26-8~ 28-82 57-82 59-82 
Si02 62.9 76.7 72.9 79.8 "75.8 76.0 
TiOZ 6.H 0.03 0.03 0.09 trace trace 
Al203 16.1 1Z.7 13.6 12.5 12.7 12.8 
Fe203(t) 5.11 0.47 0.61 0.51 0.51 0.80 
. MnO 0.12 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.03 
•' MgO 2.82 0.01 0.36 0.18 0.05 0.02 
CaO 4.22 0.50 1.25 0.38 0.37 0.44 
•• Na20 3.83 3.44 7.60 3.79 3.78 3.86 
K20 1.96 5.13 0.05 1.70 4,38 4.40 
P205 0.24 0.04 0.10 . 0.05 0.04 . 0.04 
L.O.I. 1.48 0.31 2.04 1.50 0.81 0.87 
Total 99.49 99,35 98 .• 61 100.52 98.46 99.26 
NORMS 
Q 17.74 36.11 26.60 50.50 36.79 35.84 
OR 11.82 30.60 0.31 10.15 26.51 26.43 
AB 33.07 29.38 66.59 32.39 32.76 33.20 
AN 19.76 2.24 2.95 1.57 • 1.61 1.95 
c 0.59 0.68 3.89 1.19 1.00 
DI 2.32 
HY 14.25 0.73. 0.82 1~12 0.96 1.36 
MT 0~83 0.'10 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.13 
IL 1.38 . .0.06 0.06 0.17 --· 
AP. 0.57 0.09 0.24 0.12. 0.09 0.09 
TRACE 
ELEMENTS. 
Pb 5 32 o· 3 23 20 
ib 54 92 2 46 105 111 . 
Sr 425 22 "206 58 39 40 
y 21 26 15 10 35 34 
Zr 146 81 107 76 51 56 
Zn 60 9 24 19 14 30 
Cu 28 18 18 16 14 ., 9 
Ni 15 0 0 -~ 0 0 
Ba 486 82 120 492 499 440 
v 122 1 4 "4 0 3 
Cr 32 0 0 0 .....-o 0 
La+Ce 53 37 23 62 35 39 
c 
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,. ELEMENTS 7Q-82 73-82 91-82 . 96-82 97-82 201-81 _. 
Si02 81.7 73.6 70.1 77.1 . 72.3 . 75.9 
i'io2 0.06 . 0.23 0.26 0.06 0.17 . 0.03 
~203 10.2 13.9 13 •. 9 13.1 14.1 13.5 
Fe203(t) 0.49 1.65 1.96 0.58 1.65 0.90 
MnO 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.04 
MgO 0.11 0.75 1.02 0.19 0.44 0•21 
CaO 0.77 J.18 2.37 0.58 2.05 0.90 
Na20 3.63 4.06 4.011 4.11 3.83 4.58 
1(20 1~45 3.33 2.15 3.29 2.19 2.39 
P205 0.04 0.08 O.ll 0.02 0.05 o.oo 
L .. O.I. 1.34 1.20 4.32 1.27 2.90 0.78 
Total 99.82 100.02 100.33 100.33 99.71 . 99.23 
.'NORMS 
Q 53.82 . 33.19 31.90 39.11 36.85 37.82 
. OR. 8.70 19.91 13.23 19.63 13.37 14.35 
AB 31.19 34.76 35.96 35.11 33.48 ' 39.36 
AN 3.61 5.40 11 .so 2.77 10.17 4.54 
c 1.38 1.68 0.85 1. 79 1.88 1.77 
DI 
---
BY 1.01 4.16 5.45 1.35 3.53 1.96 
MT 0.07 0.26 0.33 0.09 . 0.27 0.15 
IL 0.12 0.44 0.51 0.12 0.33 0.06 
AP 0.09 0.19 0.27 0:05 0.12 
:TRACE 
ELEMENTS 
Pb 121 32 8 14 8 21 
Rb 33 52 61 77 67 46 
Sr .99 158 2.39 72 165 142 
y 17 . . 14 13 14 9 29 
Zr · 80 84 98 65 112 (18 
Zn 93 . ·32 33 15 31 17 
C\1 11 17 29 17 15 10 
Ni 0 2 6 0 0 1 
Ba 376 631 418 929 398 486 
v 6 32 35 0 17 1 
Cr 0 1 3 0 0 0 





TABLE 7.2 (continued) 
Sil1c1c InterGW!!liate ,P 
., 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTS 207-81 32-82 46-82 6Q-82 63-82 67-82 
Si02 77.7 69.1 67.1 65.3 .64.7 68.9 
T102 trace 0.43 0.29 0.11 0.51 0.43 
Al203 12.9 14.6 16.7 14.5 15.2 14.9 
Fe203(t) 0.90 3.54 2.46 2.71 4.29 2.61 
MnO 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.04 
HgO 0.02 1. 70 1.22 1.39 2.02 1.17 . 
CaO 0.36 2.78 2.98 3.56 3.47 2.96 
Na20 ).89 4.61 4.98 4.05 4.33 4.10 
1C20 4.45 1.77 1.60 2•11 2.02 2.14 
P205 o.oo 0.18 0~03 0.08 O.J6 0.02 
L.O.I. 0.41 1.96 1.98 6o02 3.07 1.68 
Total 100.66 100.73 99 .• 40 99.89 99.84 98.95 
NORMS 
Q 36.49 25.63 22.92 24.24 19.75 28.06 
OR 26.23 10.59 9.71 13.28 12.34 13.00 
AB 32.83 39.49 43.26 36.51 37.86 35.67 
AN 1.78 12.77 14.97 16.14 16.61 14.96 
c 1.03 0.48 1.47 0.52 
DI 1.76 0.08 
'HY 1.49 9.21 6.64 7.19 11.27 6.48 
MT 0.14 0.57 0.40 0.46 0.70 0.43 
IL 0.83 0.57 0.22 1.00 0.84 
AP 0.42 0.07 0.20 0.38 o.os 
TRACE 
. ELEMENTS 
Pb 18 5 5 11 4 9 
Rb 123 27 35 60 39 49 
Sr 21 380 671 290 291 353 
y 
• 
37 10 5 14 22 lL 
Zr 60 158 · 89 120 183 130 
Zn 23 48 46 36 61 46 
Cu 13 13 20 29 16 18 
Ni 0 9 0 3 13 . 7 
sa· 421 582. 447 431 626 551 
v 2 63 43 61 9~ .44 
Cr 0 14 0 9 15 3 ... 




TABLE 7.2 (continued) 
Intermediate 
• MAJOR 
ELEMENTS 72-82 75-82 81-82 85-82 86-82 93-82 
5102 68.9 66.1 66.3 69.6 ' 68.2 69.9 
T102 0.04 0.56 ' 0.23 0.29 0.20 0.31 
Al203 1S.2 15.2 14.6 14.1 14.1 15.1 
Fe203(t) 3.45 3.82 2.99 2.29 2.32 ' 2.65 
MnO 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 Q.05 
MgO 0.90 2.38 '1.21 1.44 1.24 1.33 
CaO 2.76 3.78 2.73 2.00 2.38 1.86 
Na2o· 4.26 4.01 4.36 4.01 4.29 4.30 
K20 2.59 2.00 2.18 1.88 1.80 2.21 
P205 0,16 0.15 0.13 0.10 0.11 0.12 
L.o.r. 1.05 2.06 4.49 4.12 4.40 2.50 
Total 99.84 100.13 99.28 99.89 99.10 100.33 
NORMS 
Q- 24.94 22.04 24.61 32.13 29.77 29.77 
OR 15.49 12.05 13.59 11 ~52 11.23 13.35 
AB 37.34 34.60 38.92 35.17 38.33 31 ~'19 
AN 12.80 17.91 13.39 9.61 11.71 8.63 
c 0.60 0.44 2.15 1.09 2.60 
DI 0.17 
HY 7.12 11.16 7.76 8.12 6.80 7.14 
MT '0.56 0.62 o.so o.so 0.40 0.43 
IL 0.77 1.08 0.46 0~57 0.40 0.60 
AP 0.38 0.35 0.32 0.24 0.27 0.28 
TRACE 
ELEMENTS 
Pb 12 16 8 7 5 11 
Rb 60 47 62 '56 48 68 
Sr 307 404 200 339 280 307 
y 34 14 22 17 - 15 13 · 
Zr 206 123 133 118 109 . 120 
Zn 53 51 43 32 28 48 
Cu 11 27 19 24 17 24 
r 2 14 4 11 9 12 576 525 440 397 311 695 36 88 51 46 50 55 
Cr 0 29 0 11 6- 17 
' La+ Ce 50 ' 35 32 36 37 28 
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Table 7.2 (continued) 
Intermediate I Mafic 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTS .. 94-82 95-82 98-82 31-82 34-82 36-82 
5102 64.5 67.8 64.5 63.0 .63.0 55.1 
T102 0.63 0.20 0.43 0.62 0.69 0.43 
· Al203 15.0 14.6 15.1 14.3 15 .. 1 14.3 
Fe203(t) 3.84 2.54 4.02 4.26 5.16 5.16 
MnO 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.09 
MgO 2.24 1.38 2.25 2.60 3.40 3.23 
CaO 3.06 ~.94 3.37 2.98 2.63 5.02 
Na20 4.08 3.92 3.99 4.78 4.84 3.98 
K20 2.36 2.04 1.70 1.17 1 .70 1.59 
P205 0.06 0.07 0.18 0.12 0.19 0.26 
L.O.l. 3.26 3.81 4.48 5.24 3.54 10.59 
Total 99.09 98.35 100.28 99.13 100.32 99.45 
NORMS ."'t 
Q 20.59 28.63 22.69 19.40 15.51 10.53 
OR 14.55 12.62 10.49 7.36 ; 10.38 10.57 
AB 36.03 34.72 35.24 43.08 42.32 37.90 
AN 15.53 . 14.79 17.26 14.91 12 .20 . 18.52 
c 0.33 0.80 0.66 0.04 1.00 
DI ..L- 6.25 
HY 11.04 7.45 11.71 12.92 15.93 13.70 
MT 0.64 0.42 0.67 0.73 0.85 0.93 
IL 1.12 0.40 0.85 1.25 -1.35 0.92 





Pb 7 11 0 4 0 5 
Rb 53 60 42 31 24 40 
Sr 284 246 313 300 638 292 
':Y 15 14 18 18 "20 22 
Zr 125 il4 150 137 "147 146 
Zn 52 45 52 52 64 55 
~ Cu 23 21 22 39 Ni 16 14 18 8 25 Ba 941 526 478 2 . 301 
v 91 56 93 89 122 115 
Cr · 35 19 21 71 '65 49 
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TABLE 7.2 (continued) 
Mafic 
MAJOR 
76-82 ELEMENTS 61-82 68-82 74-82 9Q-82 92-82 
5102 60.6 58.9 57 .o • 59.1 . 60.1 58.6 
Ti02 0.26 0.73 0.98 . 0.74 0.55- 0.93 
Al203 14.6 14.9 1.5. 7 14.8 15.1 15.3 
Fe203(t) 4.98 5.79 6.96 5.49 5.40 6.09 
HnO 0.08 0.09 0.11 0<10 0.09 0.09 
HgO l.80 · 3.77 3-~r 2.65 03.91 CaO 3.86 5.09 6. 4- 9 3.56 4.82 
Na20 3.83 4.11 3.83 • 9 4.01 3.99 
K20 1.67 1.69 1. 72 1.74 1.98 1.92 
'i P205 0.19 . 0.35 0.29 0.30 . 0.26 0.22 . 
L.O. I, 6.46 . 3.79 2.85 4~·64 5.90 3.39 
Total 100;,33 99.21 99;17 99.30 99.60 99.26 
NORMS 
Q. 16.20. 11.51 8.26 13.39 15.89 10.20 
OR 10.51 10.47 10.53 10.86 12.49 11.-83 
' All 34.52 36.45 33.65 33.88 36.21 35.22 
AN 18.87 18.04 21.35 ~9.26 17.04 18.95 
. c 0.54 
Dl 0.17 4.96 7.10 3.10 3.70 
HY 17.88 15.67 15.30 16.37 15.16 16.72 
HT 0.85 0.97 1.16 0.92 0.91 1.01 j IL 0.53 1.45 1.93 1.t.8 1.11 1 ;84 
AP 0.47 0.85 0.70 0.73 0.64 0.53 ~ -·~ 
. ' TRACE 
ELEMENTS I. 
Pb 2 4 4 6 
. 5 8 
Rb 48 31 46 37 49 30 
Sr 345 589 602 509 251 586 
y 20 2'1. 27 20 28 23 
Zr 131 167 179 147 202 148 
Zn 56 69 79 68 79 61 
Cu y • 21 25 15 24 14 20 
Ni . 48 33 25 54 15 43 ~ 
Ba 428 514 523 504 433 997 
v 105 135 162 124 118 122 
Cr 106 58 10 84 5 . 59 




































' ,Figure 7.1 
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Figure 7.2 Si02 versus FeO/MgO, after Irvine and Baragar 1974,. The 
rocks plot exclusively i.n the calc-~lkaline (Ca) field • 
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7.2 .1 Al203 
Like the Coaker ·Porphyry, the LB/DP suite 11 essentially 
pera·lUllinous. However, the LB/DP rocks beccl.e progre .. ively leas 
corundum normative with decreadng . Si92, and the llollfic lll!abers of the 
suite are~ dioptJide nonaative (fig. 7.3). Th~trend, combined with a 
negatiVe correlation betv.et!D norwadve corundua and iron (fig. 7.4), 
strongly indicates that the Loon Bay suite evolved fro11 a .etaluainous 
· to a peraluainous coaposition, a trend which. in calc-alkaline -a-•. 
baa been convincinaly 11nked to hornblende fractionation (Cawthorne et 
al. l97S. Cawt~orne et al. · 1976) • . 
7 .2.2 Other aajor ele~~ents 
The trend• exhibited by ao11e of the aajor ele~~enu, ele:Mnt 
ra and trace eleaents reflect the textural chana•• in the 
gr duts discussed above, .in that inflections occur in variation 
111 corresponding to approxiaately 63% and 72%. S1Ci2. Fig. 7 .s..., 
rates several Barker diaara•. 
The ufic saaples show a decrease in eao, Ca/Ma and Ca/Fe, 4nd a 
constant ~Mg ratio up to 63% 5102. For greater a111ca values, CaO 
decreases at a lower rate, and the ~· Ca/Fe, and u~ ratios 
inc reate., the. last draaatically. At the · S&Jie tiae~ FeO and Ti02 
contents · decrease at a steady rate throughout; this aillca range and · 
. show net . inflectiob, althQugh MaO appears to increase lll&htly in the 
mafic ranae. These results indicate that plaaioclase vas a aajor 






























Normative corundum (Co) or diopside · (Di) versus Si02. The 
suite bec0111es increasingly corundum normative with increas-
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Q. Figure 7.4 Normative corundum (Co) or diopside (~1) versus Fe203. 
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Figure 7.5 Barker J&riation diagra .. , .. jor ele.enta~ Loon 
Bay granodiorite (•) and Dildo Porphyry- (•). 
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the . mafic aamples and the trends shown by MaO and: no vs Si02 indicate 
thet. these ele•nts were not being .. removed froll the llltelt at this 
stage, although FeO and Ti02 were decreasing.· This · trend ·is 
.. 
consistent with the fract_ionation of slll&ll a110unta of titan011agnet1te. 
. . 
At 63% Si02, a hrr·oaagnea1an · llineral ~ppeared. on the liquidus, · and 
re1110ved FeO, KgO, and T102 relative ' to CaO a~d ~20. 'This pattern is 
; , 
consistent with the fractionation- of .both hornblende and biotite, as 
indicated by petrographic obaervationa~ · 
The second inflection at about · 72% Si02 corrupclDda 
/, 
petrographically wfth the develop•nt of a predoainantly granophryic· 
ground-as texture and the virtual abaenee of ai.fie aineral ·phuea. 
It 1a -rk.ed geocheiatcally by the levellinc off of Fe(), MaO, Ti02, and 
CaO at extre~aely low concentrations, · a~d· the abrupt increue .in I20. 
Trace elerient patterns, . which are even 110re .. rk.ed, are 41acu .. ed 
I 
below~ These ~rends indicate that · these hiah-Si02 aa~lea are 
residual liquida froa which al1101t all'ferro .. &neaian Jainerab·have 
been extracted, that tWey are the extre88 end products of 
differentiation. 
On the .Al'M plot (fig. 
·7 .6), the LB/DP suite followa a 
calc-alkaline trend that terainatea on the A-P Jideline, indicating 
that hornblende was a fractionating phaae in the differentiation o~ 
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Figure 7. 6 ~k-F-~·· plot! Loon 'Bay grflnoc!iorite (a) anc Dileo 
~orphyry (o) . · · 
' . . 
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7.2.3 Trace ele.enta 
The trace elements mimic the trenda shown ujor ele.ents 
(fig. 7.7). Ni and Cr the aafic 
samples, and drop off sharply above 63% 5i02, The Sr 
trend imitates CaO. V and Zn follow. iron. 
Rb and Pb increase gradually with Si02 up to 71%.- then 
increase dramatically. 
Rb/Sr ratio increases, and the Sr/Ba ratio with 
increasing Si02 (fig. 7.8), · both of which are of 
plagioclase fractionation ·(Ranson 1978). A IJRb ratio that decreasea 
··and then levels . out with 
\ increasing l.b is consistent with biotite 
fractionation followed by · hornblende and plagioclase fractionation. 
An increase in the K/Ba ratio with Si02 allo indicates biotite 
fractionation, although early re.oval ·of biotite is not consistent 
.. 
with other element trends or with petrographic observations. 
() 
Cu appears to decline a lightly with Si02 a~hooa • weak \ . 
poaitive correlation with Ni (fig. 7 .9>. in icating that 
fractionation of a minor su~haae uy 
the aagaa. \ 
have been involved in the 
differentiation of 
The LB/DP auite . is aore mafic than the Coaker Porphyry • with 
higher FeO, KgO, Ti02, V, Zn and Cu at equivalent 5i02. The Coaker 
Porphyry ia noticeably richer in Pb and Rb than the LB/DP auite (fig. 
7.10); when plotted. against Si02; the fielda for these two suites do 
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Figure 7.7 Harker variation diagrams, trace elements. 
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La + Ce and Y both show a V-shaped trend when plotted against ~ 
Si02, in which they decline gradually, and then increase rapidly in 
the most 'silicic samples. These elements correlate weakly with Zr, 
110i, and P20S over most of their range, but ar.e decoupled at high 
Si02 values (fig. 7.11). 
Chondrite-normalized values of REE; from twe~ve LB/DP samples 
ranging from 55 to 82% Si02 (fig. · 7 .12, table 7 .3) show remarkably 
little variation in pattern. All are strongly LREE-enriched, and most 
have small positive Eu anomalies. This pattern could result from 
hornblende, garnet, and/or zircon as a residual or fractionating 
pha.se. 
7.3 The source of the LB/DP suite 
. Several factors indicate thlft the LB/DP suite had a mantle · or 
igneous source, arising either directly from partial melting or by 
fractionation of a more mafic parent magma. These factors include: 
1) the presence of hornblende, and evidenc~ that hornblende 
fractionation played a major role in the evolution of the magma,· 
2) the plotting· of the LB/DP suite in the 1-type granitic field 
o.n the pseudophase diagram (Al:-Na-K)-Ca-(Fe2+Mg) (fig. 7 .13) (White 
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(ppm) 26-82 32-82 36-82 6o-82 67-82 7Q-82 72-82 
..... 
I La 7.66 26.18 17.69 15.76 7.42 11.48 13.58 
Ce 16.94 66.12 43.09 31.60 19.07 ' 27.07 36:42 
.fl . N.d 8.38 29.18 21.25 13.86 10.55 12.48 "21.14 . 
Sm 1..93 5.31 ~4 .41 2.44 1.86 2.90 4.05 
-
Eu 0.83 2.16 1.76 1.41 0.81 0.78 1.39 
Gd 2.16 5.48 4.78 2.87 2.31 2.69 . 5.03 
Dy 1.80 4.41 3.12 2.54 1.89 2.36 4.91 
Er 0.65 1.80 1.23 1.03 0.50 1.21 2.Z9 




La 24.32 83.13 56~ 1'1' 50.04 23.54 36.45 43.11 
Ce 20.84 81.33 53.01. 38.87 23.46 33.30 44.79 
Nd 14.04 48.87 35.59 23.22 17.67 20.91 35.41 
Sm . 9.82 26.96 22.37 12.40 9.45 14.72 20.5.5 
Eu 11.48 29.88 24.44 19.52 11.18 10.87 19.30 
Gd . 8.33 21.17 18.44 11.10 8.91 10.38 19.42 
Dy 5.44 13.56 9.60 7.83 5.81 7.25 15.09 
Er 3.04 ·8.45 5.77 . 4.82 2.34 5.69 10.77 
Yb 3.54 4.29 4.19 2.74 2.78 5.25 1.91 
r 
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TABLE 7.3 (continued) 
~ - I 
'I Ele~~ents . 
(ppm) 73-82 74-82 85-82 86-82 89-82 93-82 97-82 
:' 
La 4.06 25.53 11.50 10.37 23~31 8.06 4.12 
Ce ' 9.68 70.76 25.51 24.70 48.55 21.73 9.76 
Nd 6.31 39.12 12.43 11.88 16.51 8.58 5.53 
Sm 1,54 8.36 2.54 2.36 2. 71 1.74 1.69 
Eu 0.21 2.63 .1.05 0.99 0.73 0.94 0.84 
Gd 1.66 8.56 2.64 2.13 2.42 2.12 1.73 
Dy 1.11 6.21 2.09 2.08 1.54 1.46 1.65 
Er 0.36 2.67 1.00 1.33 0.70 0.45 0.84 
' 
o.oo 1.80 1.11 1.00 0.69 o. 77 0.68 
' Chondr1te 
Norm. .. 
La 12.89 81.04 36.50 32.93 73.99 25.69 13.41 
Ce 11.91 87.03 31.38 30.38 59.72 26.73 12.00 
Nd 10.;>7 65.54 20.8.2 19.89 27.66 14.37 9.26 
S11 7.79 42.45 12.89 11.99 13.77 s.8s· 8.56 
Eu 2.89 36.41 14.60 13.67 10.09 13.00 11.59 
Gd 6.41 33.06 10.19 8.24 9.35 8.19 6.69 
Dy 3.40 19.11 6.42 6.39 4.75 4.50 5.06 
Er 1.67 12.55 4.70 6.23 3.27 2.12 3.94 











Figure 7.13 Pseudophase diagram of system (Al-Na-K)~Ca-(Fe2++!-!g) 
after. Hine et al. 1978. LB/DP samples range from 
metaluminous to peraluminous as is typical of calc-
alkaline !~ type magmas. The smaller field ~ncloses 








3) the wide range in coaposition fr_RIIl andesitic to rhyol~ti~, ~) 
.,. 
4) the low values of Pb and R.b, 
l\igh 
. 
5) the initial values of Cr and Ni, 
6) the occurrence of ~~&gnetj,~e and sphene. 
J 
The llOSt voluminous COII!pOSition within th'e range encompassed by 
(' 
this ·'auite is the tonalite-granodiorite of the plutonic Loon Bay 
batholiths. No rocks more maf~c than andesitic are included. These. 
'factors indicate that the LB/DP suite did not e'lf..olve from a mafic 
parent by fractional crystallization, but that the priaary aagma was 
an intermediate silicic ~gma such as a · tonalit~ or quartz diorite. 
The andesitic ostocks and dikes within this suite probably represent 
cumulate-rith phases that ' emerged in small quantities from the lower 
"" or. outer parts of the -~ chamber. That such a congeneric aafic 
magma existed is attested to by the presence of the mafic inclusions 
in the Loon Bay batholiths. The relatively high quantities of Ni . (up 
to 60 ppm) and Cr (up to 100 ppm) in the and~s~tic samples suggest 
that these composition~J were not detived from a } basalt by 
~stallization of a Mgo-rich phase .such as olivine or orthopyroxene. 
·The rhyolitic end of the suite represent~ fluid-rich residual liquids 
of a eutectic composition, possessing a relatively high concentration 







7 • 4 . s UDIIIol1 ry 
· ·The Loon Bay/ Dildo Porphyry suite 1a a calc-alcalic suite 
consisting · of tonalite-granodioritF batholiths and ... 11 stocks and 
dikes of andesitic through rhy~l~tic coapositiou. Partial · me}ting of~ 
a metavolcanic or contaaioated -ntle source gave rise t:7 . 
intermediate silicic magma that fractionated} plagioclase, .. gnetite, 
hornblende and biotite to produce the observed cO!IIpO&itio~l range. 
Peraluminous composition• evolved from metaluminous maga.-a by 
hornbl~nde fractionation. 
( . 
This is in contrast to the Coaker Po~hyry 
which has a primary peralulliinous compost!ou. The LB/DP suite also 
differs from the Coaker Porphyry by its !tigh~r concentra~ion~ of 
compatible elements, and lower inco.patible ele~nt1, most notably ·Pb 
\ . ~ . 
and Rb. The most important · distinct~on betwe~the two igne~. units 
is that the Coaker Porphyry 1a an S-type granHlc rock (derived from a 







.The Mafic Intrusions 
The 111afic · 1{\truaions in the Dunnage Melange include the · 
pre-caradocian New Bay Gabbro, Puncheon Diorite, · and Grapnel Ca,~pro; 
and the Devonian diabase dike~ 
d Of these, . the diabase dikes are the · 
most tpi~nous with-!n the Dunpag~ Melange, but clearly post-4ate 
melange formation (Chapter 4, 5). The other three aafic units are 
V?lumetrically minor compared to the SiliCic rocks discuued earlier 
(Chapte~s 6 and 7), although dikes of the New Bay Gabbro are abundant 
in the southwest portion of the Dunnage Melange where ~he Coaker 
Porphyry is absent. 
8.1 Petrography 
The petrogra~r of these rocks is &UIIIIIIarbed in Table 8.1. 
8.1.1 The Puncheon Diorite 
The Puncheon Diorite stocks have coarse-grained, rel~tively 
felsic interiors, and finer-grained. mafic outer rims, the latter 
characterized by ·schlieren and ufic cognate inclusions. 
• 
Kay (1976) 
and Jacobi and Schweikert ( 1976) attributJd these features to crystal 
settling' and .. ccumulatiori arounct the outer portions of the stock. 
However, these. mafi~ rims are characterized by subophit~c groundmass 




TABLE. 8.1 Petrography of the Mafic Intrusions 
Page i89 
· Rock Type 
New Bay Gabbro 
·Puncheon Diorite 
A.;! 
Grapnel Gabb'ro · 
t • 
Diabase dikes 

















and alkali feldspar 
Medium to coarse 
Subophitic to intergranular 
augite, ..serpentine, opaques, 
plagioclase. interstitial" 
quartz, alkali feldspar, 
. and granophyre 




a 1 ka 1 i fe 1 ds par 
Fine to medi urn grained 
Interg~anular to subophitic 
plagioclas~.·augite, · 
flypers thene. opaques, 
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center of t~e stock. Naney and Swanson (1~80) have suggested that 
' .~ 
such differentiation could 0°CCur as a r .esult of suppression 'of 
plagioclase crystallization by Fe- and· Mg in the aelt. The cooler 
outer part of the stock would solidify first and would be more · mafic 
due to exclusion of the felsic com.Ponents, which would be concentrated 
. ~ 
in the interior of the stock. The grain size differe.nc:_e is simply ·a 
reflection of the rate ,of cooling in the inner and outer parts of the 
.. 
stock. · 
Cognate inclus;t.ons· and schlieren. according to Didier (1973), are 
i . 
samples of r~latively mafic material from the . chilled ma~gin of ~he 
body that were incorporated into the magma as a result of magmatic 
/ 
processes such as convection. Schlieren ar.e inclusi~ns that ·have been 
extremely attenuated by these processes. Another possible mechanism 
· * 
'of incorporation of inclusions and attentuation to produce schlieren 
might be high-temperature su.bsolidus strain. for examplE7• by shear 
stresses on the st~ck aurlng or shortly after its emplacemeat. 
: The Puncheon Diorite differs fram , ~he o~her mafic intrusions 
~\' in 
its, lack of. orthopyroxene, ~!though masses of 
. 
serpen~ine may be 
.. 
replacement. products of o'rthopyroxen~. Plagioclase and augite are its 
phenocryst phases. 
8.1.2 Grapnel Gabbro 
. ~ { 
The Grapnel ~abbro differs from th~dmafic intrqsions .in 
augite is its sole phenocryst phase, tnd it contains primary that 





and a~phibole occur most colDIDonly in association with the augite 
phenocrysts. Xenoliths are small and sparse, and resemble those found 
in the Coaker Porphyry. 
'i 
J 
The four mafic rock types all plot in the sub-alkaline, 
tholeiitic fields of the discrimination diagrams of Irvine. and Baragar 
(19~1) and Miyashiro (1975) (fig. 8.1), and occupy the within-plate q 
tholeiite fields of Pearce and Cann (1973) and Pearce and Norry ' ( 1979) 
(fig. 8.2) ~ The REE patterns (fig. 4 8. 3) are enriched in light 
relative to heavy REE and have negligible Eu anomalies. These factors 
indicate that the mafic intrusions arose · from an undepleted mantle 
source in an extensional tectonic setting. Geochemical analyses are 




8.2.1 Relationship to the silicic rocks 
A silica gap of 10% separates the most siliceous of the mafic 
rocks from the uncontaminated Coaker Porphyry. A S1118ller gap ( 1%) 
separates the mafic rocks from the andeaitic members of the Loon., Bay/ 
Dildo Porphyry suite; however the former are tholeiites and the 
latter is calc-alkaline. Therefore, the Jlloll.fic and silicic rocks in 
the area do not ·•ppear to be genetically related. 
' 
The possibility was examined that the Grapnel Gabbro, with ita 
ultraufi~ xenoU.tha, phlogopite and magnesiohornblende, might be a 
1 . . 
result of the reaction between aull a110unts of Coaker Poprhyry magma 
----------- - ------- ··-- -- ~ - - -
I 
.. ,; F.igure 8 .I Diacimination 9,.."' diagrams showing subalkaline 
tholeiitic behaviour of the ufic intrusions. 
A. The negative slope of the trend of Si02 
vs FeO/HgO for the mafic intrusions indicates ' that 
they are tholeiitic rather than calc-alk~lic 
(Miyashiro 197 5). 
B. The mafic intrusions plot in the 
subalkaline field of the alkalis vs Si02 diagram of 
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4 NEW BAY GABBRO 
V GRAPNEL GABBitO 
Figure 8.2a After Pearcl! and Cann 1973. It ·• Low K tholeiites; 
B • ocean floor basalts; C • calc-alkaline basalts; 
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Figure 8.2b After Pearce and Norry 1979. Fields shown include '-
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TABLE 8.2 ( 





ELEMENTS SD-82 221-81 222-81 223-81 226-81 232-81 
S102 51.9 57.3 55.0 so.o 53.0 52.4 
Ti02 1.10 1.26 1.24 1.14 1.05 0.88 
Al203 16.1 18.4 18.2 15.3 17.2 16.4 
Fe203(t) 9.16 6.95 7.36 10.99 7.35 8.71 1t> 
HnO ·0 .17 0.12 0.12 0.19 ~13 Q.16 :.. HgO 6.51 1. 79 1.55 7.30 .36 6.57 CaO 7.64 5.12 7.01 8.03 . .54 8.12 
Na20 3.46 4.13 3.82 3.27 .95 2.87 
K20 0.99 2.58 1.89 0.88 1.98 1.38 
P205 0.21 0.14 0.21 0.07 0.12 0.08 
L.O.I. 1.91 1. 75 2.62 3.02, 3.97 2~38 
Total 99.15 99.54 99.02 100.19 99.65 99.86 
NORMS 
Q 6.35 6.08 0.91 
OR 6.02 . 15.59 11.59 5.35 12.23 8.37 
AB 30.01 35.74 33.53 28.48 34.93 24.13 
AN 26.20 24.59 27.94 25.18 24.41 28.92 
DI 9.33 0.3t s. 72 12.63 7.16 9.73 
HY 21.77 13-~- . 10.9~ 12.59 16.46 24.61 ' 
. OL 2.42 11.58 1.21 
HT 1.51 1.13 1.22 1.81 1.23 1.43 
IL 2.15 2.45 2.44 2.23 2:08 1. 71 
AP o.so 0.33 o.so 0.17 0.29 0.19 
TRACE 
' ELEMENTS 
Rb 58 115 90 41 88 65 
Sr 277 329. 234 255 317 210 
y 53 41 33 22 21 25 
Zr . 154~ 147 135 70 113 98 
Nb 7 4 7 5 8 6 • • 
Zn • 82 63 68 83 81 89 
Cu 53 38 35 43 7 44 
Nl 52 0 5 26 10 49 
v 198 123 138 227 167 181 





TABLE 8.2 (continued) 
Grapnel Gabbro 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTS 18-82 19-82 36-82 
Si02 54.2 52.3 51.7 
Ti02 0.74 0.60 0.77 
A1203 . 14.5 14.2 14.1 
Fe203(t) 7.29 8.25 7.69 
MnO. 0.19 0.16 0.18 
" MgO 8.76 10.90 9.55 
CaO· 5.30 6.55 6.60 
Na.20 2.43 2.14 2.02 
K20 2.46 1.87 1.84 
P205 0.14 0.16 0.18 
L.o.r. 3.08 3.20 5.46 
Total 99.09 100.33 100.09 
NORMS 
Q 2.88 1.80 
OR 15.14 11.39 11.49 
All 21.42 1~.66 . 18.06 
AN 22.28 ~4.34 25.33 
DI 3.36 j 6.52 6.48 
HY 31.92 ' 33.74 33.54 
OL 2.58 
HT 1.21 1.21 1.30 
IL 1.46 1.17 1.55 




Rb 104 86 68 
Sr 245 259 216 
y 23 17 22 
Zr 126 96 101 
Nb 8 6 7 
Zn 119 74 66 
Cu 35 49 18 
Ni 174" 257 215 
·, 
.v 158 164 219 




Table 8.2 (continued) P"age 199 
New Bay Gabbro ... 
MAJOR 
.. ELEMENTS 41-82" 43-82 77-82 79-82 lOo-82 
SiO:i 48.9 50.3 50.8 45.7 49.4 ~-- -
. ,.Ti02 1.73 1.30 1. 71 2.82 2.12 
Al203 15.8 15.4 13.4 11.8 15.0 
Fe203(t) 12.08 ll.04 12.50 18.90 12.00 
MnO 0.19 0.17 0.20 0.26 0.19 
HgO 4.89 5.95 5.81 5. 71 5.52 
CaO 8.26 9.77 9.76 8.96 7.88 
Na20 3.23 3.01 2.78 2.32 3.52 
K20 1.08 0.90 0.76 0.77 0.82 
P205 0.24 0.16 0.20 0.28 0.45 
L.O.I. 2.46 1.70 1.80 1.84 1.87 
Total 98.86 99.70 99.72 99.36 98.77 
NORMS \ 
Q 0.52 
OR 6.62 5.43 4.59 4.67 5.00 
AB 28.35 25.99 24.02 20.13 30.74 
AN 26.37 26.38 22 ;.30 20.01 23.43 0 DI 12.12 18.23 21.47 19.99 11.53 HY 12.63 12.77 21.27 . 13.73 15.82 OL 7.92 6.51 12.23 6.28 
HT 2.00 1.79 2.04 3.09 1.98 
IL 3.41 2.52 3.32 5.49 4.16 




Rb 41 22 33 27 
Sr 384 296 266 413 
<... y 33 36 36 43 
Zr 121 144 122 197 
Nb 14 14 13 11 
Zn 90 87 127 95 . ' 
Cu 65 84 "74 17 
Ni 19 24 11 35 
v · 297 303 770 318 
Cr 0 8 0 38 
• 
P~ge 200 
TABLE 8.2 (continued) 
Diabase dikes 
MAJOR 
ELEMENTS 65-81 71-81 123-81 126-81 127-81 155-81 
S102 52.7 49.2 54.5 52.5 47.3 53.5 
!102 1.12 1.76 1.17 1.17 1.19 1.41 
Al203 · .. 14 .8 16.5 15.3 17.6 15.1 14.3 r Fe203(t) 9.05 9.56 9.14 7.63 8.28 7.20 
MnO 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.14 o.-16 0.11 
MgO 8.21 6.90 4.93 5.20 7.30 6.13 
CaO . 7.10 6.64 2.98 4.40 . 7.86 5.81 
Na2o · 3.42 2.99 5.33 4.84 . . 1.96 3.64 
K20 0.54 . 1.00 ' l 0.33 2.79 1.06 1.78 
P205 0.10 0.26 0.16 0.21 0.19 0.27 
L.O.I. 2.16 4.09 5.42 3.33 8.11 5.18 
Total 99.35 99.07 99.39 99.,1 98.51 99.33 
NORMS 
-4 
Q 0.34 3.28 . 6.93 
OR 3 . 28 6.22 2.07 17.09 6.55 11.96 
·AB 29.78 26.64 47~84 40 .• 00 17.35 35.02\ 
AN 24.11 30.16 14.57 18.72 30.62 19.81 
Dl 9.33 2.24 1.21 2.04 7.22 8.92 
HY 29.24 26.76 26.68 27.12 8.55 
OL 2.23 16.76 10.69 
M'1' 1.49 1.60 1.60 1.26 1.38 1.30 
IL 2.19 3.52 2.36 2.30 2.36 3.04 
AP . 0.24 0 .'63 0.39 0.50 0.46 0.71 .. 
TRACE 
ELEMENTS 
Rb 21 29 6 55 33 34 
Sr 257 426 322 457 451 466 
y 25 29 30 32 20 24 
Zr 1Q4 1~0 140 158 113 133 
Nb 7 11 ·s 6 . 10 14 
Zn 75 79 113 62 61 65 
Cu 30 21 21 17 36 43 
..v'"\ 
Ni 104 59 4 20 9.l 90 
v 154 237 294 195 226 165 
Cr 330 40 30 . 85 249 206 
• 
.. 
TABLE 8.2 (con t1 nued) Page 201 
Diabase -dikes 
MAJOR 
·ELEMENTS 169-81 227-81 263-81 306-81 
Si02 48 .• 2 51.2 45.2 . 53.0 .... 
Ti02 1.62 1.85 1.10 1.34 
Al203 15.7 15.8 14.2 . 15.7 
Fe2Q3(t) 9.33 9.52 8.79 8.90 
MnO 0.16 0.18 0.24 0.16 
HgO 8.28 5.89 8.47 5.23 
CaO 7.54 6. 71. 7.42 7.27 
Na20 2.65 2.86 1~79 4.22 
' · K20 1.13 0.95 1.40 0.75 
P205 ' 0.32 0.20 0.11 0.16 
L.O.I. .II 4.43 4.45 11.22 3.20 
Total' 99.36 99.61 9.9.94 99.93 
NORMS 
Q 2.35 4.06 0.16 
OR 6.66 5.90 9.32 4.58 
AB 22.37 25.43 17.07 36.92 
AN 27.54 28.87 29.96 22.41 
DI 6.26 3.90 8.72 11~37 
HY 29.52 26.07 23.86 20.07 
OL 6.84 
MT 1.49 1.60 1.59 1.47 
IL 3.07 3.69 2.35 2.63 
AP 0.74 0.49 0.29' 0.38 
TRACE 
ELEMENTS 
Rb 31 29 57 24 
S'r 417 309 211 444 
y 28 33 25 33 
Zr 168 155 86 133 
Nb 11 10 5 5 
z.n 77 63 57 65 
Cu 45 4!' 37 25 
Ni 154 77 148 8 
v 222 234 209 223 
Cr 43 121 294 36 
l 
. ' .  
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TABLE , 8.3 
Rare Earth Elements: Mafic Intrusions 
Element New Bay- Gabbro Diabase Dike Grapnel Gabbro Puncheon Diorite 
. (ppm) 77-:82 79-82 . 65-81 306-81 19-82 5D-82 221-81 
La 44.44 21.53 6.81 11.80 12.57 21.94 9.89 
Ce 115.27 60.50 18.06 34.08 31.34 60.76 25.23 
Nd 74.42 41.82 13.76 21.43 16.50 45.83 14.99 
Sm 16.57 11.98 4.64 ' 5.70 3.50 13.65 3.79 
Eu 6.45 4.00 1.58 2.13 1.05 13.65 1.30 
Gd 17.81 12.08 4.56 6.28 3~64 15.94 4.76 
Dy 13.03 11.18 4.19 5.13 2.42 13.99 5.07 ' 
Er 0.93 3.04 2.08 2.50 1.22 4.32 2.89 
Yb o.oo 1.04 1.32 1.65 0.89 . 1.93 . 3.04 
Chondrite 
Norm. 
-Jl.v La· 141.08 68.35 21.62 37.45 39.90 69.64 Ce 141.78 74.42 22.21 41.92 38.55 74.74 31.04 
Nd . 124.66 70.04 23.04 35.89 27.65 76.77 25. 
Sm 84.12 6~.79 23.54 28.91 17.79 69.31 19.22 
Eu 89.39 5 .34 21.92 29.52 14.48 69.29 17.94 
Od 68.76 46.63 17.60. 24.23 14.06 61.59 18.39 
Dy 40.09 34.41 12.88 15.79 7.45 43.06 15.61 
Er 4.37 14.27 9.75 ll.74 
-tf'.74 .20 .26 13.59 
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. 
an,d large amounts o_,f peridotite~ However, several factors indicate 
.that this was not .the mechanism · of forlD.ation of the Grapnel Gabbr.o: 
( 1) A silica gap of 6% . exists bett.Jeen the Grapnel Gabbro and the 
contamin~ted Coaker Porphyry. One would.expect to find intermediate 
, I' 
values as .a result of the ~xin~ of a complete range of ratios of 
magma and peridotite between the two extremes. (2) Mass balance 
calculations indicate that the Grapnel Gabbro is not eq\,livalent to any 
combination of Coakei Porphyry and peridotite. (3) fiekine and Wyllie 
• (1982c) 'found experimentally that the product of th~ reaction between 
the silicic magma and peridotite is a quartz-rich rock. Although the 
Grapnel Gabbro contains interstitial quartt and granophyre in its 
groundmass, normative quartz is low or absent. 
8.2.2 Relationships among the mafic rocks 
. 
Although the pre-Caradocian mafic intrusions are all tholeiites 
with similar trace element c~ritents and behavior, t;hey are 
distinguished from one\another on the basis of their distribution in 
the fielQ area, their mineralogy, and · their major element 
geochemistr-Y. Commonly, their fields do not overlap on variation 
diagrams. These differences are probably the result of local 
inhomogen the mantle source, contaminatiob, varying . extents 
of on, or even escape of the magma from different levels 
of the same magma chamber. Similar v~riations are observed in samples 
from small areas along mid-ocean ridges (see Wood et al. 1979), or 






Volcanic blocks from the Dunnage Melange and volcanic units of 
the Summerford Group are also tholeiitic to alkalic and plot )n fields · 
of within-plate basalts on discrimination diagrams (Hibbard 1976, 
Wasowski 1983). 
8.2.3 Devonian diabase dikes 
Geochemical data are available for Devonian dikes from · the 
northeastern Gander Zone (Jayaainghe 197S) and from the South Lake 
Igneous Complex in th~ central Dunnage Zone (Lorenz and Fountain 
1982). The former are distinctly alkalic, and the latter show a 
transitional tholeiitic - alkalic chracter, whereas ·those intruding 
the Dunnage Melange · are tholeiitic. Their chemistry . reflects 
variation in the man.tle source across the ?rogen, ~!though they -.oat 
probably arose in ~espon&e to the same ·' tensional event. 
8.3 Interpretation 
The "within-plate" character of the mafic rocks of the Dunnage 
Melange is a reflection of their origin from an undepleted mantle 
source in an extensional environment. Continental rifting, which is 
an' early or incipient stage of ocean fonution, produces basalts of 
this affinity. Whereas the mafic rocks of the Dunnage Melange are not 
coqtinenta~ rift basalts 1 their regional sett,ing 1a co~atible with 
r 
their having foraed in an environ~nt of incipient rifting in a 
back-arc poaition. Their che~stry ia inconsistent with an origin in 







The Puncheon Diorite, Ne'f Bay Gabbro, and Grapnel Gabbro are 
. tholeiiteS"" originating from incipient rifting in a back-arc basin 
environment:. They are not genetically related to the silicic rocks in 
' , 
the field •area, nor is the Grapnel Gabbro tht!. result of _the reaction 
be tween Coaker "Porphyry and iarge amounts of peridot 1 te. The Devonian 
d!abase dikes are ' less alkalic than those from the Gander· Zone or 
central Dunnage' Jne 1 















The Dunnage M~lange and its intrusions were part of a c;:omplex and 
dyna~c igneous, sediment ary and tectonic system, the local history of 
which was characterized by penecontemporaneous sedimentation, block 
faulttng, olistostrome deposition, intrusion,_ and sediment slumping 
and sliding in Ordocician time (Chapter 5). The~ earliest intrusions 
are mafic tholeiites with a chemistry indicati~e of a tensional rather 
than a compze sional envirollllent' 
~ck-arc. bas nal rifting (Chapter 8). 
intruded, penecontempoeaneously with 
interpreted to be related to 
The Dunnage Fonaatj,on was then 
sedimentation and melange 
format~on (Chapter 4), by a suite of silicic ,.:oclts that have a 
~ 
sedimentary source, yet contain abundant ultramafic xenoliths (Chapter 
• 6). · These intrusions were followed closely in time by a calc-alkaline 
suite that was derived from an igneous or mantle source (Chapter 7). 
The exact time at which melange formation began is unknown; we 
only know the ages of some of the lithologies involved, and the time 
at which melange formation abated (~radQf;Lan). The Coaker Porphyry 
.,/ 
is interpreted to have intruded in the late stages of melange 
formation during Lladeilian time, indicating that disruption began 






The age of the Dunnage Melange corresponds to the ~!me during 
which the destruction of the ancient continental margin of North 
America was occurring. The' foundering of the continental, margin and 
~-4 
the influx of f lysch from the east began in Arenigian time (Stevens 
.1970; Williams 1980), This flysch . heralded the approach of the 
allochthonous slices that were stacked from ·east to west and empl.aced 
on the continental margin by Caradocian time (StevenS' 1970; Will,iam& 
\ 1975; 1980). · Thus, by Arenigian time, collision of the volcanic arc 
Q . 
with the North American continent had not only begun, but had 
progressed to the extent that ophiolite was uplifted and was 
contributing to the fiysch. The emplacement of ophiolites onto the 
continental urgin during Llandvirnian-Caradocian time (Stevens 19 70) 
places the leading edge of the continental margin, with its apron of 
sediments, well down the subduction zone by Caradocian time. 
Voluminous quantities of t 'rondhjemite. . tonalite .. and granodiorite 
containing zircons with Grenvillian cores, occurring along the western 
margin of the Dunnage Zone • are interpre~ by G. Dunning (pers • 
com. 1983) to be the result of melti~ of subducted Grenvillian 
basement or sediments derived · from it. The Coaker Porphyry is 
interpre~d here to be the result of melting of sedimentary material 
associated with the subducted leading edge of the continental margino' 
It is proposed that large quantities of this magma (aa well as 
the material from melting of Grenvillian basement) permeated and 
reacted with the overlying mantle. The Coaker Porphyry represents a 
minute sample of this magma that reached the surface, facilitated by 





samples of the ultramafic terial throug~ which it passed, and' with 
which it r;eacted. 
The Loon Bay/Dildo Porph ry suite is interpreted here to be the 
result of partial melting the hybrid mantle produced by the 
reaction between the rhyodaci ic (.melts and peridotite. A . mantle 
source · with crustal contamina has been proposed for this suite by 
Strong and Dickson (1978). ie and Sekine (1982) and Sekine · and 
Wyllie ( 1982) hac! postulated that such a hybrid mantle, pr'oduced by 
the mechanism described here, is the source of andesites and the 
calc-alkaline suite. 
In summary, the Coaker Porphyry arose from the partial melting of 
sediments from the leading edge of the subducted continent.al margin of 
North America during the final stages of subd~ction • . It intruded the 
unconsolidated muds of the Dunnage Melange, its ascent facilitated by 
block fau~ting. This last, along with the intrusion' · of rift-related 
tholeiites and. the instability expressed by olistostrome deposition 
and slumping, is an expression of · the. extensional environment that 
locally prevailed up to middle Ordovician time, probably in a back-arc 
\ 
setting. A siliceous cal~-alkaline suite, the Loon Bay granodiorites 
. \ . . 
and the J?ildo Porphyry, \ intruded the region as pa~. of . the later 
Acadian orogeny, arising from mantle contaminated by large quantities 
"· of Coaker-type magmas. -.......... 
' . 
, .... 
Figure 9.1 . Tectonic setting of the Dunnage• Melange and its 
intrusions. 
A· · The Dunnage Formation forms in a back-arc 
basinal environment. 
• 
B. The closing of 'Iapetus involves.the ov-:rriding 
of ,the North American continental margin by the 
island arc, Extensive partial. melting of subd~cted 
sediments and .continental crust produce voluminous 
quantities of S-type magmas. Most of the magma 
remains in the mantle wedge, where it reacts with 
mantle 
amounts 
peridotite and solidifies, Only min<_>r . 
reac,h shallow levels (the Coaker G"orphyry). 
C. Partial meltini · of the contatinated IIIBntle 
' wedge gives rise to sUcic calc-alkaline magmas__ 
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Map Notes for Figure 2. 3 
I. (Coaker ISland) Richiy garnetiferous Coaker ·Porphyry. 
2. Gabbro intrusion - possibly part of the Puncheon Diorite suite. 
3. Small block of Coaker Porphyry in shale. 
4. Carbonate block. 
5. and (>. Dark Hole Shale surrounded by Dunnage Melange . mudstones. 
7 .• Enoilll.ous 
Causeway-type 
themselves. 
(up to 30 em diameter) ultramafic xenoliths in 
Coaker . Porphyry. Some xenoliths contain xenoliths 
8. Silicified, bre'cciated Coaker Porphyry. 
thin section. Cataclastic texture in 
9. Well-exposed contact between hornfelsed melange and Causeway-type 
Coaker Porphyry. 
10. Abundant ga bbroic xenoliths in Causeway-type Coaker ·Porphyry • 
11. In mudstone: block of clast-supported conglomerate consisting of 
mafic glass pebbles in shale. 
12. Causeway-type Coaker Porphyry peperfte at contact w,ith llllids tone. 
Abundant silicic xenoliths (older Coaker Porphyry ? ) • 
13. Melange matrix contains clastJ of hornfels near contact with 
Coaker Porphyry. Nearby is a carbonate blo~k. 
14. Small, lobate body of banded Coaker Porphyry. 
15. Large block of carbonate ' breccia. 
16. Collected from Coaker Porphyry in this locality: a large (5x20 
em) rectangular xenolith or phenocryst of pui-e ser1c1tized alkali· 
feldspar. (Fox Island~. 
17. Peperite dikes in Coaker Porphyry. 
18. Banded, vesic'!llar Coaker Porphyry pillows in shale. 
Lookout). · (Fair Maid ' s 
19. Dikes of xenolith-rich Coaker Porphyry intruding purple hornfels. 
Darks are flow-differentiat.ed with xenoliths concentrated in their 
centers. Hornfels preserves earlier folds. 
20. Xenolith-rich Coaker Porphyry intrud;ng an older body, of Coaker 
--.... .. 
" ' 
Porphyry that 1s 
xenoliths. 
Page A2 
paler in colour, has larger phenocrysts, and fewer 
' 21. Very large diabase dike (or one with low angle of dip). 
22. Carbonate block. 
o- - r 23. Dark Hole Shale - Dunnage Melange contact along shore V 
24. Low-amplitude folds in Dark Hole Shale (approximately 1 m '\. 
. wavelength). The folds become tighter to the north and fracture along 
the hinge. 
25. Intrusion of Dildo / Porphyry, cutting across bedding in Dark Bole 
Shale. Int ruaion contains abundant phenocrysts of mi lk.y-whi te quartz. 
26. Bedding of Dark Hole Shale becomes gradually less distinct; 
Dunnage character takes over. 
27. Large block of coarse conglomerate: 
basaltic glass in calcite. 
pebbles and stringers of ~ 
28. Rdt of Dark Hole Shale in Dunnage Melange. 
29. Cherty-looking, angular cobbles of Coak.er Porphyry in bla«k 
mudstone. 
30. Puncheon Diorite, with schlieren near cont~t. Intruded by 
Coaker Porphyry. (Pomeroy's Island). 
31. (White Islands). Pillowed, vesicular Coaker Porp ry in contact 
with purple hornfels. 
32. Coaker · Porphyry breccia ih hornfels. 
tectonic br~cciation rather than peperite. 
Slickensides indicate 
33. Coaker Porphyry dike ( 85 em across) sharply cuts a volcanic 
block. 
34. Contorted, baked mudstone at contact with Puncheon Diorite • . 
35. Light grey, medium-grained Puncheon Diorite intruded by aplitic _ 
dikelets. Also contains cognate inclusions of both lighter and darker 
dioritic mat·erial. Puncheon Diorite here contains highly irregular 
banding or layering of leucocratic and mafic diorite. 
36. Spectacular schlieren. 
37. Dike of Coaker Porphyry intruding Puncheon Diorite /-
38. Folded diabase dike in Coaker Porphyry, suggests folding 










~9. Block of autobrecdated spherulitic pillow basalt with carbonate 
selvedge. · · • 
40. Coaker Porphyry peperite in mudstone. , Well-exposed along shore, 
parallel to contact between stock and mudstone. 
41. 
,. r_ 
Cooling•cracks in contact surface of Coaker Porphyry stock. 
42 • . Spectacular mixture of .boudinaged Coaker Porphyry and mudstone. 
43. Isoclinal folds in silty shale. 
/ 
44. Well-bedded, undisturbed silty sha~e, or bedded tuff. 
45.· Breccia consisting of (ragments of black shale, red ahal~ 
greywacke, scoriac•e~us b~salt\in a green_ shale 'matrix. 
46. Coaker Porphyry with abundant · large gabbroic xenoliths, both 
· dark-coloured amphibolite& and light · grey prehnite-quartz assemblages. 
47. Euhedral quartz megacrysts 
xenolith phase. 
(up to 8 em across) in Causeway 
4 
48. Type locality of the Causeway xenolith phase of the Coaker 
Porphyry. 
49. Birchy Islands - Intermingled and folded Coaker Porphyry and 
mudstone. .Coaker Porphyry is loc,lly vesicular with lobate contacts 
and cracked surfaces. 
50. Coaker pill9ws, intermixtures with mudstone, and breccia. Some 
of this material is posaibly extrusive. Mudstone and Coaker Porphyry 
are also intermixed with mafic volcanic pillowed flows and breccia. 
51 ·. Grapnel Gabbro stock containing small ultramafic xenoliths. 
52. Small boulders of bedded carbonate. 
53~ Extremely fresh xenolith-rich Coaker Porphyry containing 
·amphibole and garnet. 
54. Folded Coaker Porphyry dike with lobate termination. 
55. ·Coaker -PoPphyry - Grapnel · Gabbro contact. 
56. An island composed entirely of well-fol"'IM!d sph.erulitic pillow 
basalt. 
,. 
57. Mudstone matrix containing sandy -layers and lenses, and small 
carbonate blocks. 
58 • . (Inspector Island) Cindery-looking, black Coaker Porphyry. 
r -
Page A4 
59. White Coaker Porphyry with ext~emely few phenocrysts, no 
xenoliths .1,. 
60. Inte .. rlnixed and folded Coaker Porphyry and /llllldstone. Coaker 
Porphyry stock, from which dikelets emerge, is flow-banded and 
vesicular. Contains large (up to 8 mm across) muscovite phenocrysts. 
61. Silty and sandy beds in black -tdstone, some folded, some 
disrupted, some undisturbed • 
• 
62. A ve'ry large limestone block, locally known as 
quarried approximately 50 years ago (E. C. 
1981). 
"The Limestone", 
Small, pers. com. 
63. _Complexly intermixed volcanics (tuff, pumice) and 
intrpded by Causeway-type Coaker Porphyry. 
' ' I , 
matrix, · 
64. \-4rge lobate "pillows" of Coaker Porphyry, (up to 3 m ·across) 
intruding black mudstone. 
65. Spherulitic pillow basalt with spherules up to a em across. 
- 16fi.. Old mine pH in a block of brecciated jasper . fragments 'in a 
black Hn-oxide + magnetite matrix. 
67. - A series of mine pits in a 
pyrrhotite + pentlandite). 
mineralized 
.,..., dike. (Chalcopyrite + 
68. Xenolith-rich Coaker Porphyry with small phenocrysts intruding 
xen_olith-poor Coaker Porphyry with large phenocrysts: 
69. Pillowed Coaker Porphyry in mudstone. Surrounding mudstone 
includes Coaker fragments, some of which are rounded, ' 
70. Isoclinally folded beds of siltstone and shale • . Siltstone layers 
. show _ varying degrees. of disruption, boudinage, rotation.. _ 
71. · Isolated pillow of black, -- flow-banded Coaker 
approximately 2xl m. Easily accessible in quarry. 
Porphyry. 
72. Several small ~nast0111osing diabase dikes, their orientation 
controlled by slickensided fractures (related to Reach Fault) and the 
presence of Coaker Porphyry ... 
.7 3. One of several plutonic cobble · conglomera tea. Some of _- these 
cobbles are petrographically and geochemically similar to the 
Twillingate trondhjemite. · 
74. More plutonic cobble conglomerate. 
75. Mudstone with disrupted bands of siltstone and sandstone, and a 





Key to Figure 2. 3 Haps of Nc;>rtheast 
Undifferentiated Silurian groups 
New W,orld Island Complex 
Sansom Greywacke 







... . Late dikes 
j.oon Bay Granite 
Dildo Porphyry 
Grapnel Gabbro 
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